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FpREWORD

Time on task is considet'ed to be one of thd most critical
factors in school learning. Research in academic subjects is
providing educators with a better understanding of ways to
maximize student opportunities to learn. Prior to this dtudy,
.there has been little studied about time on task in vocational
education classes. The resUlts of this stUdy are intended to
fill that vpid by providingL,a data'base cm the'propdrtions 'of
time spent by students and teachers on and off relevant tasks in
their vocatiotral edpcation classes.

Researchers dndi teacher educatots are intende'd to be the
audience of this report. The purpose of this report is to .

present a picture, both graphically and verbally, of how11,400
minutes`Were spent in ten vocational classes by l86students and
their teachers. The ten,classes repres nted threft program
areas--agricultutal.education, ffiarketin and di ributivé
education, and trade and Adustrial ucation. Two project staff
members spent two weeks in each class observi g and recording the
students'.and teadhers' activities each minute with observation
instruments de.signed for the study.

Many people have spent a great deal of their time and
energy on this stucly. While the teachers and other school per-
sonnel who participated in this study must remain anonymous, . .

we sincerely thank them for allowing the observers the freedom
to collect the data as was necessary. Special appreciation is
extended to Dr, pavid Helm, Research for Better Schools;
Dr. David Pucel, Minnesota State University; and Dr. Stanley
Chow, Far:West Laboratory for Educational,Rebearch
Development, for their thoughtful review of this report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

Time on task is one of the most critical factors that af-
feats the amount students learn and achieve in school. Numerous
studles show that the period of time studentsare actively en-
gaged in a learning activity (time on task) relates positively to
their academic achievement. As a consequence of the findings
from studies conducted primarily in elementary classes, the
National Commission on Excellence in Education (National
Assessment of Educational Progress 1982) has identified time
spent on subjects as One of klp three variables most crucial to
improving the quality of education.

.r)

Although the time on task research is changing educators'
perspectives about cLassroom management, there has been very lint-

tle such research conducted in secondary vocational education
classes. The results of the research indicate that students in

academic classes learn more when the time for learning and
Student involvement are increased, and when students have a high

rate of success with learning actiVities. The results also show
that ttudents in academic clasdes make,the greatest gains in
achievement when their teachers spend most of the time lecturing,
demonstrating,,and leading discussions. The strategies for more
effective teaching implied by,, these outcomes have not been tested
in vocational education classes, nor are0 there baseline data on
how'time is spent in vocational education classes.

Objectives

The objectives, therefore, of this exploratory study were--

o tb adopt/develop appropriate research/evalttation proced-
ures for determining the proportion of time spent upon
selected content areas in secondary vocational education
programs, and

o to determine the proportion of time spent upon selected
content areas in three second:-..ry vocational education pro-
gram areas.

Methodology

Ten secondary vocational education classes in three program
areas (agricultural educations marketing and distributive educa-
tion, trade and industrial education) were purpodiVbly selected

for participation. The ten classes were located in seven

7
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comprehensive high schools alid area vocational schools at four

types of sites (rural, suburban, urban, inner city) in four

states. The activities of 186 students and ten teachers were

observed and recorded, minute-by-minute for ten entire class

periods during two consecutive .weeks in the spring of 1982. The

classes ranged from 46 to 176 minutes in length and had from

seven to twenty-six stuaents enrolled.

The observations were recorded on two types of keypunch-

ready observation guides (individual students, entire class, and

teacher) designed to show the amount of time students spent on

task upon content (basic skills, technical skills, employability

-galls) and as compared with time spent on noncontent (set up,

clean up, related activities) and off task time spent on breaks,

socializing, and doing nothing. The teachers' time was recorded

either as content areas or as other managerial, noncontent areas.

Over 11,400 minutes'were observed during 99 class periods in

the ten classes, with a total 22,1100 minutes recorded slnce there

were two observers using different observation guides in each

class. The proportions of eine spent on and off tasks were.cal7

culated by dividing the number of minutes spent on the activity

by the total number of student minutes present in the class.

Comparisons were calculated with t-tests and F-tests, and the.

Student-Newman-Keuls procedure was used to discern homogeneous

subsets.

Findings

The findings of the study indicated the Bpllowing:

o The average proportions of time spent, by the students in

the ten classes observed for ten class periods'were:

Basic skills
Technical skills
(practice and
lecture)
Employability
skills

Set up/clean up
Related/in task

Off task
(socializing,
nothing)

Break .

= 6.74%
= 41.17%

= 7.99%

= 7.18%
= 6.07%

= 25.27%

= 5.67%

xvi

55.9% On task/content

l3.25%.0n task/noncontent

30.94% Off task



The proportions of time usage varied greatly among the
indiiiidual classes, as did the amount of time students were

absent or late. There was an average 20 percent absence/
late rate during the first week observed.compared with 17
percent during the second week.

o The proportion of time spent on task by the thirty students
observed individually (three observed in each class by the
second observer) ranged between 35 and 88 percent. There
was a wider range of time on task/content among students in
different classes than among students in the same class.
Their absence ranged from 0.0 to 33.4 percent.

o There were no significant differences (p < 0.05) among the
means of the three students observed individually and their
class means for the proportion of time on task and off

task. There were signffcant differences (p < 0.01) for
absence, however, with the individual students' ebsences
less than the average of their classes.

o On the average, teachers allocated 67 percent of the class-
time for time on content (basic skills, technical gkills,
employability skills) and spent the remaining 33 percent of

the time on noncontent activities which included managerial
activities such as roll taking.

On the average,teachers spent over a fourth of their time

(29 perceht) providin one-to-one instruction. Additional
pedagogical methods activities included the following:

work at desk
observe students at work
-give directions, instructions
lecture
talk to observer
out of clatsroom
talk to staff/nonclass students
lead discussions
make assignments
demonstrate
use audiovisuals,
lead questions/answers

11.8%
8.8%
8.8%
8.3%
3.7%
3.2%
2.8%
2.6%
2.1%
1.7%
1.7%
1.7%

There were significant differenCes (p < .00) for the pro-
portions of time on task among short (46 to 56 minutes),
medium (111-126 minutes), and long (146-176 minutes)

classes. The greatest difference was between short and

long classes, with long ciasses having a significantly
higher proportion of time on tasis.

xi1vi5 *



o There were significant differences (p < 0.01) for time on
task among the three, program areas (AG, MDE, T & I) repre-
sented in the study. MDE classes had the lowest, While
T & I and AG classes had the highestuproportions of time
on task.

o There were significant differences (p < 0.05) for time on
set up/clean up and technical skills between the three
machine shops, while there were no significant differences
tor absence, time on basic skills, or time on emloyability,
skills.

o A significant difference (p <' 0.05) was found for time on
task between classes that had a substitute teacher and
those that had the-regular teacher. There was a higher
proportion of time spent on task when the regular teacher
was present, although the substitutes appeared to be task
oriented and conscientious. f

o Medium classes (15-17 students) had a significantly higher
proportion (p < 0.u1) of time on task (74 percent) than
large classes (24-26 students; 59 percent). Incidentally,
the small class (7 students), Which was not included in
the calculations, had the highest mean of 86 percent time,
on task.

o There were no significant differences (p < 0.05) among the
days of the week for time on task when the averages of all

* classes were considered. The patterns of time on task
varied considerably, however, among the ten classes
individually.

o Th&e was a significantly, higher proportion of time
(p < 0.05) spent on technical skills during the first week
observed compared to the second week, While there was no
significant difference for basic skills, employability
skills, set up/clean up, and absence.

o There was no significant difference (p < 0.05) in the pro-
portions of time spent upon ba.itic skills, technical
skills, employability skills, set up/clean up, and absence
when every third or every fifth minute of observed activ-
ity was calculated rather than every minute.

Implications

The average proportions of time on task found in this study
were very similar to the proportions found in other studies con-

ducted in academic subject classes. Wide variations of time on
task were found among the ten classes in the study, espetially on

20



content. Such differences indicate that numerous factors con-
tribute to time usage in secondary vocational education classes.

The students' time on content (55.9 percent) appeared to be
consistently less than the amount allocated by the teachers (67

percent). This divergence would indicate that, as in academic
classes, the students did not.take full advantage of their oppor-
tunities to learn or practice skills. It can be inferred that
teachers had a geeat deal of control over the time spent on con-

tent. Theregular teachers 'induced their students to spend more
time on task than did the substitute teachers.

Additional factors that contributed to time on task also

cannot be overlooked. Longer Classes and classes with fewer stu-
dents had the highest proportions of time on%task. The classes

with more opportunities for hands-on activities--the T & I wild AG
classes in this study--had more time on task than the lecture-
oriented MDE classes. The latter findings,point to another
inference that cam only be made cautiously at this time, namely,
that classes at area vocational schools provide more opportunity
for time on task than do those in comprehensive high schools.

The most valuable contribution of the study, however, was to
provide'a data base of how time was spent by students and teach-

ers in a variety of secondary vocational education classes Over a
period of time. The results show that the classes were indeed

diverse, even when classes of similar content (e.g., machine

shop) were compared. There was no "typical" class that could be

truly representative of all vocational education classes, even
within the same program area.

Recommended Research

Since there was no attempt made to eelate,specified outcomes
(e.g., attainment of competencies) to time spent on task, it is
strongly recommended that further studies investigate this re-

lationship for vocational educatior classes. Equally important,
further research is needed to examine the effects of teachers'
managerial activities and instructional methods upon students'
time on relevant tasks in secondary vocational education classes.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND FRAKEWORK

Time on task is one of the most critical variables that af-
fects the amount students learn and achieve in school. The time
during which a student is actively engaged in a learning activity
is cane. "time on task" (Bloom 1974). Numerous studies have
indicated that the amount of time students are engaged in learn-
ing relates positively to their academic abhievement (Bloom 1974,
Fisher, et al. 1978, Stallings and Kaskbwitz 1974). Consequent-
ly, the National Commission on'Excellence in Education (National
Assessment of Educational Progress 1982) has identified time
spent on a subject, along with curriculum' content and expecta-
tions held for students and teachers, as the three variables most
crucial to improving the quality of education.

While the results of the time on task Studies are changing
educators' thinking about classroom management, there has been
very little time on task research conducted in vocational educa-

tion classes. The majority of the studies of.time on task have
been conducted with elemer(tary students lea.rnirig basic skills.
The studies conducted with secondary students have also empha-
sited academic subjects, with sparse attention to vocational edu-
cation. Currently the time on task research shows that student
learning increases When time for learning is increased, time for
student involvement is increased, and learning activities are
planned to provide students a high rate of success. The researc'h
findings also show that students in academic classes make the
greatest gains when teachers spend most of the time lecturing,
demonstrating and.leading discussions. The implications of theso
findings have not been tested in vocational education classes,
nor, are there baseline data on how time is actually spent in
vocational education classes.

The purposes of this exploratory study, therefore, are to
provide educators with methodology for determining how time is
spent in vocational education classes and information about how
time was actually spent in selected classes. in order to in-
crease the effectiveness of vocational education, it is neces-
sary to understand how students and teachers spend time in the
classrooms, shops, and laboratories. These.data wila provide a
foundation essential for further studies that correlate instruc-
tional strategies with student time on task and achievement of
desired outcomes with student time on task. Furthermoie, thesa
data will be useful for formulating evaluative criteria to assess
the effectiveness of vocational education programs.
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The two objectives of this study were--

to adapt/develop appropriate research/evaluation proce-
dures for determining the proportion of time spent upon
selected content areas in secondary vocational education
programs; and

to determine the proportion_of time spent upon selected
content areas in three vocational education program
areas.

Questions

To support the first objective in this study, the following
questions were asked:

1. What are the differences among the days of the'week in
the proportion of time students spend on task?

2. What is the difference between the first and the
second week of observation in the proportion of total
time on task, on basic skills, on technical skills, on
employability skills, on set up/clean up, and bn
absence?

3. If every 3rd or 5th minute had been recorded instead
of every minute, what would be the difference in the
proportion of time on task, on basic ekills, on
technical skills, on employability skills, on set up/
clean up, and on absence?

To accomplish the second objective in this study about time
usage ip vocational education classes, the following questions
were asked:

1. What are the proportions of time spent by all students
in the classes on task (content and non-content), off
task, and on absence?

2. What are the proportions of time spent by the three
selected students in each class on task (content and
.noncontent), off task, and on absence?

3. What is the difference between the mean of the three
students-in each class and the mean of all the stu-
dents in the class in the proportion of time on task
(content and noncontent), off task, and on absence?

4. What are the proportions of time spent by the teachers
of the passes on content and on noncontent?
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5. What are the proportions of time spent by teachers
on various instructional methods and other activities?

. What are the'differences among short, medium, and long
4 claSses in the proportion of total tinxe on task, on

basic skills, on technical skills, on employability
skills, on set up/clean up, and on absence?

7. What are the differences among the program areas
(agricultural education, marketing and distributive
education, trade and industrial education) in the
proportion of total time on task, on basic skills, on
technical skills, on employability skills, on set
up/clean up, and on absence?

B. What are the differences among the threepachine shops
in the proportion of total time on task, on basic
skills, on technical skills, on employability skills,
on set up/clean up, and on absence?

9. What are the differences between classes taught by
substitute teachers and those taught by the regular
teacher in time on task?

10. What are the differences between classes with fewer or
more students in the proportion of time on task?

Definitions

Overview

Many terms have been used in studies about time and
education. Unfortunately, there is no common glossary that cuts
across all the studies reviewed. The terms used in this study
are defined in this section and related to other terms used in
the literature.

Qbservation guide is the instrument used to record, every
minute, the activities of teachers and students in vocational
education,classes. Two observation guides were used in this'
study. The first, called the class observation guide, was used
to record the activities of all the studfnts and the teacher.
The second, called the student observation guide, was used to
record the activities of three specified students. (Both guides
are included in Appendix A.)



Time
4

Total class time is the largest unit of time considered in
the study. Total class time is the precise amount of time, in
minutes, that is officially scheduled for a particular vocational
education Class. The classes in this study ranged from 46
minutes to 176 minutes in length.

''Allocated time is the amount of time, in minutes, provided
by the teacher for curricular content activities during class
time. Allocated .time is the upper limit.of time available for
the/specific content.4related activities. It does not take into
account the time individual students actually spend on the
content-related activities. It is, therefore, a rather crude
estimate of student involvement (Borg 1980).

Time on task is the amount of time, in minutes, students are
attending to teacher-assigned activities that are both curricular
content (time on task/content) and also noncurricular content
(time on task/noncontent). Time on task/content is the amount of
time, in minutes, students are engaged in curricular contents.
Curricular contents include basic skills with technical skills;.
basic skills alone; technical skills, both theory and practice;
knowledge of the world of work; job seeking, maintaining and
advancing skills; and work attitudes and values. Time on task/
noncontent includes setting up, cleaning up, listening to
announcements, and selected youth organization activities.

Curricular Contents

Technical skills are thought of as the hands-on performance
(practice)..,' or the learning about (lecture) those work tasks of
varying levels of skill that require proficiency, ability, or
dexterity for complex, or highly complex cognitive understand-
ings. Examples of technical skills are knowledge of occupation-
related procedures and use of tools, equipment, and facilities.

Basic skills are also considered to be a curricular content
area. They may be defined as the use of reading, mathematics,
and both oral and written communications skills by students in
vocational education classes (adapted from Weber et al. 1982).
Examples of basic skills are calculating, .IATiting,-speaking, and
reading in conjunction with technical,skills.

Employability skills-include thethree curricular-content
areas of "work attitudes or values", "job-seeking, maintaining,
and advancing.skills", and "knowledge cf the world Of work.'"
These three areas were dltimately combined for analysis in this
study because a relatively small proportion of time was spent
upon each in the classes observed. The first of these three
areas--work values Or attitudes--fis considered to be the teach-r
er's or student's expression and reflection of those qualities
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deemed worthy in the performance of vocational education class
activities related tO the performance of jobs. Examples are get-
ting to class or work on time and doing one's work well. The
dotecond one--job-seekin, maintaining, and advancing -skills--may
be provided by the performance of tLose vocatiOnal education
class activities concerned with locating and obtaining job place-
ment both on an initial and an advanced bans. Examples of these
skills include developing a resume and learning about inter-
personal skills that are necessary for success on the job. The
third itea--knowledge of the world of work--is provided by.
vocational education class adtivi,es that contribute to one's
uhderstanding of how jobs are structured and how one prepares to
engage in work. Examples of knowledge of the world of work
activities are discussiow about job opportunities, wage struc-
tures, job opportunities7wand the social or personal implications
of chosen jobs.

Assumptions

Three major assumptions were made in conducting this study.,
First, it was assumed that time on task is a critical variable
for achievement in school learning. This assuthption was based on
evidence from a substantial body of research that has been co9-
ducted in elementary and secondary academic classes during the
previous two decades. Second, it was assumed that important
differences exist between elementary academic education and ,

secondary vocational education that could have implications for
instruction that maximizes time on task in vocational, education
classes. These differences can be studied best through direct
observation in vsicational education classes with instruMents
designed specifically for the varied activities in shop and
laboratory classes.. Third, it was assumed that while no'consen-
sus exists about tbe outcomes or goals of secondary vocational
education, there.are curricular-content areas that most educators
would agree should'be addressed in all programs.

Based upon these assumptions, a thorough review- was conduct-
ed of previous studies and theoretical models about time as a
_variable of learning and achievement. The following brief review
'of the literature provides a foundation for this study. pi addi-
tion, Appendix D contains abstracts of over fifty related studies
'useful for further study in this field.

' FirSt Assumption

Time on task is positively correlated with learning and
achievement. Various measures of time have been studied as
variables of school learning for almost a century. Educators
have studied the length of the school daY, the length of

. individual classgs, the amount of time allocated for academic
content; and the amount of time stUdents are engaged with
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academO.c content. Additional researchers have tross analy1;ed the
results of the original studies to asartain which time variables
have the most predictability for increasing the effectiveness of

schooling.- The effects of the time spent in diverse types of
classes with many different outcome goals are still to be deter-

mined. But one conclusion consistent among all the finding& is
that the time spent in school with relevant academic content is
positively correlated with increased student learning and
achievement. The particular unit of time, however, has been
studied with varying findings related to achievement. Analysis
of the research tO date (Frederick and Walberg 1980) indimetes

the following:

There is a modest but persistent correlatioA be-
tween the 'number of years of schor-.ing and

achievement. Correlations range between .26'and
. 71, although they are sizably lower when social

class is controlled.

There are inconsistent findings relating the
number of days of instrucion to achievement.
While in half the studies there is no relation-
ship, in the other half the correlations between
days of instruction and achievement range from

. 32 to .69.

There is a persistent correlation (.13 to .59)
between the hours spent on content and achieve-
ment. Wh.en the relationships are adalyzed by
the amourit of variation explained, the propor-
tion ranged from 3 to 22 percent after other
variables are entered in the equatiOns.

most recent time-related studies had their origins during
the 1960s and 1970s in the process-product studies. These shOwed

that classroom processes result in educational.products such as

student achievement. Numerous studies were conducted in various

stages to discern which classroom practices lead to student

achievement. Initially, the studies focused"upon basic skills in

elementary schools and have since evolved to include a variety" of

academic subjects in secondary schools. Very few of the studies

addressed time on task in secondary vocational education

classes.

'Most of the time-related studie6 trace their theories about

time to Carroll's (1963) model of school learning. The funda-

mental tenets in his model are that time is a critical variab3/4e

in individual student learning and thdt students differ in the

amount of time they need to learn a given unit to some set cri-

terion. Carroll's model includes the five factors of aptitude,



ability perseverance, opportunity to learn, and quality of
instruction reduced to the formula:

Degree ,of learning f (time actually spent)

Carx'oll, distinguished between elapsed time and the time the
learner is actually spending on the act cif learning as the time
during which the learner is paying attenfion and trying to learn
(1963).

Bloom's (1974) model of school learning was buitt uPon
Carroll's ideas. Bloom called the aMount of time when.the
learner is actively engaged n learning te "time on task" (p.
682). In his comprehensive review of differences in learning
under different classroom condit1on6 in different nations,
states, and communities, Bloom found that "while there,can be no
simple.explanation for all Of.these differences, it seems to SOme
of us that:the percent of time the student spends on task in the
classroom may be a powerf4, variable underlying most of these
differences" (p. 684). Broom commented that "thorough under-
standing oftime and its use in school learning may help us turn
this great potential increasingly toward the improvement of the
schools and the improvement of the human condition" (p. 686).

Wiley and Harnischfeger (1974) formulated a model that was
baSed.in part upon Wiley's analysis of the controvers4.al Coleman
report, Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966). Wiley's an-
alysis of the relationship between attendance and achievement in
that study indicated that the quantity of schooling is a pclwerful
variable in determining achievement. Borg (1980) .demonstrated
that increased time in school increases achieveMent by correlat-
ing timeas defined by the produdt of average daily attendance,
number of hours per school day, and number of days per school
yearWith standardized achievemfnt subset scores. In the
Wiley-narnischfeger model, as in'Carroll's Model, achievement is
determined by two variables.: the total time a student needs to
:Learn a. task and the total time the .student actually spends on
the task. The influence of all other variables, such as the
curriculub, the student and teacher Characteristics, and the
quality of the'instruction, is mediated by hese,two time
variables.'

Tte three models,of time and learning deVeloped by Carroll,
and,Wiley-Hardischfeger provided the theoretical fOunda-

tion for 'several empirical,'observation-bated studies These
. models of time were,,the basis of the concept.of academic learning
time which has been a major contpibution of the Beginning Teacher.
Evaluation Study or BTES (Fisher etyal 1978). The BTES findings.-
on allocated and.engaged.time that substantially agree with ear
lier research are'derived from a strdnger,and more sophisticated
.data base (Borg 1980) Through direct observation, BTEB re-
searchers(risher et al 1978) collected"sUbStantial longitudincl
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data about students' engagement or nonengagement with instruc-

. tional.tasks in elementary classes. Findings from the multiple
linear regression analysis of the relationships between acaciemic
learning tfme and student achieVement indicated that the propor:-

tion of allocated time that students are engaged in learning,
task's was found to be positively correlated with achievement. In
classes with the highest engagement rates, the teachers lad allo-
cated more'time for the academic activities. Teachers allocated
approximately 55 percent of the class time for academic activi-
ties., vdth another 25 percent devoted to subjects,such as music,

a'ft, and'physical education. The remaining 20 percent of the
time was spent in noninstructIonal activities and transitions.

On the average, the second and fifth grade students in the
BTES were engaged aboue 7,3 percent Of the allocated time in math

and rdading. On the average, the students were engaged in aca-
demic activities aboit 1 hour 45 minutes or 40 percent of the
in-class time. The was constiderable variation among students,

however, 'with some' -tudents engaged abdut 30 minutes more and
-others engaged about 30,minut.Ns 'less than the average engagement
rate (Rosenshine 1981):

Another series of studies, conducted by Stallings and her
associates through the 1970s,and 1980s (Stallings and Kaskowitz
1974, Stallings and Mohlman 1981) has provded imprpved classroom
observation methodology and additional substantiation of the time
'on task theory of learning. Stallingsi'dontinual work has re-
sulted in correlational and descriptive data about school effec-
tiveness, including the use of time by -elementary and secpndary
teachers and students in the classroom. Her findings indicate
that the mer# length of the school day or the length of class in
secondary schools is not the critical factor in students' academ-
ic achievement. She stated that, "Clearly student learning
depends on how the available time is used, not just the amount of
time available (Stallings 1980, p. 11). Stallings has organized
a teacher training institute to encourage teachers to spend more
time instructing and managing students to stay on task during
class time (Stallings and Mohlman 1981).

The notion that increased time on task is the panacea for
increased achievement is extremely appealing as a simple solution-

for mote effective academic education. Several researchers have
cautioned, however, that the time on task findings should not be
interpreted to mean that merely increasilig the.engaged time will
produce more learning'for all students. Stallings' (1980) com-
ment Sums Up others' (Soar 1978, Evertson 1980) views: "For all
students, there is a point at which more learning time does not
produce more learning" (p. 12).

At this time, there.is no known optimum time on task for
most students, particularly the less academically successful

students. The less successful students need more time to learn
than the more sUccessful students (Bloom 1974). Data from Clasen
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(1968) and'Atkinson (,1968) suggest.that the slowest 5!Percent of
learners take about five times as long to.,reach any given criter-
ion of mastery as do 'the fastest .5 percent of.learners ,(Borg
1980). A numtier of studies (Block 1971; Pee6rson 1972) provide
evidence that 80 percent of the students Can achieve a level of
learning that is usually attained by only 20 percent when there
is an increase of 10 to 20 percent in learning time,.

Evertson (1980) reported a significant variation in student
_engaged time among achievement groups. On the aver'age, low-
achieving junior high students were engaged 40 percent of the
time in academic aontent 'compared with 85 Percent engaged time
for high-achievers. Low-achievers spent moTe time waiting and
doing nothing'than did high-achievers.

It appears that the relations'hip (cbrrelational, not causal)
between teacher-allocated time and student-time on task-and
achievement has been,established in the elementary level studies.
There is a. temptatio6 to apply the time on task findings from the
academic elementary classroomg to the secondary level vocational
education classroom. It is important, however, to recognize that
there "may be significant differences betWben these two areas iR
their orientation, goals, structure, and student characteristics
that may. have aifferent ramifications for increasing effective*

instruction..

Irummary, the time-achievement research suggests that
teachers should manage class time to provide adequate time for

students to be engaged in learning There.is no formula for
calculating the.precise amount of time required,for optimal-
learning at either the elementary or secondary leVel, nor is
there any ond.amount,oftime'ideal for all the students in a

heter8geneous class. It is'apparent, ,however, that where the
opportunity for student time on task is increased there is

'significant gain in student.achievement.

Second Assumption

There are several types of differences--differences between
elementary,.students and secondary'vocational education.students,
diferences between lecture-brieRted claSses and 'shop/laboratory
classes, and differences in the types of subject Matter being
.taught--that'pan affect the teaching methods' most conduciveto
optimizing time on'task in vocational education classes.

Differences between types of students. The. most ob'vious
differences'are the natural differences in physical growth and
mental maturity between elementary and,secondary students.
Because the attedtion span of elementarY students is short, the
time allocaterfto a particular subject may be-only 15 to 20
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minutes. In contrast, vocational classes in the study ranged
from 46 tO 176 minutes in length. Young students mak not be abla
to concentrate for long periods of time on individualized seat
work as can,older students. The youngest students (grades one
through three) are still learning to follow directions and may
not have either the reading or comprehension Skills to proceed,
with work on their own. Thus, a great deal of teacher time is
required for individualized work. It is during this time when a
teacher is working with an individual student or small groups
that the rest of the class tends to be 'off task. At-the
secondary level, students are able to work for longer periods of
_time on their own without individualized teacher supervision.
Teachers also have fewer managerial duties at the secondary level
since such tasks as collecting lunch money, getting dressed for
recess or to go home, etc.'diminish asN students become older and
are able to care for themseLves.

Differences in class structure. The prevailing teacher-
student interaction in academic classes without lAboratories or
shops, such as those observed in most_previous--;time==on-task
studies, is with the teacher lecturing and the students listening
and responding. Cusick (1973) described Tds observation
experiences in one high ,school:

The fact was, that the teaching in all classes, science, .

math, English, language was remarkably similar. he
teacher would take care of his basic-maintenance acti-
vity: take attendance, close the door, accept late
slips, take out his book and 'call the page number; then
he would structure the actiyify by acting,out the part
of,questioner, encourager, teller, and explicator,
doing; of course, most of what there was to do while the
students watdhed, waited, and responded to his cues.
This was the'way classes were conducted day in and day
out. (p. 28)

Vocational classes usually include a laboratory or shop in
addition to a more traditional class component that provides
opportunities for related lectures. Most vocational education

.
skills cannot be learned without individual,.hands-on practice.
A student may lea'rn the theory and the correct safetr procedures
and memorize the directions, but will develop the actual skill
only through hands-on experiences. In vocational education shOp
or laboratory classes there is usually tangible evidence that a
student is mastering the desired competency, 'and the teacher can
often spot problems as a student works. When students are doi,Ig
individualized work in academic classes it is almoSt impossible
for-their teacher to determine if the students are proceeding.'
correctly without actually talking with them or checkirig their

papers. It is easier for students to be off task with a reading.,
or writing assignment and go unnoticed by the teacher than for
students to be.off task when they Are assigned to the lathe or

other equipment. Thus, the problems of off-disk behavior that
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show up with,individualized instruction may not apply to
vocational classes to the same extent.

Differences in subject-matter. Studies of elementary'class
es have generally focused on .6asic skills-such as reading,-Matii
or science. Even in secondary-level'studies, classes-in similar
academic subjects were used as the'samples. T many cases re-
medial English or math classes were studiecL h us for the most .#
part, classes *Lich as physics, journalism, or language that
typically include a laboratory component similar to:t.hat found in
voca,tional education were not studied. Learning in the lab en-
vironment, even in academic classes, is generally individualized
or done in small groups, as oriposed to all students listening to .

a teache 's lecture. In Some cases, a class such as physics may
* extend t ough more than one class period, with classroom fecture

held one period and lab held another. This structure is similar
to that found in many vocat:ional education classes.

.

The'type of subject matter being taught also affects the ,

managerial or noncontent activities tha.t occur. Lab classes may
require time on the teacher'spart to chedk equipthent, set up,

' materials, arrange for repairs, etc. Students may also spend
time in. set up/clean up as part of their learning experiences.
Even within regular classes Cusick (1973) found:that "generally,
in harder classes such as phybics, calculus, or literature, the
teachers were able to go through these things (managerial activ-
ities at the beginning of claSs) faster because there were fewer

.deviations; that is, ere'were fewer students who missed class,
missed tests, failed to hand- in work, came late, And so forth."
(p. 46. Althbugh Cusic provided no rationale, it is possible
that there is a self-seleCtion process wherein the "harder'
classes are made up primarily of the most capable and/or mature
students. If this is true, as has been posited by Stallings
(1976), then differedt pedagogical methods are needed in dif-
ferent classes to yield the.same proportion of time cln.task.

Third Assumption

There are major curricular content areas that should be
ineluded in all vocational education programs regardless of the
desired outcome goals oof the local programs. An unresolved issue
in vocational education is the lack of consensus.ni:tionally about
the dasired outcome or goals for secondary vocational education
.programs. While,some policymakets and educators contend that its
role is to prepare youth for work after high school, others be-
Iieve vocational education is a more general preparation ,for
life. these polar opinions -have serious implications for nation-
al, state, and local policies and funding appropriations for the
vocational education of high school students.
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Educators, employers, and parents Who participated in a

recent survey believe that the primary goal of secondary voca-
tional education is to provide students with competencies needed
to obtain jobs (McKinney et al. 1981) . Other_outcome goals that

have been listed most'frequently in public school vocational
education curricula are (1) meeting society's needs for workers,

(2) increasing the options available to each student, and (3)
serving as a motivating force to enhance all types of learning

(Evans and Herr 1978). Farley (1972) listed over 250 pbssible

goals or outcomes that have been supported at some time. Ruff and
,his associates (1981) provided a rationale for including non-
occupational specific outcomes that would lead to increased

individual diversity, individual productivity, equity, program
accountability, and program implementation. In the absence of a

common set of outcome goals, educators generally agree that a

diverse vocational education curriculum must be taughtt;-accom-
erent goals held by the various constituencies

across the nation.

The lack of consensus about desirable outcome goals has

presented an enormous difficulty in determining what should be
considered relevant contents for the curricula of a variety of

vocational education programs. The identification of relevant
curricular content is essential to this study in order to know

which activities tosrecord as time on task. A thorough review of

the literature yielded a model developed by Campbell and his

associates (1981, p. 8) that proved helpful, as did a policy

paper by Evans (1981), for determining relevant curricular

content areas appropriate for secondary vocational education

programs. These curricular content areas were organized into

five distinct groups for use in this study. They include (1)

basic skills (separate or with technical skills); (2) technical

skills; (3) knowledge of the world of work; (4) job seeking,

maintaining, and advancing skills, and'(5) work attitudes or

values. (These five major content areas were defined in the

Definition section.)

The five curricular-content areas were used in a tentative

mode in this study with the acknowledgment that they could prove,

to be inadequate for all of the types of contents taught in voca-

tional education classes. They did, in fact, prove to be less

.discrete or mutually exclusive than initially believed. For ex-

ample, differentiating among the three curricular oontent areas
of knowledgeyof the world of work, job- seeking, maintaining, and

advancing skills, and work attitudes or values was extremely
difficult and often impossible in the classee observed. Similar-

ly, there is no clear division in the literature, as exemplified

by the range of effective work competencies identified by Kazanas,

(1978), the thirty-nine employability skills discussed by Selz

(1980), and others' lists that do nOt divide neatly into the

three distinct curricular content areas. Consequently, these

three content,areas have been collapsed and considered as, one

catchall category termed "employability skills" in the analysis

of the data in this study.
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Teachers generally determine what curricular-content areas
are included in their lessons, but regional goals or desired
outcomes are also influential. Teachers also control the amount
of time provided for specific curricular content areas. There-
fore, teacher-allocated time determines the upper limits of time
students can be engaged in learning specific-content areas.
Numerous studies indicate a wide range of time allocated for
academic instruction and a concomitantly wide range of student
engaged time in academia content. Holmes' (1915) finding of the
wide variation in time allocated by subject matter in urban
elementary schools across the nation has been confirmed by every
study conducted to date (Mann 1928; Brady et al. 1977). The.
differences in actual allocated time suggest that
have two as-mucn ppor unity to learn academic
content as other students (Caldwell, Huitt, and Graeber 1982).

II "

Limit'ations of the Study

This exploratory study is one of the few endeavors to re-
search time on task in secondary vocational education. Since
the differences between academic and vocational classes may have
important implicai.ions for instruction, the purpose is to provide
foundation data about time usage in vocational education classes.
The reader is therefore encouraged to explore the findings as a
means of generating research hypotheses for further studies.

Prior to this study, there were no inst.ruments or guides
available for recording time on task specifically in vocational
education classes, shops, and laboratories. While Stallings'
(1981) Secondary Observation Instrument lists vocational educa-
tion as a subject identifier, neither the "material" nor the
"activity" identifiers designate specific content areas in
vocational education. Thus, observation guides were developed
specifically for this study. Although the observation guides
were carefully designed and revised after pilot testing, they
should be regarded as developmental rather than final versions.

The issue of statistical significance must also be con-
sidered. The ten classes that participated in the study were
selected purposively, rather than randomly, which is not the kind
of Sample required for the use of tests for statistical infer-
ence. One'reason for the purposive sample is that over 6,000
secondary schools in .the United States offer at least six voca-
tional education courses. A random sample of these, within 5
percent of the true population value, would have included 352
schools. By dropping the confidence leVel to 10 percent; the
project staff would haye included 95 schools in the sample.
Either sample size would have been prohibitive for the resources
available for the study. More importantly, the intensive
observation required to collect two weeks of time in each class
precluded studying a large number of classes. Therefore, ten
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classes from three federally funded program areas (agricultural
education, marketing and distributive education, trade and
industrial education) were selected through various steps
described in the methodology section.

Another limitation of the study is that the time of the year
when observations were made is no't necessarily representative of
how time is spent throughout the school year, September to early
June. Because of scheduling constraints, the observations were
conducted during March and April, close to the end of thescboo-1
year. Several teadhers cautioned th time
in Aly_clas4,-toseem we teach--we've already had most of the
theory-and are now working on individual projects." While the
results indicated no significant differences (at the .05 level)
between the weeks observed in March and April, it is possible
that there could have been significant differences among weeks
observed in September, December, April, and June.

The reader is cautioned, therefore, to avoid attributing the
results.of this study to vocational education in general. Voca-
tional education is extremely diverse. There is considerable
variance among secondary schools, communities, governance,
populations served, and goals for vocational education. With
these caveats in mind, the results of this study serve as an
unprecedented data base of time spent, minute to minute, by 186
students and their teachers during two weeks in ten classes
representing' three vocational education program areas.

Organization of the Report

Following this introductory chapter, the methods and pro-
cedures used in the study are described in dhapter 2. Chapter 3
presents the findings and conclusions, along with a description
of the ten classes observed in the study. Implications are
discussed in dhapter 4, which includes a brief summary and
recommendations for further research. Appendix A contains the
observation guides developed for this study. The tables and
figures .not included in the body of the report are included in

Appendices B and C. Appendix D contains abstracts of over fifty
time-on-task studies.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

---RartiOriale

Since the project staff believed, as Karweit and Slavin
(1980) proposed, that methodology can influence the results. of
time-on-task studies, the direct observation method was selected
to gather the data. Lomax and Cooley (1979) asserted Ehat the
direct observational tedhnique using outside observers is pro-
bably a better prordure for collecting instructional time data
than are teadherkept logs and observations by other school
staff.

ln order to assess the effects of methodological differences
among time on.task studies, Karweit and Slavin (1980) conducted a
study wherein they manipulated the definition'of off task behav-
ior, length of the observation visit, days of observation, the
scheduling of observations, and the sampling of students for the
observation. The results of their studj indicated that altering
the definition of time on task to include momentary time off task
affected the conclusions for thc importance of time on task. In
this study, momentary time off task was most likely to be record-
ed as on task simply because it happened more quickly than the
minute-to-minute observation detected. Students who were ob-
served off task were recorded as such, especially by the obser-
vers using the more sensitive student observation-guide.

Karweit and Slavin (1980) found that sampling segments of .

class time obscured the positive results for time on task because
there was great variability among classes and even within classes
in the timing of the on-task activities. In this study, the en-
tire Class periods of ten classes were observed ten times apiqce
as opposed to sampling segments of many classes. Thus, the ebb
and flow of time on and off task were recorded, and no assump-
tions had to be made about Whether a segment of time rel.resented
the whole class,period.

To determine the Oisdom of the conventional dictum that ten
days of observation is a sufficient number for accurate portrayal

, of a class,.Karweit and Slavin (1980) tested the reliability pf
collecting observation data during five to eighteen days. Thoy
found the greatest reliability and the greatest effects for time,

on task for the sets of observations collected during the longest
period of time. As Lomax and Cooley (1979) pointed out, howevef,
most researdhers use a convenient.sample of time in terms of
budget, personnel, and other resources. In this study the con-
straints of scheduling with several school systems, the avail-
ability of resources, and the need for including a variety of

8
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classes representing at least three program areas precluded_ob-
serving more classes. Consequently, ten-eatire-claPsperiods
were observed in-each-of-t:he-tin classes. The one exception was
a-machine shop class (35353), where parent-teacher conferences
were held during one of the scheduled days. This exception re-
sulted in nine ratber than ten days of observation in that class.

Before conducting their study, Karweit and Slavin (1980) be-
lieved that there are more and less intensive periods of instruc
tion throughout the school year. They found, however, little
difference in time on task between cltsses observed in February
and May. Based on their extensive review of the 'literature,
Lomax and Cooley (1979) proposed, on the other hand, that if one
had twenty days for observation, two days per month over ten
months would be more generalizable than four weeks during one
month. Lomax and Cooley urged that additional research be
conducted to determine the optimal amount of time and the optimal
timing,.of the observations for generalizability to an entire
school year.

Evertson and Veldman (1981) also follmd significant differ-
ences among the months of observation. In their study, student
attention gradually increased from November to a peak in January
and then.fell through April. Student-to-itudent interaction also
sharply rose in April. Cognitive-level student behavior was
higher in the first three months than in the last three. Students
participated in class activities less frequently during the.last
months than during the first three months. Therefore, despite
the conclusions from Karweit and Slavin's study in elementary
classes that timing does not make much difference, the timing'
issue was tested to a limited degree in this study. While the
fieldwork had to be conducted in March and April, a three- to
four-week interval was scheduled between the two weeks of obser-
vations in each class to determine whether nohconsecUtive weeks
would produce different proportions of time on and off task.

Sample Used

Selection of Classes

The ten classes were selected purposively for participation
in this exploratory study. As explained in the discussion about

the limitations of the study, a random sample would have been
prohibitively large for the resources available and the direct
observation method used to collect the data. To select the
classes it was first determj.ned that claspes representing three

of the ten vocational education program areas (as identified by
the.Vocational Education Data System) would he observed in order

to have the opportunity to compare similar classes. Three
program-areasagricultural education (AG), marketing and
distributive education (MDE), and trade and industrial traltucation



& I)--were selected. These three programs.boad a combined

enrollment of approximately one-fourth of the secondary
vocational education students during the 1979-1980 school year
(Golladay and Wulfsberg 1981).

The criterion for the 'selection of the four states was their
promximity (for budget purposes) and the vocational education

state directors agreement for participation.6, The state directors

recbmmended local school systems located in either a rural,

urban, suburban, or inner-city site that haa at least five voca
tional program areas. 'The local directors of vocational educa-
tion, in turn, recommended several schools that had AG, MDE,

and/or T & I programs. Throughout the selection process, the
project staff requested typical, as opposed to exemplary,

classes. With unavoidable scheduling conflicts, resource and

time limAttions, spring vacations, and other constraints
contributing to the process, the final selection resulted in the

ten classes displayed in figure 1.

, Program Marketing and Trade & Total

Area Agricultural Distributive Industrial Number

Type of Education >Education Education of *

School . Classes

Comprehensive 1 rural
High Schobl

Area Vocational 1 urban

1 urban
2 suburban

4

1 inner-city 1 suburban 6

1 rural
1 urban
1 inner-city

11,

Total number
of classes 2 4 4 10

FIGURE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF CLASSES BY PROGRAM AREA,

TYPE OF SCHOOL, AND TYPE OF SITE PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY.



As shown in figure 1, the classes were not distributed even-
ly in the cells configured by the type of school and the program

areas. There were no T & I classes offered in the comprehensive
high schools in any of the,school systems that met the Other
selection criteria and that agreed to participate. There were
two classes at the rural site, three at the urban site,'three at

the suburban,site and two at the inner-city site: At all but the
rural site, two different types of schools--a c9mprehensive high
school and an area vocational school--were included.

After concluding their observations, the project staff char-

.

acterized the ten clases as "typical," basing their opinion on
their previous experiences as teadhers and researchers. While

many different types of activities occurred during the ninety-
nine class periods observed, all could probably occur in.voca-
tional education classes-across the country at one time or

.another. Some examples of these nonroutine activities.included a
regional confer4hce, a field trip to a local college, and an
assembly hdld to confer awards for VICA (Vocational Industrial

Clubs of America) and DECA (histributive Education Clubs of

America).

Selection of Individual Students

Three individual students were selected during'the first
fifteen minutes of the first class period observed in each class..
There were several reasons for the ,on-the-Spot selection as op-

posed to a selection Prior to the first class based on competency
levels or other criteria. First, there were no pertinent records
available (competency tests, etc.) that would classify students
consistently across all of the ten classes. Nor was it practical

to test the students because of the extedsive clearance proced-

ures necessary. Asking the teachers to recommend three students

by some criteria (grade, etc.) would have caused the teachers to
be especially aware of those students and perhapvs be more'atten-

tive to them. Obtaining recommendations from an administrator or
guidance counselor was also not practical because the observers
had no way of knowing the students' names. Consequently, the

observers using the student observation guide were instructed 'o
select three students who appeared to be representative of the

class in sex, race, apparent motivation, and skill level.

Instrument Used

Description of the Observation Guides
Jit

A class observation guide was developed to record the class-

room activities of all the-students and the teacher in a class

during each minute (Appendix A). This guide and its companion,

the student observation guide for observing individual students
0
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(Appendix A), were both designed follow9ording'fifteen Minutes of
class time. For example, if the clAs being observed was 125
minutes long, then eight and one-third sheets of the class ob-'
servation and student observation guide were used4foreach day
of observation. Each of the two observers used only one type of
guide throughout the study, and this practice, it was believed,
increased their .proficiency and reliability.

The observation guides were designed to eliminate the need
for recoding or transcribing the data for keypunching. Since the

. data were keypunched directly from the completed observation
guides, potential errors in transcription were avoided and time
was savedr

codes Used

. The class observation guide was used to record all the stu-
dents' and the teadher's activities in a class. The first four-
teen columns were used to record the minute, the date, the.codes
for the observer, the site, 'the scpool, the service area, the
name of the.class and the grade or grades of the stAidents en-j
rolled. The numbers of students engaged in specific curribular-
content areas were recorded in columns 15 through 36. The
content areas, which are defined in chapter one, included the
following:

Basic skills "with technical skills (columns 15-20)

Reading
Calculation
Writing

Basic Akins-separate (columns 21-26)

Reading
Calculations
Writing

Technical skills (columns 27=30)

Theory
Practice

Job-seeking, maintaining, and advancing skills (columns
31-32)

Nnowledge of the world of work (columns 33-34)

Work attitudes and values (columns 35-36)
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The numbers of students involved in nonconterlt, ali.hough not
necessarily off task activities were recorded in columns 37
through 56. The noncontent areas included the following:

Waiting/nothing, witho'Ut Socializing, (columns 37-38)

f, Socializing (columns 39-40)

Listeninq to announcements about related information
(cOlumns 41-42)

Setting up for work'in the lab br shop (columns 43-44)
%

Cleaning up after work in the lab or shop-(columns 45-46)
*

Being disciplined by the teachers (columns 47-48)

Out of room in a related academic activity, such as
tutoring in math or English (columns 49-50)

(Alt of,room in a nonrelated'activity such,as.a yisit to
the restroom (columns 51-52)

Conference with teacher (columns 53-54)

Taking a break (columns 55-56)

The break code.was used to record either officiarly sched-
uled breaks', which in some school, systems were'mandatory or those
spontaneously annbunced by'the teacher. The observers agreed
after they had concluded the observations that "goofing off"
should have been-coded separately. Much of the socializing time
would have been better described as "goof-off such as when
some students played cards or threw wads of,paper at each other.
Setting up was recorded as.time on task. bedause it is an import-
ant aspect of working that is learned in vocational educatiOn
laboratories and shops; Similarly, Cleaning up is a vital part
of learning how to do a job. Using safety precautions and having
good work habits, which are considered by scme educators to be
important outcomes-of secondary vocational education, were sub-
sumed in both setting up and cleaning up (McKinney et al. 1983).

The teacher's activities were recorded in Columns 57. through
62. The curricular-content area addressed by the te,ber was
indicated with a code number in columns'57-58. The codes for the
teacher's content were synonymous with the content.codes for the
class except for the eighth one:

01 Basic skills with technical skills

02 Basic skills separate
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03" Technicaj. skiljs theory

04 Technical skills - practice

05 Job seeking, maintaining and advancing skills

06 Knowledge of the world of work

07 Work attitudes and values

08 Other, management, transition or noncontent

The methods used by the teacher were indicated in columns 59
through 62. At least one method was recorded during each minute.
In cases where two methods were used simultaneously, such ap
lecture with audiovisuals, a second method was indicated in
columns 60-62. The cddes for the teachen's methods are listed
below:

09 Lecturing-

10 Leading discussion

11 Demonstrating

12 Using audiovisuals

13 Giving directions/instructions to the class

14 Providing individualized instruction (to one student or
a few)

15 Testing or quizzing, either orally or by supervisj.ng
written'tests or quizzes

16 ,Making assignments for classwork or homework

17 Writing on board or drawing diagrams 't

18 Checking out tools or equipment from.the tooL crib, etc.

19 Securing materials out of class such as pieces of metal,
etc.

20 Passing out materials to the students-

21 Observing students at work in class or Shop by walking
around or sitting at desk

22 Grading papers or projects

23 Working at desk or station in classroom'
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ay-

24 Working in adjoining office, usually with glass
partition

25 Being out of classroom

'26 Waiting/walking betWeen rooms

27 Passing out or collecting papers

28 Talking with other staff by telephone or in person

30 Repairing equipment/toolg

31 Asking/answering questions

32 Other

While there were not enough codes to distinguish the numer-

ous methodS or activities of the teachers observed, the observers
agreed that fewer codes would have been sufficient to capture the

. essence of the methods. One feason for using so many codes was
to'collect information about the variations.in teadher behaviors
in vocational education classes as a foundation for further re-

search.

The student oPservation guide was used to record three indi-
vidual students' activities (Appendix A). The activities of the
three students were recorded in the columns identified for
student 1, student 2, or student 3. The codes used for recording

, the individual student's activities were more specific than those

used for all the students on the class observation guide. Using

the student observation guide also provided a sequential record

of specific 'students activities throUghout their class time and
during two weeks. Developing this sequential record was not
possible with the class observation guide.

As in the class observation guide, the first fourteen col-
umns in the student observation guide,were used to record the
minute, the date, the codes for the observer, the site, the,

school, the service area, the name of the crass, and the gracile or

grades of the students enrolled. The basic skills that were
addressed separately, Whether reading, computing or writing, were
indicated with a check mark in columns 15 tlirough 23- The con-

tent and noncontent areas *addressed by the students were inai-
dated with a code for the method used by the students. The coAes

for the student methods included the following activities:

01 Setting up for work

02 Practicing skills

03 Listening or observing



04 Reading

05 Computing

06'Writing

07 Combining basic skills

08 Answering or asking questions

09 Discussing (participating)
qb

10' Taking notes (lecture or audiovisual)

11 Using audiovisuals

12 Working (related) at another location

13 Being in another class (math, etc.)

14 Setting up a display

15. Helping another student

16 Being helped by another student

17 Supervising others' practice*

18 Cleaning up

19 Being discif)lined

20 Waiting or doing nothing

22 Socializing'

23 Other

24 Other

Technical skills, whether theory or practice, were recorded in
columns 24 through 35. JOb-seeking, maintaining, and advancing
skills, knowledge of the world of work, and work attitudes or
values were recorded in-columns 36 through 53. Noncontent
activities were recorded in columns 54 through 59.

Validity and Reliability

Direct observation, of students and teachers was selected as
the t;est method for studying how time is really spent in voca-.
tional education classes. Numerous potentiAl problems with
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validity and reliability are inherent in Using direct.observation

techniques, however. Theiyalidity and reliability of the two ob-

servation guides developed-for this study were considered in

several ways.

Validity. According to Kerlinger (1973), the important

aspects of t'he validity of observation measures are their con-

struct validity and predictive powers. In other words, are they

dependable predictors of relevant variables? Kerlinger contended

that if the variables being measured with the observation guides

are embedded in a theoretical framework, then certain relation-

ships should exist. One assumption in the framework of this

study is that there are major curricular-cqnteat areas that are

included in all vocational education programs. Another assump-

tion is that there may be differences between academic and voca-

tional education classes in the kinds of activities tliat are

relevant. Both of the observation'guides (class and student)

included codes for five major curricular content areas and a wide

range of activities known to be appropr,ate for students and

teachers in vocational education classes. These codes were

tested through pilot tests in AG, MDE, and T & I classes. The

codes were subsequently revised to reflect the real-life class-

room-situations encountered in the pilot test-classes. New codes

were also added to represent previously unforeseen activities.

The pilot tests enabled the observers to Check their ability '

to relate What happened in the clasSroom or shop with the coded

activities in the ollservation guides. Through discussions of the

results of the pilot test, the observers clarified their inter-

pretations of the codes for consistent coding. at the study

sites.

Observer Interference. Kerlinger discounted the problem of

observer interference by pointing out that observers have little

effect on the situations they observe because people adapt

quickly to the observer's presence and do what they usually do.

"Indeed," he said, "it is more of a problem to the uninitiated

who seem to believe that people.will act differently, even arti-

ficially When observed" (1973, p. 538). The classic example is

the belief that teachers will act in an unaccusfomed,,exemplary

way when being observed. While this behavior may,be true in some

cases, it should be realized that teachers cannot do what they

have not learned to do (Rygns 1960).

Observer Reliability. While negating observer interfer,:ince

as a major .problem in direct observation studies, Kerlinger be

lieved that obserVer reliability is a potential problem: "The ob-

. server must digest the information derived from observations and

then make inferences about constructs.... The strength and the-

weakness of the procedure is the observer's power pf inference"

(1973, p. 538). According toiMedley and Metzel (1963), the

observer should use the leasyinference possible in describing 1/4

whether a behavior occurred.(



In order to reduce inference, ttie observers'in this study
made judgments each minute to determine Which specific type of
activity was occurring. They used code numbers for specific
activities put also had the opportunity to record activities that
did not have a code number. The classification of the activi-ties
was predetermined as on task/content, on task/noncontent, or off
task. In some cases, the designation of a category was made a
posteriori through analysis of the observation data. Either way,
the observers did not have to decide whether the activity was on
task.

Reliability among observers. Flanders (1967) commented that
"the ideal obserl)er team is a group of like-minded individuals
who will respond consistently with.the same category number when
presented with the same communication events" (p. 158). In this
study, the problem of reliability among observers using the same
observation,guide was minimized with the use of a limited number
of observers in the field. A total of five observers collected
all of the observational data, with two using only the class
observation guide and three using only the student observation
guide.

,To assess, the reliability of observers ,using the Same in-
strument, an, interrater reliability check was,conducted after the
observers had been trained and the observation guides had been ,

. revised into their final form. -The most commonly used,procedure
of assessing observer reliability, paired observation, was used
(Stallings 1977). The observers were situated in the same
classroom or shop and coded the same activities simultaneously.
The five observers used their respective observation guides
(either class or tudent) to code.their observations in two
clagses for two days at an area vocational school. The two
classes, one in the MDE program ahdthe second in the T & I pro-.
gram, were approximately three hours long.

The recorded Codes were analyzed with the,Pearson prOduct-,
moment correlation coefficient to determine the tenability among',
the observers'using the same observation guide. A correlation
coefficient was computed for the time spent on several types of
curricular content areas as well for time off task. The resu]tst
as displayed in tables 57 and 58. (Appendix B), indidate a rela-
tively high degree of correlation at the 0.00 level with one
exception. As shown in table 57, there.wat a high degree of
agreement in coding 'basic skills (.96), employability'skills
'(1.0)., set up/clean up (.86), and off task (.87) among the obser--
vers using the student observation guide. The observers did not,
however, have as high a degree of agreement in coding the tech-
nical skills (.58) practiced or ,discussed in the classrooms. In
table 58 the correlation coefficients indicate that there was a
relatively high degree of agreement (.73/.77/.90/.94/.94) among,
the observers using the class observation ,guide for all five of
the on-content and off-task'activities observed.
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Flanders (1967), who is perhaps the best-known classrooM
observer, has felt that a coefficient of .85 or higher is a rea-

sonable level of correlation among observers. The low (.58)
reliability coefficient for technical skills on the student ob-
servation guide in this study indicates a need for more observer
training, a less complicated instrument, at- More discrete codes.°
It is interesting to note that the results of the-interrater re-
liability assessments for this study compared favorably with
those reported by Stallings (1977) and Sirotnik (1982) for their
respective studies. 'Stallings (1977) included extensive relia-
bility assessments in her studies of time in classrooms, with the
interrater reliability coefficients ranging from .44 to 1.00.
Sirotnik (1982) computed interrater reliability for all secondary

classes in his subsample and found correlation of .83 and .79.

Reliability between observation guides. With two afferent
types of observation guides (class and student) used in the stu-

dy, their congruence for recording observations constituted
another question of reliability. In other words did the obser-

vations recorded in the student observation guide correlate with.
those recorded In the class observation guide? The potential

problem was one of specificity because the student observation
guide was used for very close tracking of three studerits in each

class, while the class observation guide was used for recording
the activities of all the students and the teacher. The observer

'using the student observation guide had to be very exacting about

the three individuals' activities whereas the other.observer,
using the class observation guide, had to count the number of
students doing the activities during each.minute of class time.

Fist-test was conducted to determine if there were any signi-
ficant differences Lietween the results of the two observation

'guides. The class with seven students was dropped from this'

analysis because of Ithe low enrollment. In the other nine
classes which had between fifteen and twenty-six students, the

means of the three students in each class were compared with the

their class' means of minutes spent on task, on basic skills, on

teChnical skills, on employability skills, off task, on set up

and clean up, and for absence. As shOwn in .tables 15 through 21

(Appendix B), the 't-tests indicated no significant differences at

the .05 or .01 level between ithe three students in eadh-class and

their respective classes for any of these categories except

absence. There was a significant difference at the .00 level in

,absence between the three studedts and their respective clasi,

which was expected due to the variability of individual students

in absence from'cIass: It appeared" from the results of the

t-tegts that the observations fecorded on the two types of guides

were congruent with each other.
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It appears that, for the most part, the observers used the
two types of observation guides to record similar proportions of
time on and off task in vocational education classes. The
agreement between the two different observation guides ranged
between .58 and 1.00 for recording time on and off task. While
the correlgtions coefficients obviodsly cannot be averaged, it

can be inferred that the time off task coefficients (.87 and .90)
are indicators of the total time on task coefficients for the two
different guides.

Field Procedures Used
Pilot Test

The first drafts of the observation guides were used in a
pilot test at a local area vocational school. The field proce-
dures and the process of recording observations every minute were
tested in four different types of vocational education classes.

The project'staff assigned to collect the data in the field
participated in the pilot test. They used the specific version
of the observation guide (student or class) they would use in the

field. After the pilot test, the two observation guides were
revised for use in handling and to include more specific codes.
The recording of the observations every minute was retained
because the project staff found it comfortable--not toot.,taxing

nor too boring--for the long class periods observed. They found
the codes relatively easy to remember and recorded the observa-
tions in a few seconds of each minute they observed.

Data Collection

At the four study sites the teams.composed of two observers
attehded their classes located at one oe two different schools.
Prior to the first class period observed, the two observers
talked briefly with the teacher to explain the procedures of the
observations and'to answer any questions the teachers might have.
The teachers did not express concerns about having the observers',

in their classes or shops. The observers explained that they
would move with the students--from classrooms to shops to remote
areas--in order to record the students' activities accurately.
The observers asked the teacher to ignore them as much as possi-
ble and not to accommodate them .by, for exalitple, asking students
to bring them chairs in the shop area. The teachers, in turn;
requested that the observers comply with the safety rules by
wearing safety glasses and following other safety precautions in

the shops. In all situations the observers were as inconspiáuoup
and unobtrusive as possible. They at at the-back of classrooms
duringelectures and quietly moved around in the.shops or labora-

tories. To illustrate, in the Agricultural*Mechanics (11115)

shop, the floorspace was crowded with combines, tractors'and
other large,p.Leces of farm equipment in various stages of repair.
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The observers moved ambng the farm and repair equipment in order

to record the students' varied activities--some students were
under machines, others were in welding booths--while avoiding
sparks from welders, grinders, and other tools.

The observers counted and recorded student activities while
scanning the classroom, laboratory or shop. While some activi-

ties, such as practice of technical skills, continued for several

minutes, other activities occurred very briefly. For the most

part, the observers recorded the activity they viewed as they

scanned the'room. However, if students were working on a lathe

and loaked away for an instant While the observer looked their

way, they were recorded as working on the lathe"(technical
skills/practice). On the other hand, some activities-which also
occurred relatively briefly, such as calculating the length of a

pipe to cut, were indicated when observed (basic skills with

technical skills/calculating).

Students who left the'classrooms during the scheduled class

time created a challenge for the-observer's accur te coding. In

some cases When the observer hdard students requ st permission to .

leave or saw them entering.a restroom located in the shop area,

the coding was easy (out of room/nonrelated). In other cases,

the students were recorded as out of the room/nonrelated until

the observer could find out differently from overheard remarks or

by asking the teacher after cldss. In one blass, the teacher
explained that a student in question left for forty minutes every

day for tutoring in, math and English. This student was recorded

as out Of room/related or academic for that period of time.

In most classes, especially after the first day of observa-

tion, the students and'teachers did not appear to be disturbed or

motivated by the presence of the observers. The observers.found

that, initially, students and teachers were shy about approaching

them with questions. After a few days, however, a few students

asked the observers "What are you checking?" or "How are we

doing?" Some of the teachers were quizical on occasion as well.
The observers made a concerted effort to avoid one teacher who ,

seemed more interested in talking with them than in teaching the

class. The observers tried to avoid conversations with the

students and teachers in a friendly, but firm, manner by briefly

explaining they had to record activities during every minute.

Some students and teachers, therefore, initiated conversations

before or after class which allowed the observers to respond to

ttlem in a relaxed, conversational manner.

While recording the activities, the observers also noted 1.al-

usual circumstances or quoted teachers and students to illustrate
and elaborate the coded activities. With the notes elaborating

the coded activities, analysis of the Activities occurring in

schools was more precise and realistic. The richness of details
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added by the notes provided descriptions for the ways claes time

was spent and how classes were similar and different from each
other.

Analysis of Data

Unit of Measure

The minute was used as the primary unit of measure. All
data were collected in numbers of minutes sflent upon various on
and off task activities in'the classes. The proportions (or per-
centages) of on and off task activities were calculated'with the
following formula:

number'of minutes spent on the' activity
total number of minutes present in the class

proportion of time

Thus, for example, in a 46 minute class with fifteen students
present, the denominator was 690. If the fifteen students spent
a total of 465 minutes on task during the class period,,there was
67 percent time on task. The equation was:

15 students x 31 minutes = 465 - .67
15 students x 46 total class minutes = 690

It is important to note that the formula was applied for the
number of students on task during each minute with the number of
student minutes on task comulated throughout each class period.

Collapsed Codes

A number of the codes used in the observation guides were
collapsed for more concise analyses and discussionsiof the
results. This was necessary since there was an extremely small
amount of time recorded for some of the content codes. Figure 2
displays the codes listed on the.observation guides, the new
collapsed categories used for the analyses, and the classifica-,,

tion used in the discussions.

The three classifications indicated in figure 2 are on task,
either content or noncontent, and off task. On task/content
includes the three collapsed curricular-content categories of
basic skills, technical skills, and employability skills. On

taSk/noncontent includes the set up/clean up and the relited
categories. Off task-includes the waiting/nothing, the socializ-

ing and the break category. The purpose for such specificity mas
to prevent'any misunderstanding since the literature is repleta

^1 .
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Codes Used in
Observation Guides Used for Analysis

Collapsed categories Classification Used
-for Dismission

Basic skills with
technical skills:
reading, calculating
and writing
Basic skills separate:
'reading, calculations,
and writing

Technical skills:
theory or practice

Job-seeking, maintain-
ing, and advancing
skills
Knowledge of the world
of work
Work attitudes and
values

Waiting/nothing,
socializing

A. Basic skills On task coni.ent*

B. Technical skills On task/content

,

C. Employability On task/content
skills

D. Off task Off task

Setting up, cleaning up E. Sdeup/clean up On task/noncontent

gee.

Listening, conference F. Related On.task/noncontent
with teacher, out-of-
room related

Taking break, out-of-
room nonrelated

G. Break Off task

FIGURE 2. COLLAPSED CATEGORIES AND
CLASSIFICATIONS OF CODES USED FOR ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

1 Letters denote code on pie charts.
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with many variations in the meaning of time on task. It is also

important to remember that the students' time is.under discussion
as being on task or off task in this study. The teacher's time
is discussed as on or off content or as allocated time.

Statistical Methods

Comparisons between or among the weeks, programs, days of

the week, and other variables were calculated with t-tests and
F-tests. In cases where significant differences were found at

the 0.00, 0.01, and 0.05 levels, the Student-Newman-Keuls pro-
cedure (Nie et al. 1975) was used to discern homogeneous subsets.
The Student-Newman-Keuls was selected for the a posteriori tests
because it yields more significant results than the Scheffe or
Tukey tests but is less conservative than the Duncan test for
individual comparisons (Winer 1962).

Pearson pioduct-Moment correlation cipefficients were cal-

culated to determine the interrater reliability of the two ob-

servation guides. The Pearson coefficients were calculated at
the 0.00 level to provide the best estimate of reliability be-
tween the aifferent observers using the observation guides.

Additional Factors Considered for Analysis

Absence

The formula for determining the proportions of time does not

include in the denominator the number of minutes absent or tardy.

The rationale for excluding absence and tardiness from the formu-
la lies in ;the reality that educators have virtually no control

over student absence,or tardiness. Absence from .c1ass is criti-
cal, however, because the time spent in school is the upper limit
of thp time students have the opportunity to learn.

According to Rutter et al. (1979), pupils attending 75 per-

cent or more of school time had higher exam scores than students

who did not. Stallings and Mohlman (1981) feel that "attendance

is becoming a bigger.and bigger problem in today's high schools.
Clearly, teachers cannot reach students who do not appear in

class" (p. 5). In addition to absence, tardiness is also a

severe problem.

Thereforei, absence (which includes minutes tardy) is report-

ed in the tables and figures to indicate the time lost for learn-

ing in the classes observed: For example, as shown in table 3,
student 1 and student 2 in the fashion merchandising class had

79.5 and 79.8 percent time on task/content respectively. Student

2, however, had 20.3 percent absence compared to 0.0 percent for

student 1. While it can be assumed (because the reported propor-
tions are averages of the time present) that Student 2 would have
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had similar time on and off task if he/she had not been absent,
it is nonetheless important to note that student 2 had less
actual opportunity to learn than student 1.

Interruptions

$tallinds and Mohlman (1981) found that feWer students were
on task in secondary classes Where there were frequent interrup-
tions from the loudspeakers or from tardy students. There were
also more teacher corrections for behavior in.classrooms with
frequent interruptions. .Not only was time lost due to inter-
ruptions, but it took additional time for students to return to
their on-task activities after each interruption.

While there were very few incidents of time lost for disci-
pline in this study, there were numerous interruptions in some
classes. One of the recommendations made by Stallings and
Mohlman (1981) was that the school make a concentrated effort to
reduce interruptions. Often administrators'fail to realize how
many interruptions actually occur and how the effects can accum-
ulate.

The two classes with the lowest percentage of time on task
(22233, 51 perceht and 246273, 50.7 percent) tended to have
numerous interruptions throughout the class periods. Class 22233
averaged 4.3 observed interruptions during the 56-minute class

period. Class 246273 averaged 3.2 observed interruptions during
the 111-minute class period. By contrast, the classes with the
highest time on tasW(11115, 82.4 percent and 35353, 84.4 per-
cent) averaged less than one interruption per class period each
day.

In this study interruptions were defined as public address
announcements, tardy students entering, other students or staff
entering, fire drills, or phones ringing Which required a student
or teacher to answer. Students and staff members who left the
room were not considered an interruption since theoretically they
.00uld leave without being noticed. Breaks taken as a 4roup also
were not counted. Students arriving late, and students and
teachers from other classes accounted for the largest numper of
interruptions in the classes with loW rates of time on task.
Another source was public address announCements that occurred
throughout the periods, causing i3everal-interruptions rather than
one at the-beginning or end of class. There were fewer tar-1y
students in the classes with high,rates of time on task so tht

number of interruptions wag, reduced considerably. These two

classes used highly individualized instruction so that
interruptions affecting one student--for example, an athletic
coach coming in t9 talk to a student--did not appear to affect
the rest of the cias.
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In 4vera1 classes students left for tutoring or remedial
sessions),I Although their departure did not interrupt the rest of
the clasS, it did reduce their available time on task in the vo-
cationaJ4class. In this study, Students were considered on task
(out of '41assroom/related) if they,were being tutored, since that
was their assigned task. However, a question could be raised as
to the eiffects of these legitimate interruptions on learning the
content/of the vocational education class. Since student
achieve0ent was not a variable in this study, the effects of such
interrvibtions could not be determined. If students attending the
remedi 1 classes were having difficulties learning montent, they
may hal e been the very students that required more time, not
less, o achieve mastery in their vocational subject.

IF
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CHAPTER THREE

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

The questions listed in Chapter 1 were answerep using
information collected during 11,400 minutes of observation in
the ten classes. Since there were.two observers in :each class,
a total of 22,800 minutesmas recorded in the field. The obser-
vations recorded on the class observation'guide were analyzed
separately from those recorded on the student observation.guide.
The majority of the questions were answered through the analysis
of the data collected with the class observation guides.

Descriptions of the Classes

,The ten classes observed in the study were located in seven
schools at four sites: rural, sUburban, urban, and an inner-
city. Table 1 provides an overview of each class, its enroll-
ment, length, type of curriculum, teacher dharacteristicS, type -

of school and other pertinent information. As indicated in table
1, four of the classes were in comprehensive high schools and the,
remaining six were in area vocational schools. While junior or
senior sacondary-level classes were observed, one class included
an adult Comprehensive Education and Training Act (CETA) trainee.
Four of the classes were in trade and industrial education (T &
I) programs, four in marketing and diStributive education.(MDE)
programs, and two in agricultural education (AG) programs.

Of the total 186 students observed in the study, 22 percent
were members of minority groups. The Minority students were con-
centrated in the inner-city classes, with one of the two classes
reporting 71 percent minority dnrollment and the other, 100 per-
centt Half of'all the ten classes reported no minorities en-
rolled. Abobt a third of the total number of students, or '2
percent, yiere female: Only two of the females were enrolled in'
programs outside of DE. One was in a machineAxades cla4s-at an
area vocational school and the other was in a vocational agricul-
ture class at a comprehensive high School.

Four of the ten teachers were female and all but one taught.1
MDE classes. The one minority teacher was female and taught MDE
in an dnher-city school. With one exception, the teadhers ad at'
least one year's experience working in industry. Half of the
teachers had ten years or more of industry experience while the
other half had four years or less. Three of the teachers:had ten
years or more teaching experience While the other seven had been
teaching six years or less.
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TAEXE

OYEE01 IEW OF CLASSES COO' MD IN STUDY

Class
. Length

Program Class °rade Errol !sent -
. Jr.'Ag-a (Study Cods) i-mm." Total Minor Ity F

..ew i ^,011,99

Acr lcu I turd! Vocat tonal I 17 0 I 56
Educat ion Agricu I tura I .`

122143/ 12

Agr Foul to.ral Agr lcu I tural 10-12 15 . D 0 122
Educe t lon Mechanics Adult

111115)

Market In. Distr Ibut lye 11 25 I IS 56
, and Educat ion I

Distr. Ibutlya w(22233) 12
Education

"Mar...flog Fash ion Mar- I I 26 26 20 126

and chandIzIng I
0 I str !but lye 1342631 .12

'Educat Ion

Mar Fat tog Mar krt. 1 ng, I li 24 0 13 . 111

end Distributidn I
Dietributive II 146273/ 12
Education.

t\-
Market Imp .14irket i og 4 12 15 D 6 46
and - *Disfr ibut Ion
Distr ibutive IV 4462821
Edtcat ion 4

Tr oda and Autobody 11 26 0 176
indurtr I al 147391/
Educat ion

Trade and Mach r ii 15 I 125
Industrial Tr ados I
Eduolt ton 1113j3) 12

Trail, and Mpohine 10-12 16 0 0 176
1cdustrial Shop Adult

Educat Ion 1233241

Trade end Me,hine 11 7 5 0 146
1 rdustr 1 al lbop I
Educat Ion 351511 12

allairmwm.

Type of
Curriculum

State and
local I y
dove I opm141;
ccmpotanCy
-basad

Competency-
based

Not s pec I-
f led by
teacher

Local 1 y do-
vsloped nd
(DEC dove I -
oped) cover-
tency-based

Competency-
based ,

t
Competancy-
based

Competency-
based

Local 1 y
de...loped;
ocoptoncy-
based ,

Comptency,
based

Local I y
developed:
competency-
based

Troachrer
,, Tsar s I n

Sea I MK* I Industry 1 Yawl, log

F ids 1 tme D

Typo of Type of
School Site

14 *It. (0 12 Mak Rural
Voc Ea

.

1 Comp. Urban
High
School

M dlt. 35 ,1113 Comp. Urban
High
School

F Bleck 1 2 Area Innor-
focEd city

F *Its 4 5 Comp. Sub-
Migh urban

,6ctoof

F Wh I tom 4 5 Cosa. Sub-
High krban
Scy.00l

14 *Ito 13 1 Mea Sub-
VocEd urban

M. *Its 22 6 Ares Rural
VocEd

M *Ito 12 15 Ara. Urban
VocEd

M White 4 1 Area Inner-
VocEd c 1 ty

A..
Other

InfOrset lea

o subst ;tut* far 2
days

o TFA confereeas I
day air 1 rig clams. ,
t Imo

g I me 1 rtstrelmet
ha nd trapped
student

o SIAM I ftrto fer Mee
day

o I mainstreamed
handicapped
student

0 ma 1 nstrimmed"
handicapped
students

o 2 ma I nstressoll
handicapped
students

o substitute far 2
days ,m,

o 1 mil *streamed
handicapped
student

o subst I tufa for 2
days

*o 9 MO I ristrommil -,"
handicapped
students

o substitute for 2
days

0 1 we I nstraeami 43/4

handl cooped
student

o no school one
Wednesday; only
nine oyas observed
In total ,

s;)



Class length ranged from 46 to 176 minutesi with the long-
est classes at the area vocational schools. $Policies regarding
breaks varied, with some mandatory, others announced at the
teachers' discretion, and some. taken by stUdents individually.
In all shop or laboratory classes, the students had access to
restroom facilities in or adjacent to the shops or laboratories.

Several of the classes had students classified as mentally
. or physically handicapped who were mainstreamed. It was diffi-
cult, however, to know from observation who these students were
or how much they were learning.

A limited-English-speaking student enrolled in the rural
machine shop class did not.seem to understand What was.happening
or to participate in many of the class activities. Much of that
student's time was spent standing around and waiting unless the'
teacher provided individual instruction. In several classes the
mainstreamed and the limited English speaking students received Nimlo
tutoring or participated in remedial classes during -LI* time,
allocated to their voCational classes, so their Opportunity to
learn vocational skills was reduced. The MDE clasSes seemed to
have more of these ty es of interruptions, which7typically pne-
cipitated an increas nocializating among the students.

Several non.routine events, that are typical of what:does
happen during a school year occurred during'the weeks observed.
One of the machine shop classes was-wisited by the regional
accreditation team. In another school the students were very
excited because they were being dismissed arty to attend the
basketball finals. In one schdol, the seco d week pf Observat-
tions was conducted iMmediately after the sp ng break and .

students took longer to settle doWn to work on that Monday.
At the rural school the regional FFA (Future Farmers of- Ameriala)

, meeting and contests were befng held. These affected all class
activities for several days while students practiced their ,

individual skills.. and organized the competitive events. At all
the schools, fire drills, field trips, assemblies, s).lbstitute
teachers, and late buses were just a few of the typical but not
routine events that the observers enCOuntered. These eventS
were coded in many cases as on ta*sk/noncontent because they were
. relevant learning experiences although not specifically on' con-
tent:

The ten participating classes Were selected purposively ,

as discussed in chapter 2 of this report. Three of the classes
were machine shop classes, Which created an ideal group for
cAomparison. These were located in area.vocational schools at
rural, urban, and inner-city sites. The machine shop classes
ranged from 125 to 176 minutes in length. All were taught by
white male teachers with several years of industrial experience.
Enrollment ranged from seven students in the inner-city class
to sixteen in the urban school class.
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The inner-city machine shop was equipped "better than many

commercial shops" according to a retired tool and die maker who
served as a volunteer aide at the school. The school was new
and considered a show place. Todr groups passed through the
machine shop almost daily. Consequently, the students were so
accustomed to visitors that the study observers were scarcely

noticed. Students punched a time clock at the beginning and end
of class and the .power often had to be turned off to force them

to take a break. The curriculum was competency based, with 96
tasks or competencies to be mastered during the school year.
However, two students who seemed skilled when working with the
tools and machinery appeared unable to read adequately. They ,

needed the teacher's assistance to read the competency sheets,
instructions, and operating manuals. One of these students, who
was being tutored in reading and mathematics, appeared to be
especially motivated and completed a number of competencies with
a high degree of proficiency, according to the teacher.

The curricula in the other two machine shops Were compe-

tency based as well, according to the teachers' reports. There

was little evidence,.however, of competency-based worksheets or
charts in the rural class where students worked on individual
projects at their own pace. The students in that class appeared

to work best when the teacher circulated and provided help to
individuals or small groups. The students frequently socialized

or did nothing when the teacher stepped out of the room, worked

in his adjoining office, or concentrated on work at his desk in

the shop.

In the other machine shop classes (urban), the students
appeared less dependent upon the teacher's presence to rema+n

on task because they were intent upon reaching their individial

competency goals. The teacher in this class appeared to hav,è a

clearly defined set of competency expectations for the stud nts.

The class was somewhat unusual because it was open-entry open-
exit, so the competency-based curriculum was critical for
instruction and student progress.

Set up arnd clean up were time-consuming activities in the .

machine shop classes. Not only did students spend several
minutes setting up lathes and other,machines at the beginning of

the class period, they frequently set up again as they moved to

other machines during the course of the class. In all of the

classes, the students cleaned the shop during ttle.last fifteen

or twenty Minutes of the class period. They typically brushed ,

off the machines and swept the floors daily and cleaned a little

more thoroughly/,on Fridays. Although clean up-is considered an

important part of the learning process in shop classes, it was
difficult to determine from observation how'much was ebally

needed for an acceptable level of tidiness in these shops.
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The MDE classes were different in structure and organiza-
tion from the T & I classes. Since there was little if any
equipment used, very little time was needed for setting up and
cleaning up. One problem in,MDE classes was that students often
waited, doing nothing, in laboratory store situations. Although
waiting for customers is part of a retailer's job, waiting ap-
peared to be unproductive time for students. It was difficult,
therefore, for the observers to decide whether to code the
activities of students assigned to a school store as practicing
technical skills or as doing nothing. In most cases, however,
these students were coded as on task because they, were doing what
the teacher had assigned.

Three of the four MDE classes were located in comprehensive
high schools. All four had handicapped mainstreamed students.
All four were described by their teachers as being comPetency
based and/os using Interstage Distributive Education Consortium
(IDEC) materials, but there was little evidence that the
materials were being used during the class periods observed. The

MDE classes had several outside speakkvs, and in one class
postsecondary training was promoted through a field trip to a
local college.

The MDE classes had the highest concentration of female
students and teachers. Three of the four teachers and 63 percent
of the students were female. The percentage of the female was
highest (77 percent) in the fashion merchandising class, which
was located in an inner-city area vocational school and had a
100 percent percent black enrollment. The length of the MDE
classes varied from 46 to 126 minutes. Distributive Education
and Marketing and Distribution IV each met for only one class
period per day (56 and 46 minutes), While Fashion, Merchandising
and Marketing and Distribution II were.126 and 111 minutes in

length:

One of the two AG classes was a short 56-minute class in

a comprehensive urban high school, 4nd the other was a 122-minute
class in a rural area Vocational school. The teachers of both
classes described the curriculum as competency based. Of the
three program areas, the agriculture classes presented the
greatest Challenge to the observers because the,shops were large
and students were scattered throughout several adjoining rooms
that were used as laboratories, shops, and outside.

The AG qlasses appeared to have reciprocal relationships
with local businesses. Local equipment dealers provided equip-
ment for students to assemble in the agricultural mechanics class
in the rural area vocational school. This service provided
students with the opportunity to follow instruction manuals andt,...

assemble equipment.



In several of the classes student organizations appeared
tO be an integral part of the curriculum. Students in the agri-
cultural mechanics class were preparing for district Future
Farmers of AMerica (FFA) meetings and contests that called upon
their included both technical skills, as well as social
activities. Students in several T & I and MDE classes discussed
state and regional awards for Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America ,(VICA) and Distributive Education Clubs of America
(DECA). The involvement with the youth organizations appeared to
motivate and excite the students observed. The students seemed
to genuinely care that they or their classmates won a regional or

state competition. The students observed in the assembly in an
inner-city vocational school were highly involved and pleased to
hear that several students had won regional contests. One essay
contest winner had written about her gratifude for the education
She was receiving at,that area vocational schk)ol.

Findings Related to Methods

In addition to developing the two observation instruments to
support the first objective of the study, the project staff asked
several questions to ascertain Whether the timing,of the data .

collection or the unit of measure used made a difference in the

results. The following sections answer these questions.

Question One

What are the significant differences among the days of the week
in the proportion of time students spend on task?

In answer to question one, the results of the F-test (table
7, Appendix.B) indicated no significant differences between the
days of the week for time on task. These results,could, however,
be attributed to the low number of cases since there appears to
be a considerable variation among the percentages. The average
percentages of time on task in all the classes for tooth weeks

were as follows:

Monday 74.9
Tuesday 73.7
Wednesday 64.5
Thursday 63.4
Friday 69.9

While there were no statistically significant,diffe
'level) between the dayslof the week, which is prese
3 displays the'differences in average daily time on
the days observed.
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As th line graph in figure 3 Shows, the first Mqnday ob-
served had he greatest proportion (&2.percent) of tine on task.

.
The graph also indicates that the first Wednesday observedhad
-the lowest (57 percent) proportion of time'on task. Closer anal-
ysis through Ocamination of the graphs for each class (figuies,7
through 16, (APpendix C) shows that one class (22233) had its
least amount of\time on task the day when there was a substitute.
teaching the .class. The graphs for the individual classes do
show, however, that the law ofaverages cannot be forgotten. The

'patterns of time on task varied considerably from class to class,
with nonroutine activities often interfering with the prevailing
usage of time in each class.

0

1

DRY OBSERVED

FIGURE 3. PROPORTION OF TIME ON-TASK FOR THE AVERAGE
OF ALL CLASSES

From the results of this study, it.would be difficult to
deterrane whiph particurar day of the week is most conducive for
direct observation of time on task. Since there was no best day
acrciss all classes, it must be concluded that several days, pre-
ferably cOnsecutive, should be spent collecting data. .Daily ob-
servation for at least a week provides an uninterrupted picture
of/classes allows the observer to become familiar, with the class
conventions and thereby record the 'activities more accurately.
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, Question Two
*3, ,

[

\

What is the significant difference b@tween the first and Second
week of observation in the proportion of total time on task, on
besic skills, on technical skills, on emplqyability skills, on

set up clean-u , and on absence?
..

Results of the second question provided evidence that the

,timing of observations can make a 4ifference. The results of

t-tests shown in table 9 (Appendix B) indicated that there was
a significant difference at the 0.036 level between the first
and second week in the amount of time spent on technical skills.
There was a higher proportion of time on technical skills during
week one (46 percent) than during week two (36 percent). Addi-

tional tables, 10 through 13 (Appendix B), show that there were

no statistically significant differences at the 0.05 level for

total time on-task (69 and 67 percent), on basic skills (5 and 7

percent), on employability skills (10 and 6 percent), on set

* up/clean up (7 and 7 percent) and on absence (20 and 17 percent)

between the two weeks. observed.

It can be concluded that the different weeks of observa-

tions yielded variations in the proportions Of time On technical

skills observed. It was possible that during the first week the
teachers and students were more aware of being obServed and con-
centrated mote to make a good impression by working harder.

It is equally likely that since the second week of observation
occurred immediately after spring break in several of the
classes, students concentrated less on Classwork. In addition,

during the second week of observations there were more nonroutine
activities such as a field trip, an FFA conference, an assembly,

a speaker, and so forth in the classes.

Question Three

If every 3rd or 5th minute had been recorded instead of every

minute, what would the significant differences be ih the
proportion of time on task, on basic skills, on technical,skills,

on employOility skills, on set"up clean up, and on absence?

An F-test was used to compare the three sets (every minute,

every third minute, every fifth minute) of propoctions of time on

each variable. In.other words, the proportions'found when using

every minute of data were compared with the proportions found

when using every third minute of data and every fifth minute GI'

data. ,No siarii'ficant differences were found amongthe three Sets
of proportions at the 0.05 level.



This finding can be intetpreted to mean that, instead of
coding every minute, every third or fifth minute of time could
have been recorded and analyzed with similar results. While this
interpretation may well be the case, it is important to consider
that the observers continuOusly-recorded activities as they
occurred and made instantaneous decisions .about'Ativities based
on preceding events in the claSs. If they had not been recording
every minute of classtime, the observers reflected that their
attention-could have wandered and their focus might not have been
as well attuned to theldifferences in activities. In addition,
the observers agreed that the boredom of waiting more than a
minute between times to record Observations would have made'the
task even 'more difficUlt. Thus, while ress frequent recording
of data appears to be statistically feasible, the reality of the
difficulties,of direct observation favor the more frequent re-
cording ok observations.

Findings Related to Time

The following section presents chief findings that relate°
to the second objective of this study regarding time usuage.
Only summary tables and figures are included with the text in
order to reduce the length of.this section. Additional tables
and figures supporting the findings are included in the
Appendices B and C.

'Question One

1

What are the proportions of time that students in the classes
1

spent_on task (content and noncontent), off task, and on absence?'

This is the key question in the study. The results are
indicated in figure 4 and in table 2. Additional figures (17-26,
Appendix C) display the data.for each of the ten classes sepa-
rately. Table .2 is compfeherisive, showing the percentages of
'time Spent in each class, as well as for the average of all
olasses. The pie chart (figure 4) shows thd average time spent
during the observations in all the classes, While the line graph
in figure 5 indicates the attendance on a daily basis across the
ten days of observation.

As shown in figure 4, the students spent an average of
69.15 percent of class time for time on task (A, B, C, E, and F).
The students spent 55.9 percent of the class time on content,
specifically basic skills (A), technical skills (B), and employ-
ability skills (C). The data in table 2 further show that 41
percent of their time was spen't on technical skills, primarily
pradtice or hands-on (27 percent). Students spent 7 percent
of the class tiine setting up or cleaning up (E in figure 4),

although that proportion va'ried greatly among different types of
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classes. In the machine shop classes, for example, students
spent from 7 to 2.4 percent of the time setting up and cleaning
up While in the marketing and distributive education classes
they spent very little time, (0 to .9 percent) on those activi-
ties.

KEY

A BASIC !KILLS
(ooperate I fatly
tech. skills)

II TECHNICAL SKILLS
(prectIc & lecture)

C INFLOYAINLITY SKILLS
(world et work,
attitede. tc.)

0 OFF-TASK .

(socialisins,
estates, eft.)

E SET UP/CLEAM UP
F RELATED/ON-TASK

(teterlau. youth
ergenizatkin, ta.)

0 swot
cimmouhed I .

Impromptu)

FIGURE 4. AVERAGE PERCENTAGES OF TIME SPENT ON AND OFF
TASK IN ALL CLASSES DUPING TWO WEEKS OF OBSERVATION

-

Students used 6epetcent of,their time for related activi-
ties that were on task but not specific to content, such as youth
organization activities.- Vocational educators have strongly felt
that these activities are important for the'development of stu-
dent leadership, self-esteem, and motivation to work in a related
occupatioaal area.

Time off task (31 percent) included pireaks (6 percent) and
doing nothing, waiting, or socializing (25 percent). The breaks
were either scheduled and mandatory or informally announced at
the teacher's discretion.

The proportion of 0.me spent in each individual class is
indicated in figures 18\through 22, While figures 8 through 17
(Appendix C) show the pattern of time usage in each class. There
appeared to be a. common pattern to the periods of time off task
in each class. Typically students waited or socialized at the
beginning of the class time until the teacher started them on
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TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION (F TI.ME SFENT BY STUDENTS IN
VCCATIONAL EDLCATION CLASSES OBSERVED IN THE ST(DY

KRAL

,ALL TEN CLASSES IN STUDY I Agricultural Mechanics Machine Trades

Student (11115) (11)23)

Activities Week I Week 2 Ave. Week I Week 2 Ave: Week I Week 2. Ave.

,

Bas Ic Skil Is R2
w/Tech. Skil Is C3.

1.,
0.8

4.6
.9

3.0
1.8

.2
0

8.9
0

4.6
0

3.4,
.5

3.8
1.9

5.6
1.2

W4 2.3 .9 1.6 0 6.2 3.1 0 1.2 .6

Bas Ic Skil Is R2 1 0 .1 o o 0 0 .1 0

Alone C3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

w4 .1 .1
,

.1 0 :1
.

0 0 0 0

Techn ical T5 14.1 1 0.5 1 2.3 '21.6 11.2 16.4 5.2 .9 3.0

Skit Is F-6 32.0 25.7 28.8 46.1 22.3 34.2 58.3 24.2 41.5

Job SMA 6.3 3.6 4.8 .2 0 .1, 0 0 0

Know( ./Wor 1 d/Work 2.8 2.0 '2.4 .8 .7 0 .4 .2

Work Att. & Values 1.2 .4 .8 .4 3.2 1.8 .3 0 '.1

Listen 1.9 6.3 4.2 1.7 22.4 12.0 .7 8.5 4.5

Set up 3.9 4.2 4.0 4.7 4.0 ,4.3 8.2 17.8 1 5.0

Clean up 3.5 2.7 3.1 3.2 1.0 2.1 6.4 6.2 5 ;

Out/Re17 .8 1.4 .9 4.7 2.8 3.0 4.9 - 5.9

Out/Nonrer 3.6 .: 3.1 6.8 3.2 5.0 1.7 2.2 I.)

Conf W/Teacher .3 .5 .4 .4 .3 .3 1.1 .9 1:0

Walt/NathIng 9.4 9.9 9.6 6.5 4.6 5.5 5.3 11.7 4.5

Social ize 14.1 17.2 15.6 6.9 7.6 7.2 6.3 '14.4 1) 3

Be Disciplin'ed 6 a o o o
.

o o .2 .1

Break 1.4 36 2.6 o o o o 1.3

On Task . 69.3 66.9 68.1 80.1 85.1 82.4 87.1 70.8

Of f Task 30.7 33.3 32.1 2 0.2 15.4 17.7 13.3 29.8 4

Total TIme1 99.1 99.4 99.7 100.3 100.5 100.1 100.4 100.6

Content9 59.5 51.3 55.3 69.2 52.7 60.8 67.7 32.5

Ab§ent1° 20.2 16.6 18.4 I 11.0 8.5 9.7 1 3.4 15.9 1 t'

1 Totals do nal- equal 100 percent due to rounding
2 Fbading
3 Cal culatIon
4 Writing
5 Theory
6 R-act Ice
7 Out of roan - related activity, such as tutoring
8 Out of room - nonrelated actIvIty, such as restroan visit
9 Content Includes basic skl 1 Is wi th technical ski I Is; basic ski I Is alone; technical ski I Is theory a id

practice; Job seekIng, maintaining, and advancing; knowledge of the world of work; and work attit.niss
and va I ues .

10 Absent Includes time students are late for class
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TABLE 2

(Continued)

Student
Activities

,

ALL TEN CLASSES

1 Week I

MAN

Agrrculture Distributive Ed Machine Trades

Week I Week 2, Ave.

(22143)

Week 2 Ave. Week I

(22253)
Week 2 Ave.

(25314,
Week 1 Week 2 Ave.

Beisic Skil Is R2
w/Tech. C3

Skill
w4

BasIc Skil Is R2
Alone C3

W
4

Techn Ica! T2

Skl I is . 1,1"

Job SMA
Know I /Wor I d/Work

Work Attitudes

Listen
Set up
Clean up

Out/Re17 .

Out/Nonrelu

Conf W/Teacher

Walt/Nothing
Socl al ize 4

Be Disciplined

Break

1.5
0.8
2.3

,-

.1

0
.1

14.1

32.0

6.3
2.8
1.2

1.9

3.9-
3.5

.8

3.8

.3

9.4
14.1

0

1.4

4.6
.9

.9

0
0
.1

1 0.5

25.7

3.6
2.0
.4

6.3
4.2
2.7

1.9

2.4

.5

9.9
17.2

0

3.6

3.0
1.8
1.6

.1

0
.1

1 2.3

28.8

4.8
2.4
.8

4.2,

4.0
3.1

1.4

3.1

.4

9.6
15.6

0

2.6

2.0
0
8.0

0

.3

0

4 0.4

27.2

0

0
0

A,
4.9

0
.3

0

2.5

0

69
7.3

0

0

4.7
0
0

0
0
0

22.5
7.3

2.6
1.9
0

17.5
.4

7.6

0
2.4

.1

15.6
17.8

0

0

3.3
0

4.0

0
.1

0

31.4
17.2

1.3

.9

0

11.2
.2

.3.9

0

2.4

0

11.2
12.5

0

0

i

2.3
0

40

0
0
0

24.3
14.9

0

4.8
0

2.8
.1

.6

.1

3.8

.1

6.3
40.0

,

0

0

9.1'

0

0

0
0

0

10.6
19.1

11.6
0
0

.2

:9

0

.2

5.1

.5

12.6
30.1

0

0

5.7
0
0

0

0
0

17.4
17.0

5.8
2.4
0

1.5

:3

0
4.5

.3

9.4
35.0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0

17.4
49.9

0

0
0

0

;:98

1.4
3.8 ,,,

,

. 5/

/L(8 )

/ 0

1.5

.5
5.9
0

0
0
0

8.0
49.5

0

0
0

0 ,

t"?;

/ .1

2.5

1.7

2.1

15.2

0

8.3

'

,

.2.
3.0
0

0
0
0

1 2.7

49.7:

/

a
0
0

0

3'23.7

.7

3.2

1.1

4.5
16.0

0

I

4.8(

On Task

Off Task

Total Time)

69.3

30.7

9 9.1

*,
66.9

.33.3

9 9.4

68.1

32.1

9 9.7

83.1

16.7

99.8

64.6

35.8

100.4

73.5

26.1

99.6

50.0

50.1

.1)-o,2

52.2

47.1E(

10 0.0

51.0

48.9

9 9.9

76.9

23.1

10 0.0

71.9

28.1

10 0.0

I

74.1S

25.5
i

9 9.;8

Content9

Absent 10

59.5

20.2

51.3

16.6

55.3

18.4

1 77.9

26.2

39.0

19.6

59.2

22.9

46.3

20.1

50.4

14.2

48.3

17.1

67.3

20.8

63.9

27.4

656

24.1

I.

I Totals do not equal 100 percent due to rounding
2 ReadIng
) Calculation
4
c Writing

Theory
6 Practice
7 Out of room -.related activity, such as tutoring
8 Out of room - nonrelated activity, such as restrocm v1sit

Content 1nCludes basIc skIlls wIth technical skills; baslc skills alone; technical skills theory and

practice; Job seeking, maintaining, and advancing; knowledge of the world of work; and work attItOdes

and values.
10 Absent includes time students are late for class
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Student
Act iv !ties

Bas lc Skills Ri
w/Tech. Skil Is C

VC'

Bas ic Skil Is R2

Alone C3
w4

Techn ical T5

Ski 1 Is 06

Job §MA
Know 1 ed ge/Wor 1 d/Work

Work Attltude

Listen
Set up
Clean up

Out/Rel7
Out/ rNonre

Goa W/Teacher

Wa 1 t/Ndth 1 ng

Socl al 1 ze

Be Disciplined

Break

On Task

Off Task

Total Timel

Content9

Absentl°

TABLE 2

(Continued)

ALL TEN CLASSES

INNER CITY

Fashion Merchandising

Week

Machlne Trades

Week 1 Week 2 Ave. Week
C3426.5)

1 Week 2 Ave.

Uo3,3)
1 Week 2, Ave.

1.5 4.6 3.0 1.7 .4 1.1 0 1.3 .6

0.8 .9 1.8 2.2 .3 1.2 1.2 15.8 8.5

2.3 .9 1.6 1 4.8 1.1 7.9 0 .1 .1

.1r 0 .1 .8 .1 .4 0 0 0

0 0 0 .
0 0 0 0 0 0

.1
.1 .1 0 .4 .2 0 0 0

1 4.1 10.5 1 2.3 1 1.4 19.3 15.3 4.0 .9 2.5

32.0 25.7 28.8 31.1 24.3 27.8 52.4 37.7 45.0
,

6.3 3.6 4.8 .5 2.4 1.5 2.1 1.7 1.9

2.8 2.0 2.4 .6 4.4 2.5 0 0 0

1.2 .4 .8 6.5 .9 3.7 0 0 0

1.9 6.3 4.2
,

1.1 14.7 7.9 0 4.2 2.1

3.9 4.2 4.0 1.5 .3 .9 17.6 17.3 17.5

3.5 2.7 3.1 1.2 .2 .7 7.2 5.8 6.7

.8 1.9 1.4 .1 4.0 2.1 .2 .8 .5

3.8 2.4 3.1 .7 2.2 1.5 .5 .2

.3
:5

.4 .1 0 0 .5 !,1 1.1

9.4 9.9 9.6 16.0 11.6 1 3.8 6.2 3.6 . 5.0 '

14.1 17.2 15.6 4.8 11.6 8.1 1.3 4.2 2.7

0 0 0 0 0 ,0 .2 .3 ."Aw

1.4 3.6 2.6 4.9 1.5 3.2 6.9 4.0

6 9.3 66.9 6 8.1 73.6 72.0 73.2 85.2 87.6 ' 4

3 0.7 3 3.3 32.1 26.4. 26.9 26.6 15.1 1 2.3 1"...1

99.1 99.4 9 9.7 10 0.0 9 9.7 9 9.8 10 0.3 9 9.9

59.5 51.3 55.3 69.6 53.2 61.6 59.7 57.4

20.2 16.6 18.4 32.6 15.0 23.8 4.5 23.8

Totals do not,egual 10 0-percent due to rounding

t Reading
3 Calculation
4 Writing
D Theory
6 Practice
7 Out of room - related activity, such as tutoring

o Out of room - nonrelated activity, such as restrocm visit

9 Content includes baslc ski! Is with technical skll Is; basic skil Is alone; technical skills threory and

practice; Job seeking, maintaining, and advancing; knowledge of the world of work; and work attitudes

and values.
1 0 Absent includes time students are late for class
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A -TABLE 2

(pot1nued)

ALL TEN CLASSES Mktg. & Distribution :14ktg. & DistriPution
I I I IV' Auto Body_

Student
Activities Week I Week 2 Ave.

( 4On )

Week I Week 2 Ave
(462T) ..

Week 1 Week 2 Ave Week 1

(47393)
Week 2 Aye.

Bas4c Skills R2 1.5 4.6 3.0 3.7 0 '1.8 .8 17.9 9.3 1.0 0 0

w/Tech. C3 0..8 .9 1.8 0 0 0 0 4.8 2.4 4.5 .3 2.4

Skil I W4

'
2.3 .9 1.6

i

.6 0 .3 0 0 0 0 0 0

Basic Skills R2 .1 O. .1 .2 0 .1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Alone C3 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 .4 0 .2 0 0 0

.1 0 0 0 0 0 .3 0 .1

-

Techn Ica I T5 1 4.1 10.5 12.3 7.1 14.5 10.8 3.9 16.3 10.1 6.2 1.5 3.8

Skills P6 32.9 25.7 28.3 0 22.0 1 1.0 0 .3 .1 41.0 50.6 45.8

Job SMA 6.3 3.6 4.8 26.1 3.8 1 4.9 34.4 1 3.7 23.8 0 0 0

Knowl/Worl d/Work 2.13 2.0 2.4 5.9 5.6 5.8 15.4 7.0 11,2 .7 .3 .7

Verk Attiludes 1.2 .4 .8 1.0 0 .5 0 0 0 .1 0 0

Listen 1.9 6.3 4.2 6.3 .5 3.4 .4 1.2 .8 .8 .2 .5

Set up 3.9 4.2 4.0 0 .2 .1 0 0 0 4.6 4.5 4.5

Clean up 3.5 2.7 3.1 0 .2 .1 0 .3 ' .1 3.8 4.5 4.1

Out/Re17 0 .8 1.9 1.4 1.7 2.1 1.9 0 .3 .1 0 .1 0

Out/Nonrel' 3.3 2.4 3.1 10.9
..

3.8 7.3 15.7 .5 8.1 .6 1.3 .9

Conf W/Teacher .3 .5 .4 0 .1 0 0 .1 .1 .1 0 , 0

Wa It/Nothing 9.4 9.9 9.6 8.4 7.4 7.9 6.5 5.9 6.2 30.5 24.2 27.3

Socialize 1 4.1 17.2 1 5.6 26.6 31.9 29.2 24:4 32.7 23.6 6.3 .7.0 6.6
4,

Be Disciplined 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Break 1.4 3.6 2.6 1.2 7.8. 11..7 0 0 0 .7 5.1 2.9

On Task 69.3 66.9 68.1 52.7 49.0 50.7 55.3 61.9 58.2 63.0 62.5 61.9

Off Task 30.7 33.3 32.1 47.1 50..9 49.1 46.6 39.1 42.9 38.1 37.6 37.7

Total Timel 99.1 99.4 99.7 I 99.3 99.9 99.8 101.9 101.0 101.1 101.1 100.1 99.6

Content9 59.5 51.3 55.3 44.7 45.9 45.2 54.9 6,0.9 57.1 53.8 53.2 52.8

AbsentiO 20.2 16.6 18.4 24.9 16.9 20.9 39.5 1 3.1 28.3 1 4.2 1 3.5 1 3.9

Totals do no+ equal 100 percent due to rounding
.2, Reading

Cal culat ion '
Witing

" Theory
PractIce

8, Out of room - related activity, such as tutoring
Out of rocm - nonrelated activity, such as restrocm visit
Content Includes basic skills wIth technical skil Is; basic skIl Is alone; technical skit Is theory and
practice; Job seeking, maIntalnIng, and advancing; knowledge of the world of MOrk; and work attitudes
and values.

10 Absent Includes tIme students are l'ate for class
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S.

individual actiVities or lectured. At the beginning of shop
classes the'students set up their equipment and projects for
several minutes. The students then worked intensely for awhile ti

until there was a formal or an informal break or a Change4n the
type. of activity. The T & I and,'AG classes often started with a.
lecture and,then changed to practie in the shop area of the .

classroom. °After t.he break or Change, the students again worked.
fairr4 intensely until the time to start cleaning up. There were

variatidns of course, within classes because of-interruptions
or nonroutine aCtivities such as the FFA conference. Variations
also existed among classes, especially between the MDE classes

'
and the,T & I classeS.

The teachers appeared to be the key determinant in the
amount of time.,students spent on task or off.task. While stu-

dents may have known what they were supposed to do on'their own,

a few invariably requireq individual teacher attention to set
up, organize for working with the equipment, or open their books.
Nevertheless, in some instances the students supervised their

own time on task. In all of the shop classes the students'spent

most of their time on individually paced projects (descr.ibed by

teachers as competency based). Small groups of students often
'worked together to assemble a piece of machinery or solve a prob-

lem, as in the fashion merchandising class. Sometimes students

served as a shop foremah,Or..toolroam, supervisor for a day and did
not work on individual or small group projects.. A few students
in the MDE clagses were assigned to the class laboratory store
or boutique to serve as salespersons who nited on customers,
stocked the shelves, and counted merchandise for inventory

purposes.

Attendance is illustrated with line graphs, with the aver-

age for all classes across the ten days of observation shown in

figure .5 and the averages for.the individual classes.in figures

27 thrOugh 36 (Appendix C). As indicated in figure 5, the aver-
age attendance was slightly higher during the second week than
during the first week of observations. The data in table 2 show
that absence was Over 20 percent during the first .v.reek compared

to about 17 percent the second week. The lowest average per-
centage of absence, computed from the totals sbown in table 2,

was at the ruraapite (12 percent) with the highest at the. inner -
city (19.5 percent), the suburban (20.5 percent), and urban'(21
percent) sites. The time spent in school is, of course, a signi-

ficant determinant of.the amount of time aVailable for student to

learn. It appears that, on the average, the'students observed
were absent from their Vocational education classes approximately
16 percent of the time sdheduled.
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PATS IN ATTENDEKE

FIGURE 5. AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE FOR ALL CLASSES
DURING TWO WEEKS OF OBSERVATION

Across all the variables discussed in the first question 1
there is considerable variation among the ,vocational education
classeS observed.in this^study. It is tempting to conclude from
the average of all the clases that vocgtional education students
spend 69 percent of class time on task and 31'percent off task.
It is prudent to remember, however, that these classes represent
three program areas and were not selected at random. It is also
important.to emphasize that the tables and figures for the indi-
vidual classes portray striking differences that must be acknow-
ledged when making comparisons or judgments. For example, the
average time on tsk in one MDE class (22233) was 51.0 percent in
contrast to 86.4 percent in a T & I class (35353).

Question Two

1

What are the proportions of time that the three selected studentS
in each class spent on task (content and noncontent), off task,
and on absence?

50
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The second question provided information about the tiine

sppnt each minute by thirty students from the ten classes. The
data in table 3 show that the thirty students' total time on
task in ten classes tErough en class periods ranged between 35
and n percent. There was a wider range of time on task/content
among students in different classes than among students in the
same class. The'time on task/noncontent varied considerably from
virtually no time (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 percent) spent on activities

s such as.set up/clean up in a distributive educati6n class (22233)
to about a fourth of the time (28.2, 21'.5, 26.5 percent) spent
on thbse activities in a machine shop class (35353). There is,
of course, little,need to set up or clean up in most MDE claSsesr
but the time spent on those activities in that machine shop
(35353) appea'rs excessive comPared to the time spent in the other
machine shopS (5.6 - 11.1 percent),.

The students' time off task ranged, from'12.2 percent for one,.
student inMachine Shop (35353) to 61.3 percent for a student in
Distributive Education (22233). There seems to be an inverse
relationship between the time spent on task/noncontent and time
off task for the students in these two classes (35353 and 22233).
Perhaps the small size nuMber of students--only seven in the
MacEine Shop class (35353) ,was easier to keep on task, or perhaps
the students had learned to appear busier than they really were
by manipulating madhinery and tools instead of merely waiting or
socializing between time'spent working.

Absences varied among the students, with a range cl no
minutes tardy (0.0 percent) to.a combined time of absenCe and
minutes tardy of 33.4 percent of their-total <possible time in

class. The absence rate shOuld be kept in mind, as cautioned
previously, when considering how much time students really spent
learning.in their classes.

Question Three

What is the significant difference between-the mean of the thxé
students in each class and-t.he mean of all the students in the
class in the proportion of time on task (content and noncontent), !
off task, and on absence?

The third question provided.comparisons of the three stu-
,dents to their own classes. One machine shop class (35353) was
dropped from this analysis because its low enrollment of seven
students would' have skewed'the results. For each variable, the
mean of the three individual students' proportions of time was
companed to the class mean with a t-rtest." The results, as dis-
played in tables 15 through 21 (Appendix.B), showed no signifi-
cant,differences (0.05) fot either on task (content and noncona-
tent) or off task for any of the comparisons. The means for
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TABLE 3

PROPORTIONS OF TIME 1 SPENT BY
THREE INDIVIDUAL $TUDENTS IN TEN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION'CLASSES

Class Student

Time on-Tatk Timq Off .

TasK Abserce(2).Total
.

Content Nipncontent

1

Agriculture 1 73.5 65.5 8.0 26.5 0 ,

Mechanics 2 67.3 6616 .8 32.7 10.0

(11115) 3 68.4 67.1 1.3 31.6 0.1

Agriculture 1 76.1 75.2 .9 23.9 0

(22143) 2 73.1 72.2 .8 27.0 0

3 69.4 68.3 1.1 30.5 20.2

Distributive 1 52.2 52.2 0.0 47.9 0 /--

Education 2 48.7 48.7 0.0 51.3 0

(22233) 3 38.-2 38.2 .5 61.3 0

.
.

Fashion 1 86.0 79.5 6.5 14.0 0

Merchandising 2 82.3 79.8 2.5 17.4 20.3

(34263) 3 78.7 75.8 2.9 21.3 2.4

.,

Market & 1 . 34.5 33.4, .3 56.3 10.1

Distributive 2 51.9 51.8 .3 47.8 .3

Education II 3 48.7 48.6 .2 51.1 20.1

(46273)

.Market & 1 61.4 61.0 1.7 37.3 12.4 %

Distrib. Ed. 2 52.9 52.9 .0 , , 47.1 3.0

IV 3 59.3 59.1 .4 40.5 20.0

(46282)

Machine Trades
,

1 73.5 65.5 8.0 26.5 10.1

(11323) 2 77.4 66.4 11.1 22.5 0.1

3 74.7 -68.1 7.6 24.3 10.7

je

Machine Shop 1 62.3 56.2 6.1 37.7 30.0

(23324) 2 75.9 67.9 8.0 24.1 .1

3 73.3 67.9 5.6 26.5 10.1

-

.Machine Shop
(35353)

1
2

87.7
77.8

59.6

56.3

28.2,

21.5

12.2
22.2

11.1

33.4

3 86.3. 59.9 26.5 ,13.6 0

Auto Body 1 71.1 70.2 .9 28.9 .1

(47393) 2: 71.7 71.1 .7 28.2 .2

3 49.9 49.1 .1 50.0 20.1

NOTE: 1 Mean percents for both weeks observed

2 Absence includes minutes late for class
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individual st,udents-were higher for.technical skills and time off
task, .While they were lower for set up/clean up than the means
for their classes.

There .were significant differences well beyond the 0.01
Level, between the means of the individual students and their
class means with respect to absence. The means of the individual
students were considerably lower (0.48) than the means for their
clasSes (19.26).

The resul.ts indicate that the means of the three students
were representative of their classes in the proportions of time
spent in their claSses upon various on-task and off-task activi-
ties. They were obviously not representative in absence. Per-
haps the observers inadvertently seldcted students who were more
motivated to attend class than their classmates. From this
analysis it could be inferred that a relatively small number of
students (3) can be used to determine the time on or o.ef task of
a class, but not necessarily their average rate of absence.

Question,Four

What are the prortions of time spent by the teachers on Content
and on noncontent?

The results of the fourth.guestlon,indicated the amount of-
time teacherS spentron curricular content in.their classes. As
shown in table 4,-teachers allocated, on. the average, 67.0 per-
cent of their class time for time on content. They spent,the
remaining 82.7 percent of the time on noncontent activities,
including /tasks such as taking roll.

There was a range of.42 to 76 percent time on ciontent amona
all the teachers. The T & I teachers spent the highest propor-
tion of time on content (72 percent) while the MDE teachers spent

the lowest (57 percent). The teachers used the bulk of the time
for technical skills, with the T & I teachers using an average of
57 percent of the time for practice of technical skills and
another 10 percent for related theory. While the two AG teach'ers
spent similar amounts of time (t0 and)48 percents) on technical
skills, the ,teacher of Agricultural Mechanics (11115) spent 42
percent on practice compared to 10 percent by the teacher in
Vocational Agriculture (22143). The MDE teachers used the least
amount of time for technical skills, with 19 percent for related
theory and 18 percent for practice. On'the other hand, the MDE
teachers spend far more time (18 percent) than the other teadhers
(1 percent) for employability skills. On the whole, the LeacherF
spend very little time (4 percent4 on.basic skills, with the
exception of the teacher in Vocational Agriculture (22143) who
had a much higher percentage (16 percent).
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PROGRAM AREA Basic
Skills
w/Tech
Skills

q

Tech
Skills/
'Theory

TABLE 4

PERCENT OF TIME ShENT'ON TYRES OF CONTENT

BY TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL EDLCATION CLASSES.

.

Tech Job . 'Knowledge Work Total

Skills/ Seeking, - Warld of Attituaes on

R-actIce *Intel:Ong Work & Values Content

Advancing

Other/
Management)
Transition

Note:

Class
(study code)

Agriculturalfd,
6.3 18.4 42.4 .1 .8 .6 69.3 30.7 Substitute 2 days

Agr. . MechanMs
(11115)
Vocational Agr. 16.4 38.6 9.5 0 0 '6 64.5 35.5 Substitute 1 day

(22143)

'

Mean 11.35 28.5 29.95 .5 .4 .3 66.9 33.1

,

DistrtIbutIve Ed. ..

.

Dist. Ed. 0 29.5 29.5 11.8 0 0 71.4 28.6

(22233)
Fash. March. 1.7 28.1 31.4 1.0 2.6 4.0 71.3 28.7

(34263)
Mktg. & 01st. II 0 11.1 8.1 16.5 6.4 0 42.1 57.9 Substitute 2 days

(46273)
Mktg. & Dtst. IV .7 9.1 2.2 21.3 10.2 0 43.7 56.3 Substitute 1 day

(46282)
Mean .6 19.45' 17.8 12.65 4.8 1.0 57.12 42.88

Trade & Industrial
Autoboay 2.5 4.4 68.8 0 .3 0 76.3 23.7

(47391)
Mach. Trades 2.2 5.3 54.2 .1 .4 .2 62.6 37.4 Substitute 2 days

.(11323)
Mach. Shop 5.7 27.4 39.2 0 0 0 72.3 27.7

(23324)
Mach. Shop 7.7 3.1 64.5. 0 0 0 76.2 23.8

(35353) ' .

Mean , 4.53 10.05 56.68 .25 .18 .05 71.85 28.15

Mean far all

teachers 4.1 15.9 41.4 3.2 1.5 .5 67.0 32.7 9971

NOTE: Rercents for tjachers Include ten classes observed In the study; ninety-nine classes observed In total.

ITotal does not equal 100 percent due to rounding.
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The data from table 4 show that the teachers' average time

On curricular content was 67 percent, while, as shown in figure 4
previously, the students%(average time on content was 56 percent.
This disparity between teacher and Student time on content is
consistent with other findings (Stallings and Kaskowitz 1974;
Fisher et al. 1978) iRdicating that students typically are not
on task all of the time that is allocated for subject matter.
Regardless of how much teachers attempt to keep every student
motivated and at task With specified content, some students soc-
ialize, or do other things. the findings from this study suggest
either that some teachers may have used better, strategies to keep
students on,task than other teachers or that the particular
curricular content of a class is more conducive to time on task.

Question Five

What are the proportions of time spent by teachers on various
pedagogical methods end other activities?

The fifth qUestion yielded information about the various
waY%-teachers manage and teach their classes. As shown in table.
5, teachers spent well over a fourth (29 percent) of their time
providing one-to-one. instruction Table 5 displAys ;the teachers'
primary pedagogical methods or activities while table 14 (Appen-
dix B) shows the second method/activity they employed simultan-
eously. For example, the second method/activity was recorded
to portray accurately those instances when the teacher lectured-

and showed slides at the same time. As the data in table 14
(Appendix B) indicate, during 61 percent of the time.the teachers
used no secondary method/activity.

The teachers worked at their desks or stations in the class

or shop almost 12 percent of the time. They observed students
working at their stations, either by Standing or walking around,
almost 9 percent of the time as a primary method/activity and 7
percent as a secondary activity. The teachers gave directions
or provided instructions similar amounts of time (almost 9 per-
cent primary, 7 percent secondary). Although lecture and dis--
cussion were the chief instructional methods in secondary aca-
demic Subject classes (Stallings and Mohlman 1981), in this study
teachers lectured 8 percent and led discussions about 3 percent
of the time, while they provided one-to-one instruction 29
percent of the class time.

A relatively high percentage of time was recorded for talk-
ing to the observers from this study, although the data were
heavily skewed because of one teacher's (15 percent) persis-
tence in talking to one or another of the observers. The other
nine teachers spent between 0 to 5 percent of their class time
talking to the observers.
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Table 5

PERCENT CF TIME SFENT ON FRIMARY INSIRLCTIONAL-
METHODS/ACTIVITIES BY TEACHERS IN VCCAT1ONAL EDWAT1ON CUSSES

FROMM AREA CLASS 1 nd 1 v iduai Work Observe Give Lecttre Talk io Out.of Talk io Lead

(Study Code) instruction at Students Directions Observer Classroom ather staff/ discussions
Desk or nonclass

' Instruct ion students

Agricultural Ed
Agr. Mechanics 24.3 2.5 12.7 7.6 5.8 0.7 3.0 .9 4.9

(11115) .
Vocational Agr. 5.5 11.3 15.7 33.4 3.2 .2 3.2 3.0

(22143)
Mean 2 4.4 4.0 1 2.0 11.65 19.6 1.95 1.6 2.05 3.95

<

DIstrtIbutIve Ed. <,

Dist. Ed. 1 4.3 8.6 4.3 18.9 2 3.8 1.4 0 2.2 l).9
(2 2233' ./

Fash. March. 19.3 .4.3 1 1.3 8.7 6.0 0 .9 2.1 11 4.3

'\(3 4263)
Mktg. & Dlst. II 1.4 3 6.2 5.3 3.0 2 3.8 1.4 7.7 .6 0

(46273) .

Mktg. & Dist. IV 0 4 2.8 1.3 0 2 6.1 1.3 9.3 2.4 0 J

(4 6282)
t4a'an 8.75 2 2.98 5.54 7.65 19.93 1.03 4.48 1.83 3.8

Trade & Industrial

ui
Autobody

(47391)
46.5 .7 4.2 8.6 3.9 14.8 2.7 3.5 .2

ON Mach. Trades 37.2 14.-0 19.1 6.5 .3 1.4 2.0 2.9 1.8
(11323)

Mach. Shop 29.5 20.6 5.7 15.7 0 4.2 .5.3 6.1 .2

(23324)
Mach. Shop 63.5 1.3 9.9 2.8 1.2 .5 1.4 2.4 .2

(35353)
Mean 44.18 9.15 9.73 8.4 1.35 5.23 2.85 3.73 .6

..

Mean tor al 1

teachers 29.1 11.8 8.8 8.8 8.3 3.7 3.2 2.8 2.6

NOTE: Frlmary instructional methods/actlyltles were observed to be the chlef mode used by teachers; during 39 percent of the time a
secondary mode was occtrring conctrrently. Ibrcentage for teachers Include ten classs observed In the study; ninety-nlne classes
observed In -total. Addition& methods/activities upon which teachers spent low proportions of time In classes:

none indicated 1.0 write on board .5
pass out materials .6 check out tools .5
grade papers .6 discipline .3
repair eqvipment .6 pass out-collect papers, .2
mi scel laneous .6 get materials .1

_wwwwwwk__411.1111_1111eMe-111111111111:_a..1iwwwwwk_



Surprisingly,-the teachers did not spend much time (2 per-
cent primary, 6 percent sedondary) in demonstrating techniques,
especially to the entire class. During,informal discussions
after the classes,_ the teachers explained that most of their lec-
tures and demonstrations' about new skills had been done during
the earlier months of the school year. All the T & I teachers
helped clean up the shops (1 percent of the time), While none of
the teachers in the other program.areas did so.

Many time-on-task studies point to discipline as one of the
teacher's chief activities (Stallings and Mohlman, 1981). 'In

this study, teachers spent very few minutes,(.3 percent) disci.-
pliniag the students. Teachers reprimanded-Students or asked
them to stop talking occasionally, but even with' substitute
teachers the majority of the students did not receive much atten-

tion for disciplinary reasons. The observers noted that there
were a few occasions When the teadhers overlooked or defiberately
ignored behaviors'such as playing cards or throwing paper wads.

For most of the time observed, however, the students were occu-
pied in relatively active tasks that appeared to hold their
interest or they were socializing in a very low-key fashion that
did not detract from other studentsl learning. In contrast, the
teachers of moFt academic subject classes usually do not tolerate

even low-key student interaction. Therefore, disciplina'ry action
or reprimands from these teachers are common occurances in their

classroom. This' could account for the disparity between time
Spent on discipline in academic and vocational education classes.

Quekt.ion Six

Whatare the significant differepces among short, medium, and
longclasses in the proiportidh of total time on. task, on basic

skills, on technical skills, on employability skills, on set up/

clean up, and on absence?

Previously table 2 shows the length of each class in

minutes. The short classes (46 to 56 minutes) were Vbcational
Agriculture (22143), Distributive Education (2-2233), and

Marketing and Distribution IV (46282). All of.the short classes
were located at .comprehensive high schools. The medium classes
.(111-12G minutes) Aiere Agricultural Mechanics (11115), Fashion
Merchandising (34263), and Marketing and Distribution II (46273).

The first .two of these medium length classes were at area
vocational schools while the latter was at a comprehensive high

school. 2he long classes (146-176 minutes), located at area
vocational schools and all T & I courses were Autobody (47391),

Machine Trades (11323), Machine Shop (23324) and Machine Shop

(35353).

The results of F-tests, shown in tables 22 through 28
(Appendix B), indicated significant differences among the
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different length classes at well beyond the 0.01 level irf time on
technical skills and time on set up/clean up. The results also
indicated significant differences (0.05 level) in total time on
task and time on employability skills. But they did not indicate
significant differences for time on basic skills or absence among
classes of different lengths.

Further analyses were conduct d to discern Which classes--
short, medium, or long--were most d'fferent from each other in
the variables that Showed a signific nt difference. The results
of the Student-Newman-Keuls procedure are displayed,in tables
29 through 33 (Appendix B). These tables graphically indicate
that the greatest differences were to be found between short and
long classes, with medium classes either more similar to one or
the other depending on Which variable was considered. The long
classes had the highest means, or greatest, proportion of tiine for

all of the on task,variables (time on task',, technical skills,

bmployability skills and set up/clean up).

Therefore, it can readily be concluded o analyses that
students in long classes (146-176 minutes) had ignificantly
higher proportions-of time on task, especially in technical
skills and set up/clean up than students in short classes (46-56
minutes). In this study,1 all the T & I classes at a ea vocational
schools were long ones. The means of medium length lasses
(111-126 minutes) were closer to those of silort classes for tech-
nical skills and closer to those of long classes for total time

on task. Apparently, class length made 'a significant differ-
ence in the amount of thne spent on task in vocational education
classes, with more clasd time resulting in higher proportions
of time on content-related activities.

.Question Seven

What are the significant differences among the program areas (AG,

MDE an# d T. &II) in the proportion of total time on task, on basic
skills, on technical skills, on employability skills, on set

up/clean u , and on absence?

,
The program ai-eas (AG, MDE or T & I) of each class are

listed in table 2. The prOportions of time spent in the two AG,
four MDE and four T & I classep were analyzed with F-tests
(tables 34 through 40, Appendix B), Which indicated significant
differences (0.05 level) for time on :task and for time on set

up/clean up. There were aiso significant differences (.05 level)

for time on absence with no significant differences for the other

variables tested.
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The Student-ewman-Keuls procedure was used to discern homo-
geneous subsets for the variables that indicated significant
differences among the program areas. As the data im tables 41
through 43 (Appendix B) indicate, the MDE Classes had the lowest
proportion of time on task While the T & I and AG classes had the
highest. The MDE and T & I classes differed most from each other
in the amount of time spent for set up/clean up while the AG
classes were statistically between both of the other types of
classes. The AG classes showed a low mean for absence (10
percent), while the T & I and MDE classes showed significantly,
different higher means (19 and 21 percents).

While the program areas are not represented with equal
,

numbers of classes or students in this study, it. appears ttlati
there is a trend for higher proportions of time on task in the
classes that have more opportunities for hands-on practice ok
skills arid where other than content specific activities suchas
set up or clean up add to the total amount of time on task. i

There seemed to be no readily discernable reason, however, ft)r
the discrepancy in absence between the AG and the T & I/MDE pro-
grams from the evidence analyzed in this study.

Question Eight

What are the significant differences among the three machine
shops in the proportion of total time on task, on basic
on technical skills, on employability skills, on set up/clean
up, off task, and on absence?

For the answer to the question, three classes in the Same
program area and with similar curricula were compared. As pre-
sented in tables 44 through 50 (Appendix B), F-tests were again
used to analyze the variance among the three machine shopS for
significant differences (0.05 level) among several variables.
No significant differences were found for,absence, time ori basic
skills, or time on employability skills. But a significaht dif-
ference (well beyond the 0.01 level) did emerge for set up/
clean up, as well as significant differences for total time on
task and time on technical skills. a

The Student-Newman-Keuls Procedure analyses indicated
(tables 51 through 54, Appendix B) that the greatest difference
for time on task was between the urban machine shop (23324) and
the inner-city machine shop (35353), with the Iattpr,having the
higher mean. Similarly,.those two machihe shops had the largest
liscrepancy (7 percent urban, 24 percent inner city) for set up/
clean up. The greatest discrepancy for time off task was found
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between the inner-city (35353) and the rural machine shop
(11323). The latter had the greatest proportion of time off task

among the three classes.. Although this statistical procedure did
-not, find significant (0.'05 level) discrimination among 'the three
clsses in terms of homogeneous subsets for technical skills, the
means of the rural machine shop (11323) and urban machine shop
(23324) appeared much lower (44 and 47 percent) than the mean for
the inner city machine shop (62 percent).

One conclusion that can be drawn from the foregoing analysis
is that, despite the similariti,es in program (T.& I), class hame
(machine shop), curriculum, of.stated purpose, these factors
appear to include the number of students in the class and the
length of the class, most importantly perhaps,, as classes prob-

ably differ (statiStically) signifiáantly in time on various
activities because of many factors beyond similarity in program,
class name, curriculum, or stated purpose. As Shown in the
results of a previous question, the time allocated by the teacher
determines the upper limit of time possible for students' time on

task/content.

Question Nine

What are the significant differences between classes taught:by
substitute teachers and those taught by the regular teacher in
terms of time on task?

Nine of the ninety-nine class periods observed in this study

were taught by substitute teachers. The proportions of time on
task for the five classes that had a substitute teacher during
the ten days of observation were analyzed with a t-test to com-
pare for significant differences in the means between days with
and without a substitute teacher. According to the data in table
55 (Appendix B) a significant difference at the 0.046 level,
emerged, indicating that classes with the regular teacher had a
higher proportion of time on task than those taught by the

substitutes.

Observers noted that, although the.substitute teachers were
task oriented and tried to motivate the students to work on their

projects in the shop classes, the students appeared to sOcialize

more and avoided long periods of involvement with their work.
None of the substitutes appeared to "baby sit," and most seemed
to be familiar with the class routines because they had substitu-
ted in the school and in the class previously. In the agricul
tural mechanics class (11115), the stbstitute was a former school

farm manager who served as a permanent substitute in the system
since the school farm had been sold. In one MDE class, the 'sub-
stitute was a former teacher, now a restaurant owner who appeared

to capture the students' interest with his explanations of how
marketing and sales are conducted in the "realworld" of busi-
ness.
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Nonetheless, despite the efforts ot the substitutes, it must

be concluded that students.were on task,more often when their

regular teachers were present. Perhaps one of the primary moti-

vating factors for studentgi on task learning behaviors is

whether they are beihg evaluated for their efforts. If being

graded is a factor, then the substitute teaCher surely would not

have the same influence as thesregular teacher,. Oh, the other

hand, a case could also be.made,that the regular_teacher manages

the students better through different instructiOnal methods than

thoSe used by the substitute teachers. The question of the
instructional methods' effect on time on task remaihs to be .

answered in further study in vocational education classes.

Question Ten

[
What are the significant differences between classes with fewer

or more students in the proportion of time on task?

This question sought to ascertain whether class size ap/pears

toaffect time on task in vocational education classes. It is

,important to obtain this information since a previous question

confirTed that vocational education teachers provide a great deal

of one-to-one instruction. Obviously, the larger the class, the

less time is available fOr instructing individual students.

Since there was only one small class with seven students

(machine shop 35353), it Was dropped from this analysis. A

t-test was conducted between the remaining five medium classes

(15 - 17 students) and the four large classes (24 - 26 students).

Table 56 (Appendix 8), indicates that medium classes, with a 74

percent mean, had a significantly higher (well beyond the 0.01

level) proportion of time on task than did large classes, with a

59 percent mean. Thus, the conventional belief that small class

size is related to more opportunity tor school learning holds

true in this study. Incidentally, the smallest class, which was

not included in the analysis, had a mean of 86 percent time'on

task.

It is aLso important to keep in mind, however, the previous

analyses revealing that T & I and AG classes and long classes ha,:l

the most time on task. A review.of table 2 shows that T &

classes were all long, While varying in size from small to medium

to large, and that AG classes were both short and medium in

length and medium in size. This combination of variables, and

others discussed earlier, indicates that no simple and clear set

of factors correlates preei.sely with time on task. Several

variables or combinat-ms of variables appear to have implica-

tions for time on task,and they must be explored in further

studies.
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CUAPTER FOUR

SUMMARY, IMPI4CATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

.Summary of the Findings

The 11,400 minutes recoraed in ten different.vocaXional
education classes yield a wealth of data about howtimewas,spent
by 186 students and ten teachers. Taken alone, the da,ta records
a .small slice of school life in four communities,observed during
two weeks in.March and, April of 1982. As.. interpreted, the data
show the proportions of time spent by teachers on vocational
educat.ion content.and the proportion of time used by studeats for
learning this codtent.(table 6). ,

'TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF.FINDINGS OF
STUDENTS' AND TEACHERS' TIME ON TASK

Basic skills
Technical skills
Employability skills

Set up/clean up ,

Related (tutoring, etc.)

Students' Proportions of Time Spent

6.74%
41.17% 55.9% time'
7.99% on tak/content

7.18%
6,07%

Off task (sociall/zing, etc.) 25.27%
Rreak 5.67%

Absence (Including minutes tardy) 18.40%

Basic skills
TechnIcal skills
Employability skills

Other, management, etc.

13.2% time
on task/noncontent 69.1% total

, time on task
30.9% time

off task

Absence

Teachers' Proportions of Time Spent

4.10%
57.30%
5.20%

67.0% tIme,
on,content

32,70% 32.7% tuft
on conten!
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Statistical analyses indicate th9.severai factors--class
type, class size, clas's length and,c asses taught by stAbsti-
tutes--appear..to influence the propcjrtion of time students spend
on task.(figure 6). There was no a'tempt made, however, to
assess- th.e quaiity of the time used in the classes, nor was 'there
any proviilon for relating theproportionis of time to desired
outL:ome goals or achleveMent.

Factor Finding
Day of the week

Week of observaUon

Unit of Measure
(1 Minute) used in study

Teacher's time On
content

Teachers instructional
methods and actiVitifes

Length of class:
long = 146-176;minuteS;
medium -----111a0.26 minutes;
short = 46-56 mindites-

,/

Program area

Supstitute teacher

Size of class:
small = 7 studentd;
medium = 15-17 studentS;
large = 24-26 Students

Somewhat higher proportion of time on
\ task at beginning and end of week (not
\ statistically significant)

PrOportion of time on technical skills
higher 1st week

No difference in time
3rd or 5th minute c
minute

on task when every
ompared with every ,

Teachers had.67 percent time on content;
Student time on Content 56 Percent
(not compared statistically)

The single largest percent (29%) of_
teachers' time spent on one-to-one
instruction; 8 percent on lvture;
8 perCent on leading discasions

CO.

Long classes haa the most time on task
(0.05) esp4ially technical skills and
set up/clean up; medium classes had,
the next highest; short classes had'
the least time'an task

T & I and AG classes had the highest
while MDE had the lowest time on task

A greater proportion of time on task was
found with the regular teacher

Medium classes had, significantly higher
proportion of time on task than large
classes. The small class which wa.-
dropped from analysis had a higher
pretoortion of time on task t-han the
medium classes.

FIGURE 6 C=s

' OVERVIEW OF FACTORS RELATED TO
TIMEONTASK,IN VOCATIONL EDUCATION CLASSES
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it iMportant to bear in mind that this was an exploratory
study which limits generalizahility of the findings. Ne'verthe-,

less, the findings provide a beginning data base about time on'.

task in vocational education classes.. In addition, methodologies
were developed for future time-related research in vocational
education classes. Several analyses of variance were conducted
to ascertain the differences if other methods or procedures had
been used to c011ect data in the studY.

The average prOportions of time on task revealed by this
investigation corroborate studies conducted in academic subject

classes. Of course, the methodologies, terminologies,.and
proportions of time on task vary widely.. There were wide varia-

/ tions of time,on task found even among the ten classes in the
study, especially on content, which indicate that there are num-
erous factors contributing to time spent On rei,evant curricular
activities in vocational education classes.

Implications of the Study

The study's exploratory research findings provide a foun-

da-tion of data rich with.implications for educators, policy-
makers, and other constituents of vocational edUcation. The
first dmplication is that students' time on content appears to be

pr,aportionate with the time.allocated by teachers. The students'

tine )n content is consistently less than the teachers'. On

avera , the teachers allocited 67 percent of-total class time
for c ntent--basic skills, technical skills, and employability
Skillswhile the students spent 6 pPrcent of their time on

scontent. The fact that these proporLions are commensurate with
proportions.in academic classes suggests that students, regard-
ress of curricula fail to take full advantage of the opportunity

to learn or to practice skills. 'A further implication regarding
the teachers' influence of students' time on content is evident
from the difference .Ndhen there were substitutes in the classes.
Students had consiStently less time on content when sUbstitute
teachers.' were in charge.

A second implication is that while. teachers* may control the

time available for content in their classes, other factors also
appeared to contribute to,the proportion of time students spent
on task in the classes observed. Longer classes promoted more
time on tas'r,than,did,shorter clases, and classes with lower
enropment had a greater proportion of time on task than did

classes with higher enrollments. These findings suggest that.the
duration and the enrollment of classes are factors to consider
when attempting to increase time on task. These findings can
aiso shed some light on the currently debated issue of whether
area vocational schools or comprehensive high schools are.better
suited to offer secondary vocational edacation. If,time on task
is a criterion for resolving t-pe issue, then it appears that



area vocational schools in the study may have an edge because
they housed all the longer classes.

A third implication is that some program areas fostered time
on task more readily than did other program areas. In this study
agricultural education (AG), marketing and distributive education
(MDE), and trade and industrial education (T&I) represented three
distinctive types of vocational education classes.. MDE is gener-
ally taught in academic-style classes, frequently with a labora-
tory component Where students manage a school store or do other
types of hands-on work. These classes offer less opportunity for
lengthy and intensiVe periods of individual practice than do
classes of the other two types. Although subject matter can vary
extensively in particular AG.classes--from urban-based horticul-
tural design to.rutal-based agricultural mechanics--AG classes
can provide many hands-on task experiences during class hours.
And T&I classes generally allocate even more of their time for
hands-on work in the.shop. Task7oriented and seemingly eager to
assign individual projects in the shop area,.teachers in T&I
classes generally limited their lecture time. Thus, because
opportunity for long periods of individual hands-on work was
found to be conducive to more time on task, classes in the T&I
and AG program areas had a significantly higher proportion- of
time on task than did those in MDE. Of course, this implication
must be considered in the light of other factors, such as the

teachers' instructional and managerial styles, duration of the
class, and enrollment in the class.

A final Implication is that the teachers' instructional and
managerial methods may be critical to the proportions of time
that students spend on content in vocational education classes.
Ihis study of vocational education classes,shows that over a
fourth (29 percent) of the teachers' time was spent walking
around.the room providing instruc:ion and assistance to indi-
vidual students or small groups. This pattern differs froh the
pattern in academic classes,, where the teaching modes that
correlated highly with time on task were lecture, discussion, and
denonstration. 'Since it was not an objective of this study,
however, there were insufficient data collected for useful
correlations between teaching modes and'students' time on task:

This study provides a foundation of information about the'

specifid ways students and teachers spenttime in ten vocational
education classes. Statistical analyses imply that there are
relationships among a number of factors that appear to influence
the proportion of time students spend on task. There are numei-
ous questions that remain to be answered and implications that
need to be pursued with additional studies to provide a compre-
hensive understanding.of how time,on task can be maximizea in
different types of vocational edUcation classes.
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Recommendations fo'r Further .lesearch

This study was designed to be exploratory, a fact to keep in
mind-when evaluating the findings. More research is needed to
determine the combination of factors--such as size of class, .

length of class, type of school, and pedagogical Methods--that
promotes the best proportions of time on and off task'in vocat-
tional education,classes.

No attempt was made to relate achievement ofspecified out-
comes, such as attainment of certain levels of occupational com-
petencies, to the proportion of time spent on technical skills.
It is strongly.recommended that the time spent on various skills
or other activities be correlated with the desired'outcomes.
Prior to that, of course, it would be helpful to agree upo'n the
desired outcomes or gOals for secondary vocational education.
The current lack of consensus inhibits any .attempts to recommend
changes in the surriculum or the instructional techniques. With-
out a national consensus on desired outcomes or goals, time-on-
task research lacks the basis for making recommendations that
will increase the effectiveness of secondary vocational educa-
tion.

Another recommendation for further research is the exami-
nation of teachers.' managerial'activities and.instructional meth-
ods as they may relate to time on relevant tasks in vocational ,

education classes. There is undoubtedly a relationship, explored
only superficially at this.time, betWeen the teacherS. complex
behaviors and the students._ varied uses of time. Research into
teacher behaviors that increase t.ime on relevant,tasks in
lecture-oriented, academic classes must be supplemented by
further research on those claSses, based upon activities for
individuals and sMall groups, thaL characterize programs in
vocational education.

Further research is also needed to determine -I-IOW well com-
petency based instruction serves the individual students, and
whether the numerouS programs called 'competency based" are
fhdeed that. Observers in this study noted that several teachers
felt they had a competency based program of instruction when, in
fact, it was merely -individually paced and lacked any specific
measures of competency.- In these classes, students completed
projects at their own pace but did not appear to be using any
competency guidelines.

It must be reiterated that further research is necessary to.
determine which 'type of-school--the comprehensive high school.or
the area vocational school--is More effective in proViding vo-
scationtl education to-secondary students. This issue is diffi-
cult to resolve becavse of the divergity in students' motivation
for taking classes in secondary vocational education and because
of the diversity of the outcomes expected from-vocational educa-
tion.

67 7



Finally, it is important.to remember that time on task is
one of several critical variables in the complex question of,
educationar effectiveness. It is impossible to predict Whethser
time on task will retain its current importance as research
accumulates. Long-range research should be initated to develop a
data base about...time on task in vocational education classes in
order to determine whether, over the long run, time spent on task
improves the effectiveness and the occupational success of former
vocational education students.

U.
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Source

TABLE 7

. ONE-WAY ANAL4SIS OF VARIANCE FOR DAY CF ME WEEK AND TINE ON TASK

Degree of Sum of Mean

Freedom Squares Squares (Frobabliity)

.Between groups 2 2085.011 521.253 1.514 (0.2040)

With in groups 96 32336.129 344.001

Total 98 34421.140

TABLE 8

ONE-WAY ANAL `;SIS .CF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FOR TIME ON TASK

Week

Number of Standard F , Degree of 2 Tall

Classes Mean Dev 1 at Ion ( R-obabIllty) T Freedom Frobab 1 1 1 ty

,

1 49 70.1953 21.228 1.74 0.62 97 0.538

50 67.8574 16.0/72 (0.055)

Week

TABLE 9

ONE-WAY ANAL 'ISIS (F VARIANCE BETWEEN YEEKS.FCR TECHNICAL SKILLS

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall
CI asses Mean Dev 1 at ion ( R-obabi 1 I ty) T Freedan Ftobab I 1 1 ty

Q

1 49 46.0690 26.002 1.79 2.13 97 0.036

2 50 36.2698 19.451. (0.045)

75



TABLE 10

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FCR BASIC SKILLS

hbek

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probability

1

2

49 4.8586 9.311 2.16 -1.56 97 0.122

50 8.5320 13.672 (0.009)

TABLE 11

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FOR EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Week

Number of Standard F Degr*ee of 2 Tall

Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probability

1

2

49 10.1143 24.053 2.58 1.01 97 0.314

50 6.0490 14.983 (0.001)

TABLE 12

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FOR SET UP/CLEAN UP

Number of Standard F Degree of . ? Tall

Week Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probab1t)ty

0

1 49 6.2722 7.656 1.82 -1.81 97 0.421

2 50 7.7514 10.331 (0.040)

,

9t)
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TABLE 13

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FOR ABSENCE

Week

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probabliity
.

1

2'

49 . 20.7227 14.813 2.77 1.61 97 0.111

50 16.7842 8.897 (0.001)



TABLE 14

PERCENT OF TIME SPENT ON SECONDARY PEDAGOGICAL
METHODS/ACTIVITIES BY TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CLASSES

PROGRAM\'AREA
Class (Stildv Code)

No
Secondary
Method/

Activity
Indicated

-ACbserve
Students

Give
Directions/
Instructions

'

Dethbhstrating Break

Ask Questions
Answer
Questions

Work
at

Desk

Participate
In

Activities
Grade
Papers OthArl

i

Agricultural Ed

.

71.5, 7.2
I

4.1

.

3.4 0 .7 .7 .2 .5 8.7Agr. Mechanics
(11115) '

Vocational Agr. 50.9 15.7 8.6 .7 0 14.6 .4 0 .5 7.9

(22143)
. Mean 61.2 11.5 6.4 2.1 0 7.7 .55 .1 .5 8.3

Distri'butive Ed.
TIITst. Ed. 52.5 16.6 9.5 8.2 0 5.2 1.3 0 0 ' 6.7

(22233)
Fash. Merch. 74.4 3.0 .8 2.1 .8 .1 .7 3.7 0 11.6

(34263) . J

Mktg. & Dist. 11 47.6 6.8 4.6 1.0 0 7.2 7.0 5.4 5.9 6.8

(46273)
Mktg. & Dist. IV 50.9 7.0 5.9 0 0 13.5 3.9 2.4 . 4.3 12.1

(46282)
Mean 56.4 8.4 5.2 2.83 .2 6.5 3.23 , 2.9 2.6 9.3

Trade 4 Industrial
Autobody 46.7 13.4 21.2 5.6 4.5 .3 0 0 7.0

- (47391)

.1.3

Mach. Trades 78.3 3.0 1.4 6.0 .2 0 .2 0 ' 0 3.3

(11323) , /

Mach. Shop 54.8 5.3 6.9 16.9 5.2 -0 . 5.7 0 1.0 4.1

(23324)
Mach. Shop 73.4 1.4 .2 3.0 3.3 *0, 0

.
0 2.5

(35353)

.0
.

Mean 63.3 5.,8 7.4 7.8 3.3 .08 1.8 0 .25 4.2

Mean for all
teachers 61.1 7.1 6.7 5.7 3.0 2.2 1.1 1.0 6.5

4

Note: Secondary instructional methods/activitles were observed as occurring with primary method/activity.

Percentage for teachers Include ten classes observed In the study; ninety-nine classes observed In total.

0 1 Additional secondary method/aCtivIties uPon 41ch teachers spent low proportIonsNof time In cJasses:

lead discussion
work in adjJining
make assignments
out of c' DOM.

lecture
talk to ,or;erver

office
.9 check out tools/equIp. .4

.9
/ pass out materials .3

.6 use audiovisual materials .2

.6 write.on board .2

.6 talk *with staff .2

.4 miscellaneous 1.2
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TABLE 15

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN THREE STUDENTS' MEANS AND

MEANS °OF THEIR CLASSES FC14 TINE SPENT ON TINE ON TASK

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Croup Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probability

Three/Students 9 64.88k1 12.245 1.06 -0.42 1.6 0.682

All.Situdents 9 67.2600 11.906 0.939

TABLE 16

414

ONE-WAY NALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN_THREE-STUDENTS' MEANS AND

MEANS OF THEIR CLASSES,FCR-T1NE SPENT ON TECHNICAL SKILLS

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Group Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probability

Three Students 9 47.6778 21.458 1.79

All'Students 9 40.5577 16.026 (0.427)

.80 16 '0.437

TABLE 17

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN THREE STUDENTS' MEANS AND

MEANS OF THEIR CLASSES FCR TINE SPENT ON BASIC SKILLS

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Group Classes Mean Deviation (Probabi)ity) T Fr:eedom Probability

ThA3e Students 9 5.6503 4.285 -1.48

All Students 9 6.3771 3.524 (0.593)

-0.39 16 0.699

7.
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TABLE 18

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE BETWEEN THREE STUDENTS' MEANS AND MEANS

CF THEIR CLASSES FCR TIME SPENT ON EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Group Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probabliity
---.-

Three Students 9

All Students
_

9.0955 13_06a- 1.22 -0.07 16 '0.945

_
--

8.6798 11.918 (0:785)

TABLE 19

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN THREE STUDENTS MEANS AND

MEANS CF THEIR CLASSES FCR TIME SPENT ON SET UP/CLEAN UP

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Group Classes Mean Devlation (Probgbllity) I Freedom Probabllity

Three Students 9 2.4585 3.132' 3.79 , -1,27 16 0.222

All Students 9 5.3604 6,.094 (0.077)

TABLE 20

ONE-WAY ANALYSiS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN THREE STUDENTS' MEANS AND

MEANS CF THEIR'CLASSES FCR TIME SPENT CFF TASK

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Group Classes " Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probability

Three Students 9 34.7917 12.145 1.30

Ail Students 9 27.2195 10.647 (0.719)

1.41 16 0.179

80



TABLE 21

ONE-WAY ANAL1SIS (F VARIANCE BETWEEN 11-IREE STUDENTS' MEANS ANDf

NEANS OF THEIR CLASSES FOR TINE SFENT ON ABSENCE

Number of Standard F Degbee of 2 Ta I I

Group Classes Mean Devi at Ion ( I I I ty) T Freedan Fl-obabi I I ty

Three Students 9 0.3983 0.627 80.61 -9.98 16 0.000

Al I Students 9 19.2573 5.632 (0.000)
a

TABLE 22

ONE-WA y ANAL IS OF VARIANCE FOR LENGTH OF CLASS AND TINE ON TASK

Source

Degree of Sum of Mean

Freedom Squares Square's F (Wobability)

'

Between groups 2 2766.4733 1383.2366 4.195 (0.0179)

With in groups 96 31654.4219 329.7334

Total 98 34420.8952
A

TABLE 23

ONE-WAY ANAL ISIS OF VARIANCE FOR LENGTH CF CLASS AND TECHNICAL SKILLS

Source

.
Degree of Sum of Mean

Freedcm Squares Squares ( 1 I 1 ty )

Between groups 2 7238.7468 3629.3730 7.524 (0.0009)

Within groups 96 46179.3398 481.0342

Total 98 53418.0866



TABLE 24

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF. VARIANCE FOR LENGTH OF CLASS AND BASIC SKILLS

1
Degree of Sum of Mean

Source Freedom Squares Squares F (ProbabIlity)'

Between groups 2 166.4914 83.2457 0.592 (0.5550)

Within groups 96 . 13488.5725 140.5060-

'Total 98 13655.0639

TABLE 25

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LENGTH OF CLASS AND EMPLOYABILITT SKILLS

Degree of Sum of Mean

Source Freedom Squares Squares F (Probability)

Between groups 2 3024.7588 1512.386 4.016 (0.0211)

WIthIn groupi 96 36154.7814 376.613

Total 98 39179.5402

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LENGTH OF CLASS AND SET UP/CLEAN UP

,3 TABLE 26

Degree of Sum of Mean
I

Source Freedom Squares Squares. F (Probability)

Between groups 2 1789.8683 894.943 13.622 (0.0000) I

WIthIn groups 96 6307.9912 65.698

Total 98 8096.8595 I

8 2



TABLE 27

ONE-WAX ANALYSiS 01 VARIkNCE FOR LENGTH OF CLASS AND TIME OFF TASK

,Degree of Sum of Mean

Source Freedom Squares Square: F (P17:obability)

Between groups 2, 3440.3239 1720.1619 7.029 (0.0014)

Within groups 96 23494.3203 244.7325

Total 98 26934.6442

TABLE 28

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LENGTH OF CLASS AND ABSENCE

Source

Degree.of Sum of Mean

FreedoM Squares Squares F (Probability)

-

Between grouPs 2 489.7498 244.8749 1.643 (0.1987)

Within groups 96 14305.2148 149.0126

Total 98 14794.9646

TABLE 29

STUDENT-NEWMAN-KEULS PRCCEDURE

FCR LENGTH OF CLASS.AND TIME ON TASK

Subset 1 ';

Group Short

Mean 61.1742

4

Subset 2

Group Medium Long

Mean 11.2971 73.9764



0

Group

Mean

Subset 2

Group

Mean

Short
31.1273

TABLE 30

STUDENT-NEWMAN-KEULS PROCEDURE

FCR-LENGTH CF CLASS MD TECHNICAL ,KILLS

Medlum

39.9056

Long

53.1316

Subset 1

Group

Mean

Long
0.8428

Subset 2

Group

Mean

Medium

7.9675

-

TABLE 51

STUDENT-NEVIMAN-KEULS PROCEDURE

FOR LENGTH CF CLASS AND EMPLOYABIL ITY SKILLS

Medi um

7.9675

Short
15.1636'

84 0



Subset 1

Group

Mean

Subset 2

Group

Mean

Subset 3

Group

Mean -

Short

1.7167

Medium

6.8570

Long

12.7286

Lb

Subset 1

TABLE 32

STUDENT=NEWMAN-KEULS PROCEDURE

FCR LENGTH OF CLASS AND SET UP/CLEAN UP

/'

TABLE 33

STUDENT NEWMAN-KEULS PRCCEDURE

FOR LENGTH OF CLASS AM TIME OFF TASK

Group Long Medium ,

Mean 20.1600 22.6962

Subset 2

/".

Group

Mean

Short

34.2542

8 5
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TABLE 34.

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE roR PROGRAWAREA AND TIME ON TASK

t'
Source

_
Degree of

Freedom

&lin of Mean

Squares Squares

r

.F (Probability)

.
.

Between groups 2 5835.0320 2917.5159 9.798 ,.(0.0001)

Within groups 96 28586.8652 297.7693

'Total 98 34421.8972,

TABLE 35

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROGRAM AREA AND TECHNICAL 5KILLS

Degree of Sum of Mean

Source Freedom Squares Squares F (Probability)

Between groups 2 3202.5622 .1601.2810 3.061 (0.0514)

Within groups 96 50215.6250 523.0793

Total 98 53418.1872

TABLE 36

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF.VARIANCE FOR PROGRAM AREA AND BASIC SKILLS

Degree of Sum of Mean

Source Freedom Squares Squares F (Probability)

,

Between groups 2 13.8053 6.9027 0.049 (0.9526)

Within ,groups 96 13641.2200 142.0960

Total 98 13655.0253

0
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TABLE 37

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROGRAM AREA AND EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Source

Degree of Sum of

Freedom Squares

Mean

Squares ' (Probability)

Between groups 2 936.5707 469.7852 1.179 (0.3119)

Within groups 96 38239.9427 398.3325

, Total 98 39179.5134

TABLE 38

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROGRAM AREA AND SETUP/CLEAN UP

olb

Source

Degree of Sum of

Freedom Squares

Mean

Squares F (Probability)

Between groups

Within g-oups

Total

F
96

98

1757.5881 878.7939 13.308 (0.0000)

6339.2246 66.0336

8096.8127

TABLE 39

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR PROGRAM AREA AND TIME OFF TASK

Source

Degree of Sum of Mean

Freedom' Squares Squares s(Probability)

Between groups 7 4445.8707 2222.9353 9.489

Within groups 96 2248.7061 234.2574

Total 98 26934.5768

(0.0002)
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TABLE 40

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR I3R0GRAM AREA AND ABSENCE

Source

Degree of Sum of Mean

Freedom Squares- Squares F (Probabil1ty)

a

Between groups 2 ' 930.4714 465.2356 3.221 (0.0443)

Within groups 96 13864.4624 144.4215

Totai 98 14794.9338

a

Subset 1

Group

Mean

TABLE 41

STUDENT -NEWMAN -KEULS PROCEDURE

FOR'PROGIAM AREA Alt)., TIME' ON TASK

Distributive Education'

58.3012

Subset 2

Group

Mean

Trade Industry

72.1896 '

Agriculture

82.4199

P
TABLE 42

.S:iUDENT-NEWMAN-KEULS PROCEDURE

FOR PROGRAM AREA AND SET UP/CLEAN UP

Subset 1
%

Group Distributive Education Agriculture

Mean ' 0.8623 6.4150

Subse442

Group Agriculture Trade Industry

Mean 6.4150 10.2523 9.

813

15



TABLE 43'

S11UDENT2NEWMAN-KEULS PROCEDUFt

, FOR PRCCRAM AREA AND ABSENCE

Subset 1

Group Aviculture

Mean 9.7530 .

Subset 2

Group

Mean

Trade & Indu'Stry

19.3058

clo

DIstrloutIve Educatton

20.6012

TABLE'44

. ,

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PCR T EE MACHINE SHCPS AND TIME ON TASK

Source

,Degree of Sum of Mean

Freedom Squares Squares

-

F (Pr'obabj/lIty)

Between groups 2 719.5989 359.7993 3.537 (0.0438)

'Within groups 96 2644.9 64 101.7302

U.

Total 98 3364.5 53
'

TABLE 45

DNB -WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FCR TFREE MACHINE,S14CPS AND TECHNICAL SKILLS

Soure

,Degree of Sum of Mean

Freedom Squares Squares F (Pi-obabIllty)

..' 4 Between, gr 103.0oups 2

.

9191 951.5095 3.464- (0.0464)

. Within groups 96 7142.0203 ° 274.6929

" TOtal

.

48 9045.0394

89
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TABLE 46
(1

ONE:WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE,FOR THREE MACHINE vcps AND BSIC SKILLS

Source

,

De,gree of Sum of . Mean

Freedom. Squares Squares F (FlrobabIllty)

Between groups% 2 230.8349 115..4174 0.978 (0.3894)

WIth.ln groups . 96 u 3067.3179 117.9738

Total 98 3298.1582

_TABLE 47

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THREE MACHINE SHOPS AND EMPLCCABILITY SKILLS

Source

Degree of Sum of 'Mean,

Freedom Squares Squires F (ProbabIllty)

Between groups 2 18.2027 9.1013 2.018 (0.1532)

WIthIn groups 96 117.2412 4.5093

,

Total 98 135.4439

TABLE 48
4..It

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THREE MACHINE SH

Z
S AND SET UP/CLEAN UP

,

Degree of Sum of Mean

Source Freedom Squares :Squares F . (Probability)

Betweencgroups

WIthIn groups

Total 98

1440.3897 720.1948 11.269 (0.0003)

1661.6952 63.91-13

N1024E149

90
111 4)
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TABLE 49

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THREE MACHINE SH(PS AND TIME OFF TASK

Source

Degree of Sum of Mearr
-

Freedom Squares Squares F -:Probability)

Between groups 2 674.2774 337.1387 ' 4:547 (0.0203)

With Un groups 9 1927.6252 I 74.1394

Total 98 260 t .9026

TABLE 50

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THREE MACHINE SHOPS AND ABSENCE

Source

Degree of Sum of Meari

Freedom Squares Squares (Probab 1 1 ty )

Between .groups 2 656.5211 328.2605 2.449 (0.1060) -

Within groups 96 3484.7570 134.0291

Totat 98 4140.2781

tr'l

SUbset, 1

TABLE 5t

STUDENT-NEWMAN-KEULS PROCEDURE

FOR TI-REE MACHINE SHCPS. AND TINE ON'TASK

Group Urban Rural

Mean 74.3149 78.9188

Subset 2

Group

Mean

Urban

78.9188

, Inner

86.5599
1
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Subset 1

Group

Mean

Rural

44.2829

TABLE 52

STUDENT-NEWMAN-KEULS PROCEDURE

FOR THREE MACHINE SHOPS ANC TECHNICAL SKILLS

Inner

46.7422

Subset 1

Group Urben '

- Mean 6.9500

Subset 2

Group

,Mean

Rural

19.2260

Urban

62 .3 61 9

I TAECE 53

STUDENT-NEWMAN -KEULS PROCEDURE

FOR THREE MACHINE SHOPS ANC SET UP-CLEAN UP

0

Inner

23.6078

Subset 1

Group '

Mean -

Inner

/.8178

Subset 2

Group

Mean

'7-

Urban

17.5160

fj.

TABLE 54

STUDENT -NEWMAN -KEULS PROCEDURE

FOR THREE MACHINE SHOPS AND TIME OFF TASK

Rural

18.8310

92 .
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TABLE 55

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN CLASSES WITH OR

WITHOUT SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AND TIME ON TASK

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Class Type Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probability

Without °

Substitute 90 70.201, 17.340

With

Substitute 9 57.1444 27.986

2.60 2.02 97 0.046

1

(0.026)

ft

TABLE 56

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS0OF VARIANCE BETWEEN MEDIUM

AND LARCE CLASSES FCR TIME ON TASK

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Class Type - Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) *T Freedom Crobabllity

Medium 50 73.6246 17.916

(15-17 students)

Large 40 59.3042. 16.710

(24-26 students)

1.15 3.88 88 0.0000

(0.657)

93



TABLE 57

1NTERRATER RELIABILITY FOR STUDENT OBSERVATION GUIDE

Activity Observed Pearson Correlation Coefficient

0 . Basic Skills 0.9694

Technical Skills 0.5781

Employability Skills 1.000

Set up/Clean up 0.8608

Of f Task 0.8716

TABLE 58_

INTERRATLR RELIABILITY FCR CLASS OBSERVATION GUIDE

Activity Observed Pearson Correlation Coefficient

Basic Skills. .0.9476

.3

Technical Skills 0.9466

Employability Skills 53 0.7307

Set up/Clean up 0.7742

Off Task 0.9051
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TITLE Academic Learning Time.. The Best of ERIC o
Educational Management. Numbei 65.

INSTITUTION ERIC Clearinghouse on Eaucational Management,
Eugene, Oregon

PUB DATE March 1982

NOTE , 5 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED 213 072

ABSTRACT The twelve papers, articles, and reports pre-
sented in this annotated bibliography reviewtheories and evidence on the relationship between learning time

and academic achievement in elementary and secondary schools.
The papers concentrate on three types of learning time: "time on
task,""which is the amount of time students are actually engaged
in learning; "allocated time," the time a teaqher schedules for alearning activity; and Pacademic learning time,° the time a stu-
dent spends successfully learning. Several papers relate time on
task to contextual, instructional, and 'pupil variables and to thematch between a particular student and the difficulty of .a task.
Other papers suggest a model of the relationship of time to
learning and note the significance of time in the mastery learn-ing and direct instruction techniques of teaching: A workshop on
how to,increase academic learning time'in the glassroom is
described in one article, while the final paper examines the -

relationship of another kind of time, teachers' lesson
preparation time,Ito academic achievement and students' prior
achievement levels.

.AUTHOR Anderson, Lorin W.

TITLE Leaening Time and Educational Effectiveness.

INSTITUTION National Association of Secondary School
Principals, Reston, VA

PUB DATE December 1980

NOTE 14 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED 210 780

ABSTRACT To explore the-relationship between time and
school learning, this paper defines the three

kinds of learning time identified by researchers--allocated time,
time on taskeoand aCademic learning timeand relates thwroto
curriculum development. The author cites evidence that time on
task is related to sXudent achievement and describes two instruc-
tional ,approaches that have 16een associated with high levels of

.0
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time on task. The first of these is mastery'learning, which

incindcshino'key
snmmati..4ed hi rt. in t7hotq.list f(Irm.

The second, ditect. insLtudtiud, Len.key elements 4And, ,It.otnd-

Ang to the author, is similar to mastery learning. Central to

both is the need for clearly defined goal's, communication of

expectations to students, and dareful monitoring of student

progress. The author lists-several School districts currently

involved in putting the research on learning time and instruction

into practice and .includes,a capsule description of each program.

Finally, impliCations of the learning time cdncept for instruc-

tional and teaching,effectiveness are-offered.

AUTHOR Anderson, Lorin W.

TITLE Time to Criterion: An Experimental Stuq,

0

PUB DATE 1975"

NOTE 19 pages; presented at theannual meeting of the

American Educational Research Association
,(Washington, D.C., March 30 -.April 3, 1975)

ERIC NUMBER ED 108006
4

,b,BSTRACT. The purpose of the study was to investigate the
s

magnitude of individual differences in time-to-

criterion and the sability, of these differences. Time7ton

criterion was defined in two ways: the amount of elapsed time

requited to attain the criterion level and th.e amount of on-task

time required to .attain the criterion level. Ninety students

were randomly assigned to either a mastery.learning strategy in

which all students were helped to attain the 85 percent criterion

level or to one of.two control classes. All students learned a

three-unit sequence.of programmed material in matrix arithmetic.

The results of the study indicated that time on task to criterion

and elapsed time-to-criterion
art4,alterable to the extent.that

the ratio of the necessary time on tolsk to criterion for the

fastest student to the slowest student oh the final unit was

approximately one to one and two-fifths. Implications for

schooling and school learning are.discussed. (Author)
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_AUTHOR

'TITLE

Anderson, Lorin W.

A Measure of Student Involvement in Learning:
Time on task

NOTE 24 pages

PUB DATE (none provided)

ERIC NUMBER ED 110 504

..ABSTRACT The importance of appropriate task relevant'
behaviors is a necessary condition for school

learning has long been noted. This paper'suggests a multiple
measure of. one set of stadent classroom behaviors,_&esents a
.brief theoretical basis for the measure, providei someempirical
support for the bse of the measure, and indicates some educa-
tional research problems for which the meisure is applicable.
The empirical evidence (basel on three samples of juniorhigh
mathematics students (N-137) supports the necessity of using a
multiple measure in various learning situations. Suggestions of
research problems include an investigation of variables which
might be related tp and affect task relevant behaviors, and an
exploration of the differences between "fast" and "slow"
learners.

AUTHOR

TITLE

Benham, Carolyn, ed%; Lieberman, Ann, ed.

Time to Learn. A Review of the Beginning
Teacher Evaluation Study

INSTITUTI,ON California State Commissicn for Teacher
Preparation and Licensing, Sacramento'

PUB DATE .May 1980- v'

NOTE 250 kages

ERIC NUMBEg , ED 192 454

_ABSTRACT This volume describes the process, findings, and
implications of a complex research project known

as the Beginning Teacher Evaruation Study.,(BTES)A, .A major con-
tribution of the study is its foces on Academic Learning (ALT)'as
a measure of learning. ALT is the amount of time a stedent
sperids engaged in academic tasks of appropria*e difficulty. The
study began as a search for information on which to base policy

.
decisions regarding desirable competencies for beginning teach-
ers. For a variety of reasons the study began to focus on
second- and fifth-grade mathematics and reading and on experi-
enced rather than beginning teachers. The book is divided idto

ic

,
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three parts with 14 chapters, each by a different author or group
of authors. The first describes and analyzes the findings of thp,
study and connects them to a growing body of aiterature on the
importance of time as a key influence od learning. *The second
explores what the study might mean to teacher educators, staff
developers, teachers, and principals. The third section moves
the research findings into the schools: a teacher and a princi-
pal describe how 'they use the findings. In addition, policy-
making and dissemination are discussed as two essential concerns
of large-scale research on teaching. and learning, such as the

, BTES.

AUTHOR Carr011, John B.; Spearritt, Donald

TITLE A Study of,a "Model of School Learning."
Monograph Number 4.

INSTITUTION Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Center for Research and Development in
Educational Differences.

r

PUB DATE 1967

NOTL; 18 pages

.ERIC NUMBER ED 045 477

ABSTRACT A booklet of a programmed-instruction 'type mas
developed to obtain the measures needed to test

Carroll's.model of school learning, including ability-, aptitude,
quality of lnstruaion, opportunity for learning, perseverance,
and time criterion. Simple rules in an artificial foreign lang-
age were taught by means'of the booklei to sixth-gradeNdhildren.
Poor quality idlitkucflon was found to retard the leaining rate of
children at all IQ levels, and to be almOst as detrimental for

children of higher intelligence as.for children of layer intelli-

gence. It also resulted in reduced perseverance among high'IQ
children but had no signiticaueeffect on the perseverance Of

Children with IQ's of 115-or below. Statistics were developed to
indicate the efficiency of learning Under ponditions of inade-

quate opportunity. The empirical data geperally confirmed the
trends hypothesized in Carroll's model. These findings, if con-
firmed in other studies, would emphasize the need for good teach-
ing for the more able as well as the less able student. Learning
was also shown to be highly inefficient when students had insu,-
ficient opportunity for learning. This 'suggests that learning
efficiency measures should be established for children of dif-
ferent iritelligence levels for given units of instruction: ,Such
data would allow teachers to assess required ammints of learning
time much more accurately than is possible at present.
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AUTHOR Cottons Kathleen;, Savard, W. G.

TITLE

INSTITUTION

PUB DATE

NOTE

ERIC NUMBER

..

Time Factors in Learning, Research on School
,tilectiveness Pro'ect: Topic Summary RepOrt.'

Northwest Regional Educational Lab:, Portland,
Oregon

February 1981

113 ges

Ep 214 706

0

ABSTRACT The Alaska School EffectivenesS Project.produced
several reports in a series of reviews of

research literature on such top,ics as time factors in learning.
Using an ERIC search and conventional library methods, the,ques-
tion raised was,'"Is there a positive relationship between the
amount of alloca,ted time for studying a subject and achievement

that subj.ect?" Thirty-five valid studies were reviewed.' Based .
on various findings, it was concluded that.the greater, the amount
pf engaged time, the higher the levels of student achievement.
Of all measures of student learning time, the rate.of academic
learning time (ALT) constitutes the best pre.dictor of achieve-
ment. It is therefore recommended that:. (1).time allocations
for different subject,s ehould reflect the relatiVe priaiities
given to the.various subject areas; (2) efforts should be made to
keep the amount of-classroom "dead'time", at a minimum; (3) addi-
tional. instructional time allotmentS, preferably in an inter-
active mode, should be provided for low-ability,low-achieving
students; (4) techniques should be applied which can.increase the'
amount of'time students spehd on task; and (5) activities and
methods mhich result in grdater amounts of AtT should be uti-
Aized. ./The document includes item decision displays, a,48 item.
bib1io4raph, and individual.item reports on the citations.
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AUTHOR Evertson, Carolynqi.; and others

TITLE. Elementary gChool'Classroord'Organization Study:
Metbodiplogy and Instrumentation

INSTriUTION Texas University, Austin. . Research and
Development Centek for'Teacher Education

PUB DATE May 1980

NOTE 160 pageS

ERIC NUMBER ED 205 486

ABSTRACT The Classroom Organization Study,-conducted in.
Austin, Texas, was designed to anSwer'some very

specific questions about establishing and maintO.ning classroom
.crganizdtion in low'socioeconomic stdtus elementary schools that
results in greater student,time on task, exposure to content, and

achievement. The ultimate purpose Of the studywas to produce
knowledge of specfic teacher behaviors that groduce effective
management of time, instructional materials, contacts between the
teacher and students, student participatton in classroom-activi-
ties, and the external constraints imposed on-teachers. This

report details the history of the,study, the training course
received. by observers, and data collection activities, and sum-
marizes preliminary findings.from the study. More effective
organizers, appeared to: (1). have thought in advance abOut rules .

and procedures necessary/and to have-established tbein before
prbblems arose; (2) be able to plan activities and procedures
with a student's perspective; and (3) introduce iddependent Work
gradually. .The instiments used by the observers are reproduced.

in their entirety. The study, from its inception to completion,
hovered a time period 'from the school year of 1976-77, to the end

of school in the spring of 1978. (JD)
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AUTHOR Evertson, Carolyn M.; and others

TITLE Report of thd Methodology, Rationale, and
Instrumentation of the Junior High Classroom
Organization Study, R & D Rep. No. 6100

INSTITUTION Texas University, Austin. °Research and
Development Center for Teacher Education ,

PU8 DATE

NOTE

.ERIC NUMBER

February 1980'

313 pages

ED 189 07-6

ABSTRACT This report contains a complete record of the
methodology and instrumentation of the Junior

kHigh Classroom Organization Study. The purpose of the Study was
to delineate specific effective teacher behaviors: Included in
this report are a description of the seIection-nd-training,of
observers, and,guidelines for writing narrative descriptions,
coding observations, rating student engagement,time, and noting
time intervals on the rarrative record.;, Sample forms for these
procedures are.presented. Samples are also giverr of data collec-
tion idstruments used througout the year-long observatiOn period,
including questionnaires sent to participating teachers, result-
ing feedback to teachers, and data analysis instruments.

AUTHOR Figher, Charles W.; and others

TITLE Selected Findings from Phase BTES.
Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study. Supplement,

'Preliminary Version

INSTITUTION Far West Lab: for Educational Research and
Development, San Francisco, California

.PUB DATE .May 1978

NOTE : 172 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED 160 639
ef,

ABSTRACT This series of six papers concerning the Begin-
, ning Teacher Evaluation Study (BTES) starts with

Teaching Behaviors,Academic Learning -Time and Student Adhieve-
pent: An Overview of Phase,III-B of the Beginning Teacher Evalb-
ation Study by the project director, Charles Fisher. As an
introdection, it describes a model of classroom instruction based



A

on the concept of student academic learning time (ALT) as a fgnc-
t.ion of student entering CharaCteristice (aptitude), and teaching
behaviors And other. classroom content variables. More precisely,
ALT is student egagement time with relevant tasks which have a
.low errOr rate for that student. The remaining papers were:
Methodological Iesues and Concerns in Research on the BTES
Classroom. Leal-I-ling Model by Leonard.S., Cohen; Academic Learning
Time and Achievement: The Validaticin of a Aeasure_of Ongoing
Student"Engagement,and Task Tdfficulty by Richard Harliave; How
Teachers Produce "Academic Learning Tirfie": Instructional Vari-

akbles Related to Student Engagement by Nikola N. Filby; Changing
'Rcademic,Learning' Time: Clinical Ihterventions in Four Class-1
rooms by David C. Berliner; and An Analysis of Instructional
Time in Grade 2 Mathematics by Cahen and Fisher. An'annotated
bibliography of 57 documents related to the BTES is appended:

AUTHOR Fisher, Charles W.; and others

TITLE Teaching.Behaviors, Academic Learning Time and
Student Achievement: Final Report of Phase
III-B, Beginning Teachers Evaluation Study,
Technical Report V-1

INSTITUTION Far West Lab. for Educational Research and
Development, San Francisco, California

PUB DATE

NOTE

ERIC NUMBER

ABSTRACt

June 1938

493 pages

ED 103 525

Four major questions are addressed in this
tesearch report:" What is the relationship

loetWe student academic learning time and student achievement?.'
WhatAre-the relationships between teaching processes and aca-
demid learning time? Are teaching processes, academic learning,
time, and student achievement related to student attitudes? Are
instructional variables related to retention of achievement over
the summer? An Academic Learning Time Model of classroom
instruction is presented. Design, instrumentation, and data
collection methods of this''tesearch project are outlined. Analy-
ses of. the joint reltionships among the variables--teaching
processes, academic learning time, and student achievement--,Ire
presented, as well as analyses of student attitudes and retention
of achievement.
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AUTHOR

TITLE

INSTITUTION

PUB DATE

NOTE

ERIC rMBER

Fredrick, Wayne C.; Walberg, Herbert.J.

jearning as a Function of Time.

Illinois University, Chicago.
Chicago Circle Campus.

1980

38 pages

ED 206046

ABSTRACT TO examine the relationship* between time and
in-school learning, the authors review a number

of empirical and theoretical studies covering all educational
levels. They discuss the methods and interpretations of the
empirical studies, tile effects of time on learning outcomes and
of other variables on time on task, ana the incidence of dimi-
nishing returns to learning from added school or study time.
Four methods of measuring time are identified, including years of
schooling, days of instruction at school, hours of classes during
the day, and minutes of study during class. The authors summa-
rize the effects of these types of time-on academic achievement,
knowledge, IQ, language and reading level, failure rate, adjust-
ment to school, and attitudes toward education, school,work,
teaching, religion, and.modern life. They also examine two theo-
retical models relat'ing time to learning: the acceleration model,
which allows time to vary until the task is mastered, and the
enrichment model, which holds time,constant while allowing the
amount ofolearning to vary. From the studies reviewed, the
authors conclude that time is a modest predictor of student
learning.

AUTHOR Graden, Janet; and others .

TITLE

INSTITUTION

PUB DATE

NOTE

ERIC NUMBER

Academic En aged Time and Its Relationship to
Learning: A Review of the Literature.

A

Minnesota University, Minneapolis Institute for
Research on Learning Disabilities.

January 1982

54 pages

ED 214 930

ABSTRACT Studies of how children spend their time in
school, how teachers' perceptions, and student

characteristics affect interactions and the use of time in class-
rooms, and how the concept of time relates to student achievement
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were reviewed in preparation for an iinvestigation of the.extent
to which different groups of children have different learning
opportunities. The intent was to build a data-base to be used in
relation to current practices of referring, assessing, and plac-
ing students of different learning characteristics. Two areas of
relevant iesearch are reported: studies of time in relation.to
achievement and studies of teacher student interaction and., stu-

dent response as dependent on varying teacher exPectations an0

student characteristics. The researdh.on instructional time is
discussed in five categories: (1) quantity of schooling, or time
in the school day; (2) teacher.reports of opportunity to learn;
(3) teacher reports of allocated time; (4) direct observation of
allocated time; and (5) student engaged time. A conclusion
reviews the results of the literature survey and ,is followed by

list of references.

AUTHOR

TITLE

PUB DATE

NOTE.

1

Guthrie, John T.v. And Others

'Impacts of Instructional Time in Reading.

.

June 1976

71 pages: paper presented at the Conferenc4 on
Theory and Practice of Beginning Reading
Instruction, University of Pittsburgh, Learning
Research and Development Center, June 1976.

ERIC NUMBER ED 155 645

ABSTRACT uestionnaires were sent to principals and teach-
ers of second and sixth grade children who were

part of an Educational Testing Service (ETS) study of compensa-
tory reading programs; the data were combined ahd-analyzed with
the original ETS data to determine what-effects instructional
Characteristics liad on reading achievement. Within the con7
.straints posed by the particular procedures Used, instructional ,
Characteristics of reading.programs were found to have an impact

on reading achievement. The time spent in formal reading
instruction is a particular variable-that is likely to increas'l

reading achievement. Specifically, the impact of time on,
achievement Was greater'for second graders than for sixth grad-
er, for low sobioeconomic status children, and in compensatory
rather.than regular-reading programs. The types of instrucaohal
emPhases (teaching specific skills) had less impact on achieve-

ment than instructional tioe did.



AUTHOR Harnischfeger, Annegret; Wiley, David E.

TITLE Teaching Learning Processes in Elementary School:
A Synoptic View. Studies of Educative Processes;
Report No. 9.

PUB -DATE February 1975

NOTE 86 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED 124 509.

ABSTRACT k This approach to the study of classroom teaching-
learning processes concentrates on pupil time and

the various ways in which it is used. The conceptual framework
contrasts with most earlier studies that report teacher behavior
as the most direct influence on pupil achievement. Two premisee,.

form the basis of the framework: (1) The total amount of time
devoted to a particular instructional topic is the most important
determinant of pupil achievement; and (2) There is enormous
variation in learning time for different pupils. The foci of the

' conceptual model are pupil pursuits and activities, teacher
activities being relevant only in the way they influence those of

the pupil. The leading organizatiohal concept is an "a priori"
concept of time in the Kantian sense. A pupil spends a certain
amount of time in school as defined by educational policy.\_ he
time factor preconditions educational effects by defining fhe
quantity of schooling. Amounts of schooling ave strong,
causally interpretable relations to achievement. Pupil activi-

ties and time allocations are additionally influenced by outside
administrative and and organizational superstructures. Teactier

planning and classroom carry through, teacher evaluation,pro-
cedures, and policy research emerge as unexamined but vital foci

for further researati.

TITLE

INSTITUTION

PUB DATE

NOTE

ERIC NUMBER

Ihformation Collection". Time Leader's Guide.
Basic Skills Instructional Improvement Program.

Research for 'Better Schools, Inc-
Philadelphia, PA

September 1980

278 pages

ED 193 200

- ABSTRACT The improvement of student engaged time leads to
*improved instruction and greater .iCademic

achievement. Major steps for improving instruction by improvthg

student engaged +time are information collection, comparison o
information and identification of strategies, selection and
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Preparation of strategies, and implementation and re-evaluation.
This leader's auide, designed to cover the topic of information
collection, can be'used to: (1) teach procedures for information
collection on times (2) train classroom observers; and (3)

collect information on allocated time and engagement rate in

classrooms. Instructional materials to be used in this program

are included.

TITLE Junior High Classroom 0
Observer Training Man

anization Study.
R&D Rep. No. 6102.

INSTITUTION Texas University, 1ustin. Research and
Development Center for Teacher Education

PUB DATE January 1980

NOTE 136 pages

ERIC.NUMBER ED 189 073

ABSTRACT This manual was used to train observers for the

Junior High Classroom Organization Study, a

research project developed to delineate specific effective

teacher behaviors. During the training sessions, ihe following

topics were discussed: I) preliminary results from a previougly

conducted Third-Grade Classroom Organization Study; 2) concepts '

and terms used in the study; 3) techniques for writing narra-

tives; 4) procedures for noting time intervals; 5) use of the

student engagement rate, time log, and component rating forms; 6)

pro6edures for handing in materials; and 7) how to be an unob-

trusive observer. .
Samples of all data collection instrdments are

included in the manual.

14E
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AUTHOR'

TITLE

INSTITUTION

PUB DATE

NOTE

ERIC NUMBER.

Karweit, Nancy L.; Slavin, Robert E.

Measuring Time On Task: Issues of Timing,,
Sampling and Definition.

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, Center
for Social Organization of Schools

.June 1980

24 pages

ED 204 378

ABSTRACT How various methodological decisions may
influence gtudies of the effect of,time on task

on achievement are examined. Subjects were stude ts in grades
2-5 in 18-classes taught by 12 teachers in a rur 1 Maryland
school district. All st'udents were pretested in February 1978
in reading, language arts, math and social studies using the
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills.' A posttest was given in May,
1978. It was found that alteripg definitions of time-on-tafk to
include momentary off task behaviors affected the conclusions for
the importance Of time on task. Clear evidence was presented .

that sampling.segments of instruction would tend to obscure the
positiv& results fOr time on task. It was also shown,that
reducing the number of days of observation weakened the effects
of time on task. However, the timing of the Observation was not
very'important for the 'noted effects. The effect of sampling'
fewer thad six students Was.explored and, due to the effect on
reliability, it was suggested that although there is an
understandable urge to lessen the observation time in order to
bolster the number of settings observed, such steps should only
be taken cautiously,

AUTHOR Karweit, Nancy; Slavin, Robert E.

TITLE Time-On-Task: Issues of Timing, Sampling and
Definition

PUB DATE October 1980

NOTE 22 pages ,

ERIC NUMBER ED 198 179

ABSTRACT This paper addresses four issues in the design
and execution of behavioral observatlon.in.class-

rooms. These four issues relate to the
.
consequences of using
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different observation intervals; schedules of observation, stu-
dent sampling methods, and definitions of on-task and off-task
behavior for reliability, means, and correlations of time-on-task
and achievement. A field study observed 100 students in 10
elementary classrooms. Pre-and post-achievement data were also

collected. The data permit simulations of'differeni interyals,
schedules, sampling methods, and definitions for determination of
'their eftects on the outcomes of behavioral observation. Find-

ings suggested that: (1) altering definitions of time-on-task to
include momentary off task behaviori/affected the conclusions for
the importance of time on task; () 'sampling segments of instruc-
tion would tend to-obscure the positive results for time on task;
(3) reducing the number of-days of observation alSo weakened the
effects of time on task; (4) timing of the observation was not
very, important for the noted effects; and (5) reducing the number
of students to less than six may adversely affect reliability.

AUTHOR Kazanas, H. C.

TITLE Affective Work Competencies for Vocational
Education. Information Series No. 138.

INSTITUTION ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult, Career, and
Vocational Educaion, Columbus, Ohio. '

PUB DATE 1978

NOTE 94 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED 166 420

ABSTRACT Recognizing the importance of a curriculum that
facilitates the acquisition of desirable, effec-

tive work competencies (work attitudes, values, and habits) as
well as specific job skills, a study was conducted to review and
synthesize what is known about the social and psychological
aspects of work and to identify specific affective work competen-
cies that are desirable ahd common for vocational edUcation
programs. The literature review focused on the hiqorical and
theoretical perspectives which relate to u4derstahdihg the behav-
ior of individuals and groups; it also examined the empirical
data related to affective work "competencies identified by employ-

ers, educators, and experienced employees. Based on the combine44
investigations conducted by industry and education, a variety of
affective work competencies was identified. A synthesis of
forty-two affective work competencies identified by industry wtth

the fifty-four identified by educators provided a total of sixty-
three unique, identifiable affective work competencies. However,

the study concluded that there is a lack of continuity between
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educational institutions and employing organizations; conse-
quently, some of the affective work competencies identified by .

educators have been inconsistent with what industry wanted or

needed. Moreover, the inability,-of researchers to identify and
objectively measure affective competencies was found-in both
industry and education, indicating 4 need for thp development of
reliable, valid, and objective measuring instruments. Recommen-
dations and guidelines for an affective work competencies tnven-
'tory are provided'.

,

°

AUTHOR Lomax, Richard G.; Cooley, William W.

TITLE The Student Achievement=Instructional Time

Relationship

PUB DATE .April 1979

NOTE 30 pages: paper presented at the annui1 meeting

of the Amertean Educational Research Association
(63rd, San Francisco, CA, Aprii 1979)"

ERIC NUMBER ED 179 598

ABSTRACT Ten studies investigating the relationship
between'instruc(tional time and achievement on

elementary schopl reading and mathematics tests were reviewed.
The studies involved general classroom research, instructional
time research, and attention research.. The review indicated that

the relationship between'academic achievement, and instructionai

time was not as strong as generally believed. It was felt, how-

ever, that the relationship would-have been stronger if certain,
methodological problems were redud-ed. The following suggestions

were offered: (1) use-engaged *eke (time on task) as a more
valid estimate of instructional time than time allocated by
teacher logs; (2) use a pausal model. for achievement .to interpret
correIa'tions; (3).-use achievement tests having a-substantial

overlap with ,curriculum; (4) minamize the probability of making.a
Type I error by not including a large number of variables in the
obserVation; (5) sample as tuch'instructionalPtime as funds.per-

_mit; (6) minimize data.collection errors and ceiling effects; and
(7) investigate other variables such as sex, socioeconomic stat-

us, ability level, grade level, or instructional content; then
causal models for achievement can be formulated. (The results of

the studies are summariied and compared in tables).
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-AUTHOR Marliave, RiChard

TITLE

PUB bATE

NOTE

Academic Learning Time and Achievement: The
Validation of a Measure of OngorrTi Student
Engagement and 'Task Difficulty

March 1978

29 pages:. paper, presented at the annual meeting ,

of the American Educational Research Association
(62nd, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. March 27-31,

1918)-

ERIC NUMBER ED 160 661

ABSTRACT A model of Academic Learning Time (ALT) is
described, where ALT represents ongoing student

learning in terms of student engagetent, low'student error rate,

and relevance of the instructional task to the specified outcome.
This model was validated in a correlational study of the rela-
tionship between these variables and student achievement in read-

ing and mathematics. Achievement tests were administered to 139

second grade and 122 fifth grade students. ALT was measured

during the inter-test period by direct: observation and igith

records kept by teachers. These data were used-to obtain student

engagement rates, student error rates (low,"medium, and high) and

provided data on the instructional time allocated by specfic

content areas within reading and mathematics. Allocated time,

engagement rate, and low error rate were found to be positively

associated with student learning, while high error rate was

negatively associated. These effects were generally consistent

across both grade and content area. The set of four ALT vari-

ables accounted for an average of about 11 percent of the re-

sidual variance in achievement. These analyses provide strong

support for the relationship of ALT to stUdent learning.

AUTHOR Martin, Oneida; Canty, Althia

TITLE Instructional Behaviors that Enable Teachers to

Malcimize Allocated Classroom Time.

PUB DATE November 1980

NOTE 33 pages: .paper presented at the annual meeting

- of the Mid-South tducational Research Associacic
,(New Orleans, LA: November, .1980)

ERIC NUMBEF ED 206 500

ABSTRACT Data for this,study were collected by observing

60 secondary school English classes over a four

month period.. The principals of six schools chose 15 of their
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most effective teachers to be observed. Four.questions were ad-
dressed: (1) How do teachers and students,spend classroom time
together? (2) What instructional processes are used most often?
(3) How much time do these processes require? and (4) Which
instructional-processes enable teachers and students to attain
educational objectives within the availabLe classroom time? An-
alysis of the descriptive time narrative logs showed that allo-
dated classroom time and instructional behavior varied among the
teachers, although most of the time and behaviOrs were directed
toward explaining a proceds, addressing questions to a class,
repeating student responses, and giving students directions. The
conclusions drawn from the study support previous research con-
cluding that teachers wtio are task oriented and who plan and
organize instruction allot more time to academic tasks and
activities and that this behavior achieves instructional goals.

AUTHOR

TITLE

Probst, Daniel

A Study of Time On Task in Three Teachers'
Classrooms Ltsing Different Instructional Modes.
Report from the Project on Studies of
Instructional Programming for the Individual
Student.

INSTITUTION Wisconsin University, Madison.' Research and
Dovelopment Center for Individualized Schodling.

'PUB DATE November 1980

ERIC NUMBER ED 196 905

ABSTRACT This study investigated differences occurring in
,student time utilization in*three teachers'

classes. In Class A, the teacher used a large group instruc-
tional mode; in Class B, the teacher used a small grouv.instru-
ctional mode; and in Class C, the teacher used an individualized
instructional mode. The subjects were 60 eighth grade students
from a large urban middle school. A time sampling observation
system was used to record student time on,task, student time off
task, and sanctioned noninstructipnal time. Students completed a
locally,constructed mathematics test at the end of the study.
Scores from this test were used to classify students in one of
three achievement levels: high, middle, or low. Results of
comparisons performed on time on task indicated that high and
middle achievers spent significantly more time on task than low'
achievelts. No differende was found between high and middle
achievers. The comparisons also indicated no significant dif-
ference in tigie on'task for any One of the three levels compared
between any eido of the three teachers' clashes. No Significapt
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differences were found between any two achievement levels for

sanctioned noninstructional time. There were three signifibant
comparisons between achievement levels and sets ot teachers'
classes. The middle achievers in Class A differed from the
middle achievers in Class B; the low achievers in Class A
differed from the low achievers in Class B; and the low achievers
in Class C differed from the low.achievers in Class B.

AUTHOR Rosenshine, Barak Victor

TITLE Academic Engaged Time, Content Covered, and
Direct Instruction

PUB DATE 1978

NOTE 39 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED 152 776

ABSTRACT .The author notes a ihift in educational ric;search
from teachers' behavioia as related to student

achievement gains to other factors affecting auch gain. A reiliew

of studies published since 1973, and an exploration of'sothe of

their concepts, is undertaken. Major changes are summarized aa
(1) increased focus on student variables, (2) a convergence of
results supporting "direct instruction," and (3) information on
the relation between seatwork and discussion to gain in achieve-

ment. The literature review is limited to basic skills (reading
and mathematics) in gradea one through five. Major concepts
examined are "academic engaged time" (time students spend in
moderately difficult, a%.:ddemically related material) and ."direct
instruction".(activities directly related to making progress in

reading and mathematics) and to settings promoting those.acti-
vities. Seven variables reflecting management and organization
of the classroom, and thus affecting achievement gain, are dis-

cussed: teacher role, student choice of activity, grouping;
class management, seatwork, discussion, and atmosphere. Research
has indicated that it is the formal model of ins ruction, with

its behavior-analytic, detail-specific, teacher- irected, large-

group, narrow-questioning technique, which is mo t effective Ilor
promoting gains.in reading and mathematics. A qiscussion of the
relative value of this didactic approach to mor heuristic models

is presented. Major projects remaining in dida tic instruction
research are noted for the seven variables listed.

/.1.;
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AUTHOR 'Schmidt, William H.

TTLE The High School Curriculum: It Does Make a
Dlfference'

INSTITUTION' : Michlgan State Uni., East'Lansing, Institute for
Research on Teaching.

PUB DATE May ].281

NOTE 93 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED 213 093

ABSTRACT The question examined in this paper is whet;her
variability izn the quantity pf s'dhooling students

0

receiVe in different curricular areas is a-contributor to
observed differences in achievement not only among students
attending different high schools, but among students in the same
high school. A conceptual-framework enumerates the determinants
of achievement, including45bhool and community characteristics,
student background,- and quantity of schooling in the specific
curricular areas of mathematics, English, foreign language, tine
arts, social studies, and science. The sample used was 9,05

school..seniorS in 725 schools taken from the National Longi-
tudinal Study of the High School Class. of 072, a nationally
representative probability sample of high school seniors...The
results suggest that quantity of schooling hasja' positive effect
on academic achievement. The more the achievement is schocil-
related, the larger is the resulting effect of thern quantity of.
schooling. _This was especially:true for mathematics. Quantity
of sChooling also had positive ?ffects on achievement in Slcience
and Engltsh; less clear results were found in the areas of
vocabulary and reading comprehension-, although quantity of
schooling did continqe to have a positive effect on achievement.

$
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AUTHOR,'
,

.TITEE

Sirotnik, Kenneth A.

The Contextual orrelates of the Relative
' Expenditures of Classroom Time on Instruction
and BeWavior: 'An EXploratory Study of'Secondary
Schools and Classes. A Study of Schooling in
the United Stated. Technical Report Series No. '

26.
t

,INSTITUTION -; California University, Los Prngeles. Graduate
School of Education

PUB DATE 1981

NOTE 61 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED ZI4 894 ,

,

'ABSTRACT The'prppise foran exploratory stalay of classroom
instructiepnal activities was that a positive and

. .c.substantial correlation exists between achievement and inStruc-
...

tional time. TheApropbrtion oftime that teadhers Spent on
'

instrUction was compared to time devoted to student disciplthe,
-

and control. 'Three contextual variables were measured through
questionnaires complOted by Students and teachers in secondary

school classrooms; -(1) teacher demographic and personal percep-
tions;'(2) aggregated student perceptiond of class climate,
instruct4na1 practices, and course content;,and (3) dem'ographic

.
characXeridics of studentsw Trained observers recorded teacher

t student interactions in'the classroom, focusing On. who"was doing
Whfat to whom, how; and in what context. -The findings have'impii-
cations for future educational research. Data suggest that time
spent by teachers on behavior management may be easier to predict

than the time spent on instrudtiOn. There appear to be suffi--
ciently important differences between senior and junior high

the secorid evel."quantity of schooling" hypotheses aet ary school .t
school classes to Warrant studying them separately to under tand

The need forocontrol of differences between sbbject areas, When"
analyzing classroom time variables emerged as an.important ,

fa4tot, although the reason for this was not clear. A weak
as§pCiation waS found between most teaching variables and the
proporti9n of-class time spent on instruction and behavior."
Tables are appended showing the ddta 'found for each variable.

c7.1
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AUTHOR

TITLE

Sircitnif

,k Kenneth A.
ik 4

What You See'Ip What You, Get: A Suntmary of
Observations in Over 1000 Elementary and
Secorfdary Classrooms. A Study of Schooling in
the United States. Technical Report Series, No.
29.

j'INSTITUTION California University, Los Angeles. Graduafe
School of Education ,

PUB DATE

NOTE

ERIC NUMBER

1981

45 pages

ED 214 897

ABSTRACT Data from-observations of 129 elementary, 362
junior, and 525 high sabool classesAvere-analyzed.

to raise questions about classroom environment' anthclassroom
practices. Results gathered from four instruments are discuqsed:
(1) physical environme. inventory, which recorded classroom
'architectural arrangeme t, seating, and gliouping patterns, furn-
ishings, and materials. nd equiPment (2). daily eummary,'uthich
provided an overview of the Space an4 materials available as well
as the decision-making proce8ses in'evidence by students and
teacher; (3) five-minute idteraction, which was continuous ac-'
counting of how time iS spent in the classroom and focused on.the
teacher and student-teacher'interactions; and (4) classro6m' .

snapshots, which provided information,about wh t each ad t and
student is doing in the classroom, the size of e s ent
groups, and the nature of activities.in.prcg s.. Data gathered
from these instruments are analyzed with both "narrow" and
"broad" perspectives. The narrow perspective concludes that
further research 'is necessary concerning teaching p'ractices in
the context in which they'occur. The broader view conCludes that
the data Collected represents an educational scena'rio that fits
the wishes of neither education providers-nor..recipients. Con-
cluding rdinarks are made about the processes and necessity of
educational change. Tabular presentations aie. made of some of
the data anayzed for this study.

t.
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AUTHOR Stallings, Jane A.

TITLE Changing Teacher Behavior: A Challenge for the
1980s

PUB DATE April 1981

, NOTE '3§ pages: paper presented at the a0nual meeting
of the. American Educational Researeh Association
(Los Angeles, CA, ipri1, 1981).

ERIC NUMBER ED 200 596

ABSTRACT ' A training program 1:;.r changing teachers' class-
room behaviors was developed after observations

indicated that students gained in reading skills when teaphers
spent more time instructing, discussing homework, and providing
supportive feedback. During workshop sessions teachers were
encouraged to: X1) decrease time taken to make assignments and
increase instruction time; (2) ask short questions and give
immediate supportive feedback to responses; (3) distribute.
'questions among the students, chooSing questions each student
could most;likely answer; (4) give short quizzes designed to
allow the students a high rate of success; (5) have the students
in the low,reading groups read aloud; (6) encourage more reading
aloud, discussion, and review, and ask for fewer written assign-
ments and less silent reading; (7) minimize intrusions from out-
side the class; and (8) keep the number of choices students may
make at a minimum. A posttest of student reading achievement in
classes where the teacher had attended the Workshops showed that
the treatment group had higher grade gains than the control
group.
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AUTHOR Stallings, Jane A.

TITLE Classroom Research: Implications for Mathematics
and Science"Instruction

INSTITUTION °Stallings Teaching and Learning Institute,
Mountain View, Calif.

PUB DATE November 1980

NOTE 24 pages: paper presented to the Biological
Science Curriculum Study Conference (Boulder,

CO, November 7, 1980). Contains occasional
6

light type.

ERIC NUMBER ED '211 355

ABSTRACT Presented is a review of findings from research
of teaChing in the 1970's. It is noted most

research was directed toward identifing effective instructional
strategies for low achievers, and may not generalize to high

achievers. Information is related o student time on task,
length of school"day, academic time, allocation of time to speci-
fic activities,'teacher focus of instructor, and interactive in-
struction. .Details of a study on pathematics instruction con-

ducted in 11 San Francisco Bay urban and suburban high schools

are provided. The main conclusion is that students in general
mathematics classes may not receive the teacher attention and
instruction required to achieve well:and continue.in mathematics:

Next, a report on differential treatment of men and women in
mathematics classes found differences in geometry classeS", but,

' these did not relate to the enrollment of women in.advanced
mathematics. This document asks if the instructional strategies
found effective in reading and mathematics are effective for

science classes. An observation system that can be used in
science classrooms so that instructors can answer questions about

teaching practices is,detailed. A'study using these techniques

to describe effective science teaching is called for, and the
need for renewed research in science programs is expressed.



AUTHOR Stallings, Jane A.

TITLE The Development of the Contextual Observation
System

IpSTITUTION Stanford Research Inst.; Menlo Park, California

PUB ATE March_1978

NOTE ,13 pages: paper presented at the annual meeting
of the American Ediacational Research Association_
(62nd, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, March 27-31,
1978)

ERIC NUMBER ED 166 211

ABSTRACT The developmept of a contextual classroom obser-
vation system is described. The system consists

of an instrument, trained observers, data handling, and anafysis.
Thus, instrument d'evelopment was necessarily paralleled by.the
'development of training procedures, data recording and processing
systems, programming, and analytic techniques. The comprehensive
observation system described was initially developed for use in
the evaluation of Head Start and Follow Through Programs, but has
received wide application and has led to the development of a

number of derivative observation'syStems. Data collection forms
concerning the physical classroom environment, the snapshot of
the classroom, and five-minute samples of interpersonal rela-

tions are incluqed..

AUTHOR Stallings, Jane A.

TITLE The Importance of Multiple Data Col1e6tion
Instruments When Describing the Educational
Process

INSTITUTION Stanford Research Institution; Menlo Park,
California

PUB DATE

NOTE

April 1977

11 pages: paper presented at the annual ineeting

of the American Educational Research Association
(61st, 'New York, New York, April 408, 1977)

gRIC NUMBER ED 142 4572

ABSTRACT A complex research and development process is

required to study instructional prodesses and

student outcomes effectively. In order to study the instruc-
tional proceps it is ePsential a-to select or develop instruments
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that can d scribe a total.event. Understanding the classroom
process nec ssitates having a record of the environment, the
materials, t e interactions, and activities of the teacher and
children. Th first step in studying instructional process'is to
examine and sp cify the critical components of the classroom ok
the teaching program being studied. The next step is to identify
or develop an olservation instrument to record these critical

.
components relia ly. It is especially important to select appro-
priate statistical procedures since observation data often form
J-shaped curves that defy analysis Using conventional parametric
procedures.

AUTHOR

TITLE

Stallings, Jane A., and Giesen, philip A.

The Study of Reliability ii Observational Data.
Occasional Paper 19.

IN'STITUTION Phi Delta Kappa, Bloomington, Ind. Center on
Evaluation and Research.

PUB DATE February 1977

NOTE

ERIC NUMBER

23 pages:' revised version of a paper presented
at the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association (58th, Chicago, Illinois,
15-19 Apri1.1974)

ED 148 893;

ABSTRACP Observer reliability and the confusability of
codes, two sources of error in the colleCtion of

classroom observational data, are examined.. ConfdSability,is *-
fined as the extent to whicil one code is mistakenly recorded as
another cbde. Observational data were collectedqn ea&hwof 172
first grade and 171 third grade Follow Through and comparison
classrodms in urban and rural locations throughout the U.S. One
section, of the Stanford Research Institute's classroom observa-
tion instrument was analyzed for confusability of codess. Twenty
si4nulated classroom situations were videotaped and coded by 63
trained observers. Matrices listing all:the codes mere
'constrtucted for each observer. The observer's coding was
record'ed so that their, errors would be detectable, and coding
erroirs were analyzed. Separate tables presented each observer's
crieerion video tape accuracy rate by sponsor, site, and grade
level' Aaalyses oE these matrices were also used to study the
confusability of the codes. The results showe4 that the high'
rate of confusability of several observers could have been caused
by oVerlapping code definitions, pdor video tape examples,- or
inadequate training.
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AUTHOR Talmage, Harrietasher, Sue Pinzur
.. \

TITLE A Study of the Effects of Three Dimensions of
Instructional Time on Academic Achievement.

PUB DATE April 109

440TE 21 pages: paper presented at the annual meeting
of the American Educational Research Association
(San Francisco, CA, April 8 7 12, 1979)

ERIC NUMBER ' ED 173 327'

ABSTRACT In examining three dimensions of instructional
time (teacher preparation time, student homework

time, direct in-class instructional time), the objectives of this
study were to determine which dimensions or combinations of

. dimensions correlate with achievement, and whether the dimensions
differentially affect achievement based on grade and ability
level..-Elementary sfudents were given instruction in a nutrition
curriculum over a three-month period. Time data were analyzed by
activity, with a posttest nutrition achievement test'as the
dependent variable and the three time dimensions, grade, and
ability levels as independent variables in a series Of stepwise
multiple regressions. Direct instruction consistently predicted
posttest achieveMent.
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Arlington, VA

PUB DATE 1981

NO.TE '7 pages

ERIC NUMBER ED 210 797

ABSTRACT Summarizing recent research, thi seven-chapter
report gives both characteristics and examples of

effective schools and lists recommendations for achieving school
effectiveness: 'Chapter 1 cites numerous recent studies ta show
that, fn contradiction to earlier conclusions"by James S. Coleman
and Christopher Jencke,,schools can be effective.e Chapters 2 and
3 discuss a number of features of effective schools, including
strong instructional leadership from principals, teacher effec-
tiveness in managing the classroom and keeping students on task,
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a positive school climate, and curricula designed to meet
students' specific educational needs. Examples of "maverick"
schools in tirban, suburban, and .rural contexts, presented in
Chapters 4-6, illustrate how a wide variety of schools are effec-
tive, be they rich or poor, old or new, elementary or secondary,
alternative or traditional, comprehensive or specialized, or
vocatiorfal or academic. Chapter 7 reviews recommendations from
educators, researchers journalists, parents, and students for
making schools effective. The recommendations involve school
leadership and governance, staff skills, school expectations and
Mt)fl i tri tij. of student perEormance, and Qommunity support.
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To increase educational productivity and effi-,
ciency, educational process goals as well as

achievement goals must be considered. Educationai process goals
are interpreted to include student perceptions'of the social
environment, creativity, self-concept, participation in extra-
curricular activities, artd interest in sUbject matter. Ignoring
these perceptions and experiences in favor of traditional goals
measured by test scores will decrease motivation and ultimately
lower educational achievement. Many educational experiments'and
psychological theories of .education fail to produce desired edu-
catiorral oAcomes because they do not clearly identify, define,
and measui.e educational variables. For example, the Higher'
Horizons Program in New York attempted to upgrade the educational
experience of children from deprived backgrounds by reducing
class size to five or six students and adding numerous enrichment
factors. Because program directors did not consider factors 3uch
as the interaction between family and instructional environments,
performance scored on tests were not higher. Considerable
research is needed to relate educational policy and practice to
productivity of schools. Methodology should consider students'
abilipy and motivation, the quality and quantity of instruction,
class social environment, and home environment.
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individual'actiVities or lectured. At the beginning of shop
classes the'students set up their equipment and projects for

several minutes. The students then worked intensely for awhile u

until there was a formal or an informal break or a Change,in the

type. of activity. The T & I and:AG classes often started with a.
lecture and.then changed to practAe in the shop area of the

classroom. After the break or Change, the students again worked .

fairlX intensely until the time to start cleaning up. There were

variatidns of course, within classes because of.interruptions

or nonroutihe aCtivities such as the FFA conference. Variations
r.
alsO existed among classes, especially between the MDE classes

'
and the,T & I classeb.

The teachers appeared to be the key determinant in the
amount of time students spent on task or offt.ask. While stu-
dents may have known what they were supposed to do on'their own,

a few invariably requireq individual teacher attention to set
up, organize for working with the equipment, or open their books.
Nevertheless, in some instances the students supervised their

own time on task. In all of the shop classes the students"spent

most of their time on individually paced projects (described by
teachers as competency based). Small groups of students often
'worked together to assemble a piece of machinery or solve a prob-

lem, as in the fashion merchandising class. Sometimes students

served as a shop foremah,dr..toolroam, supervisor for a day and did
not work on individual or small group projects.. A few students
in the MDE clagses were assigned to the class laboratory store
or boutique to serve as salespersons who wiited on customers,
stocked the shelves, and counted merchandise for inventory

purposes..

Attendance is illustrated with line graphs, with the aver-

age for all classes across the ten days of observation shown in

figure .5 and the averages for.the individual classes.in figures
27 through 36 (Appendix C). As indicated in figure 5, the aver-

age attendance was slightly higher during the second week than
during the first week,of observations. The data in' table 2 show
that absence was Over 20 percent during the first week compared
to about 17 percent the second week. The lowest average per-
centage of absence, computed frcm the totals shown in table 2,

was at the ruralboite (12 percent) with the highest at thg inner -

city (19.5 percent), the suburban (20.5 percent), and urban*(21
percent) sites. The time spent in school is, of course, a signi-

ficant determinant of.the amount of time available for student to

learn. It appears that, on the average, the'stud.ents observed

were absent from their Vocational education classes approximately
18 percent of the time- sdheduled.
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FIGURE 5. AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF ATTENDANCE FOR ALL CLASSES
, DURING TWO WEEKS OF OBSERVATION

Across all the variables discussed in,the first question 1
there is considerable variation among the,vocational education
classes observed.in this-study. It is tempting to conclude from
the average of all the class6s that vocgtional education students
spend 69 percent of class time on task and 31 percent off task.
It is prudent to remember, however, that these classes represent
three program areas and were not selected at random. It is also
important.to emphasize that the tables and figures for the indi-
vidual classes portray striking differences that must be acknow-
ledged when making comparisons or judgments. For example, the
average time on tsk in one MDE class (22233) was 51.0 percent in
contrast to 86.4 percent in a T & I class (35353).

Question Two

What are the proportions of time that the three selected studentS

i

in each class spent on task (content and noncontent), of.f task,
and on absence?
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The second question provided ipformation about the tilne

sppnt each minute by thirty students Erom the ten classes. The
....,,s,data in table 3 show that the thirty students' total time on

task in ten classes through 'ten class periods ranged between 35
*

and 88 percent. There was a wider range of time on task/content
among students in different classes than among students in the
same class. %The-time on task/noncontent varied considerably from
virtually no time (0.0, 0.0, 0.5 percent) spent on activities
such as,set up/clean up in a distributive educatión class (-22233)
to about a fourth of the time (28.2, 21'.5. 26.5 percent) spent

: on thbse activities in a machine shop class (35353). There is,
of course, little,need to set up or clean up in most MDE classes,
but the time spent on those activities in that machine shop
(35353) appea'rs excessive comPared to the time spent in the other
machine shopS (5.6 - 11.1 percent)..

The students' time off task ranged, from'12.2 percent for one
student inMachine Shop (35353) to 61.3 percent for a student in
Distributive Education (22233). There seems to be' an inverse
relationship between the time spent on task/noncontent and time
.off task for the students in these two classes (35353 and 22233).
Perhaps the small size number of students--only seven in the
Machine Shop class (35353) ?has easier to keep on task, or perhaps
the students had learned to appear busier than they really were
by manipulating madhinery and tools instead of merely waiting or
socializing between time' spent working.

Absences varied among the students, with a range -of no

minutes tardy (0.0 percent) to.a combined time of absenCe *and
minutes tardy of 33.4 percent of their-total possible time in

class. The absence rate shOuld be kept in mind, as cautioned
previously, when considering how much time students really spent
learning-in their classes.

Question Three

What is the significant difference between-the mean of the thre
students in each class 'and'the mean of all the students in the
class in the proportion of time on task (content and noncontent)f;
off task, and on absence?

The thitd question provided comparisons of the three stu-
.dents to their own classes. One machine shop class (35353) was
dropped from this analysis because its low enrollment of seven
students would' have skewed-the results. For each variable, the
mean of the three individual students' proportions of time was
companed to the class mean with a t-Ttest.' The results, as dis-
played in tables 15 through 21 (Appendix,B), showed no signifi-
cant.differences (0.05) foi either on task (content and noncow-
tent) or off task for any of the comparisons. The means for
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TABLE 3

PROPORTIONS OF T-IME 1 SPENT BY

TkREE INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS IN TEN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CLASSES

Class Student

Time on Task Timq Off.
Task, Absence(2),Total Content Non!-Content

\

1

Agriculture 1 73.5 65.5 8.0 26.5 0

Mechanics 2 67.3 666 .8 32.7 10.0

(11115) 3 68.4 67.1 1.3 31.6 0.1

Agriculture 1 76.1 75.2 .9 23.9 0

(22143) 2 73.1 72.2 .8 27.0 0

3 69.4 68.3 1.1 30.5 20.2

Distributive 1 ,52.2 52.2 0.0 47.9 0 7--

Education 2 48.7 48.7 0.0 51.3 0

(22233) . 3 38.2 38.2 .5 61.3 0

Fashion 1 86.0 79.5 6.5 14.0 0

Merchandising 2 82.3 79.8 2.5 17.4 20.3

(34263) 3 78.7 75.8 2.9 21.3 2.4

Market &
Distributive

1

2

. 34.5

51.9

33.4,
51.8

.3

.3

56.3

47.8

10.1

.3

Education II 3 48,7 48.6 .2 51.1 20.1

(46273)

.Market & 1 61.4 61.0 1.7 37.3 12.4 *.

Distrib. Ed. 2 52.9 52.9 .0 , 47.1 3.0

IV 3 59.3 59.1 .4 40.5 20.0

(46282)

Machine Trades, 1 73.5 6.5 8.0 26.5 10.1

(11323) 2 77.4 66.4 11.1 22.5 0.1

3 74.7 .68.1 7.6 24.3 10.7

t
Machine Shop
(23324)

1

2

62.3

75.9

56.2

67.9

6.1,

8.0

37.7

24.1

30.0
.1

3 73.3 67.9 5.6 26.5 10.1

-

Machine Shop '1 87.7 59.6 28.2. 12.2 11.1

(35353) 2 77.8 56.3 21.5 22.2 33.4

3 86.3. 59.9 26.5 J3.6 0

Auto Body 1 71.1 70.2 .9 28.9 .1

(47393) F 71.7 71.1 .7 28.2 .2

3 49.9 49.1 .1 50.0 20.,1

NOTE: 1 Mean percents for both weeks observed

2 Absence includes minutes late for class
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individual students-were higher for technical skills and time off
task, .While they were lower for set up/clean up than the means
for their classes.

There mere significant differences well beyond the 0.01
Level, between the means of the individual students and their
class means with respect to absence. The means of the individual
students were considerably lower (0.48) than the means for their
clasSes (19.26).

The resulks indicate that the means of the three students
were representative of their classes in the proportions of time
spent in their claSses upon various on-task and off-task activi-
ties. They were obviously not representative in absence. Per-
haps the observers inadvertently seldcted students Who were more
motivated to attend class than their classmates. From this
analysis it could be inferred Chat a relatively small number of
students (3) can be used to determine the time on or off task of
a class, but not necessarily their average rate of absence.

Question,Four
7

What are the pr4brtions of time spent by the teachers on Content
and on noncontent?

The results of the fourth.question indicated the amount of -

time teachers spent,on curricular content in-their classes. As
shown in table 4, teachers allocated, on the average, 67.0 per-
cent of their class time for time on content. They spent the
remaining 32.7 percent of the time on noncontent activities,
including tasks such as taking roll.

et.

There was a range of 42 to 76 percent time on cbntent amona
all the teachers. The T & I teachers spent the highest propor-
tion of time on content (72 percent) while the MDE teachers spent

the lowest (57 percent). The teachers used the bulk of the time
for technical skills, with the T & I teachers using an average of
57 percent of the time for practice of technical skills and
another 10 percent for related theory. While the two AG teach'ers
spent similar amounts of time (t0 and)48 percents) on technical
skills, the teacher of Agricultural Mechanics (11115) spent 42
percent on practice compared to 10 percent by the teacher in

Vocational Agriculture (22143). The MDE teachers used the least
amount of time for technical skills, with 19 percent for related
theory and 18 percent for practice. On'the other hand, the MDE
teachers spend far more time ('18 percent) than the other teachers
(1 percent) for employability skills. On the whole, the teacher
spend very little time (4 percent4 on basic skills, with the
exception of the teacher in Vocational Agriculture (22143) who
had a much higher percentage (16 percent).
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TABLE 4

FROCRAM AREA Bas ic

Ski I Is

w/Tech
Skills

Tech
Ski I Is/

Theory

FERCENT TIP. SFENT 'ON TYFES CF CONTENT

BY TEACHERS IN VOCATIONAL EDICATION CLASSES

Tech Job _ 'Knowledge Work Total

Skil Is/ Seeking, - World of Attitudes on

Ft" act ice Ma inta in ng Work & Val ues Content

Advancing

Other/ -

14anagement/
Transit ion

Note:

Class
(study code)

Agricultural f d.

Agr. memanffs 6.3 18.4 42.4 .1 .e .6 69.3 30.7 Substitute 2 days

(11115)
Vocatlonal Agr. 16.4 38.6 9.5 o o 6 64.5 35.5 Substitute I day

(22143)
Mean 11.35 28.5 29.95 .5 .4 .3 66.9 33.1

,
DIstrtibutIve Ed. -. -

01st. Ed. 0 29.5 29.5 1 1.8 0 0 71.4 28.6

(22233)
Fash. March. 1.7 28.1 31.4 1.0 2.6 4.0 71.3 28.7

(34263)
Mktg. & Di st. I I 0 11.1 8.1 16.5 6.4 0 42.1 5 7.9 Substitute 2 days

(46273)
Mktg. & Dist. IV .7 9.1 2.2 21.3 1 0.2 o 4 3.7 5 6.3 Substitute 1 day

(46282)
Mean .6 19.45' 17.8 1 2.65 4.8 1.0 5 7.12 4 2.8 8

Trade & Industrial

Autobody 2.5 4.4 68.8 0 .3 0 76.3 23.7

(4 7391)
Mach. Tr ades 2.2 5.3 54.2 .1 .4 .2 62.6 37.4 Substitute 2 days

,(11323)
Mach. Shop 5.7 27.4 39.2 0 0 0 72.3 27.7

(23324)
Mach. Shop 7.7 3.1 64.5. 0 0 0 76.2 23.8

(35353) - 0

Mean 4.53 10.05 56.68 .25 .18 .05 71.85 26.15

a ^

:

Mean for al I

teachers 4.1 15.9 41.4 3.2 1.5 .5 67.0 32.7 99.71

NOTE: Far-cents for tiachers include ten classes observed In the study; ninety-nine classes observed in total.

.
ITotal does not equal 1 00 percent due to roundIng.

. '7,1. .
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The data from table 4 show that the teachers' average time

on curricular content was 67 percent, while, as shown in figure 4
previously, the students'/average time on content was 56 percent.
This disparity between teacher and student time on content is

consistent with other findings (Stallings and Kaskowitz 1974;
Fisher et al. 1978) indicating that students typically are not
on task all of the time that is allocated for subject matter.
Regardless of how much teachers attempt to keep every student
motivated and at task With specified content, some students soc-
ialize, or do other things. 'Ale findings from this study suggest
either that some teachers may have used better, strategies to keep
students on,task than other teachers or that the particular
curricular content of a class is more conducive to time on task.

Question Five

What are the proportions of time spent by teachers on various
pedagogical methods end other activities?

The fifth question yielded information about the various
waliS.teachers manage and teach their classes. As shown in table-
5, teachers spent well over a fourth (29 percent) of their time
providing one-to-one. instructionTable 5 displays.the teachers'
primary pedagogical methods or activities while table 14 (Appen-
dix B) shows the second method/activity they employed simultan-
eously. For example, the second method/activity was recorded
to portray accurately those instances when the teacher lecturecl
and showed slides at the same time. As the data in table 14
(Appendix B) indicate, during 61 percent of the time.the teachers
used no secondary method/activity.

The teachers worked at their desks or stations in the class
or shop almost 12 percent of the time. They observed students
working at their stations, either by Standing or walking around,
almost 9 percent of the time as a primary method/actiyity and 7
percent as a secondary activity. The teachers gave directions
or provided instructions similar amounts of time (almost 9 per-
cent primary, 7 percent secondary). Although lecture and dis
cussion were th chief instructional methods in secondary aca-
demic Subject classes (Stallings and Mohlman 1981), in this study
teachers lectured 8 percent and led discussions about 3 percent
of the time, while they provided one-to-one instruction 29
percent of the class time.

A relatively high percentage of time was recorded for talk-
ing to the observers from this study, although the data were
heavily skewed because of one teacher's (15 percent) persis-
tence in talking to one or another of the observers. The other
nine teachers spent between 0 to 5 percent of their class time
talking to the observers. ?
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Table 5

FERCENT OF TIME SFENT ON FRIMARY INS1RLCTIONAL-
PETHODS/ACTIVITIES BY TEACHERS IN VCCAT1ONAL EDICATION CUSSES

FROMM AREA CLASS Indivi.dual Work Observe Give Lecture Talk to Out.of Talk to Lead
(Study Code) Insiruction at Students Directions Observer Classroom other staff/ discussions

Desk or nonc lass
'Insiruction students

Agricultural Ed
Agr. Mechanics

(11115)
Vocational Agr.

(22143)
Mean

Distrilbutive Ed.

24.3

.5

24.4

1 4.3

19.3

1.4

2.5

5.5

4.0

8.6

.4.3

36.2

12.7

11.3

1 2.0

4.3

1 1.3

5.3

7.6

15.7

11.65

18.9

8.7

3.0

5.8

33.4

19.6

2 3.8

6.0

2 3.8

0.7

3.2

1.95

1.4

0

1.4

3.0

.2

1.6

0

.9

7.7

.9

3.2

2.05

2.2

2.1

.6

4.9

3.0

3.95

1.9/
i 1 4.3\

Dist. Ed.
(2 2233)

Fash. Merch.
(3 4263)

Mktg. & Dist. Il
(46273) .

Mktg. & Dist. IV 0 4 2.8 1.3 0 26.1 1.3 9.3 2.4. 0

(46282) . .
Mean 8.75 2 2.98 5.55 7.65 19.93 1.03 4.48 1.83 3.8

Trade & Industrial
Autobody 46.5 .7 4.2 8.6 3.9 14.8 2.7 3.5 .2

Ln (4 7391)
c) Mach. Trades 37.2 14.0 19.1 6.5 .3 1.4 2.0 2.9 1.3

(11323)
Mach. Shop 29.5 20.6 5.7 15.7 0 4.2 .5.3 6.1 .2

(23324)
Mach. Shop 63.5 1.3 9.9 2.8 1.2 .5 1.4 2.4 .2

(35353)
Mean 44.18 9.15 9.73 8.4 1.35 5.23 2.85 3.73 .6

Mean for al I
teachers 29.1 1 1.8 8.8 8.8 8.3 3.7 3.2 7.8 2.6

NOTE: Fr Nary Insiructional methods/activities *ere observed to be the chief mode used by teachers; dtring 39 percent of the time a
secondary mode was occurring roncirrently. Rwcentage for teachers include ten classs observed in the study; ninety-nine classes
observed in total. Additional methods/activities upon which teachers spent low proportions of time in classes:

none Ind1cated 1.0 wr1te on board .5
pass out materials .6 check out -fools .5
grade papers .6 discipline .3
repair eqvipment .6 pass out-col lect papers, .2
miscel laneous .6 get materials .1

4wwwwww, _wwwwwwk_womik_iamww_jmagc,..i



Surprisingly, .the teachers did not spend much time (2 per-
cent primary, 6 percent sedondary) in demonstrating techniques,
especially to the entire class. During informal discussions

after the classes, the teachers explained that most of their lec-
tures and demonstiations' about new skills had been done during
the earlier months of the.school year. All the T & I teachers
helped clean up the shops (1 percent of the time), while none of
the teachers in the other program.areas did so.

Many time-on-task studies point to discipline as one of the
teacher's chief activities (Stallings and Mohlman, 1981). 'In

this study, teachers spent very few minutes (.3 percent) disci
plining the students. Teachers reprimandedstudents or asked
them to stop talking occasionally, but even wits substitute
teachers the majority of the students did not receive much atten-
tion for disciplinary reasons. The observers noted that there
were a few occasions when the teachers overlooked or deliberately
ignored behaviors'such as playing cards or throwing paper wads.
For most of the time observed, however, the students were occu-
pied in relatively active tasks that appeared to hold their
interest or they were socializing in a very low-key fashion that
did not detract from other studentsi learning. In contrast, the
teachers of mclt academic sUbject classes usually do not tolerate

even low-key student interaction. Therefore, disciplinary action
or reprimands from these teachers are common occurances in their
classroom. This' could account for the disparity between time
Spent on discipline in academic arid vocational education classes.

\

Quekt.ion Six

Whatare the significant differences among short, medium, and
long\classes in the proPortien of total time on task, on basic
skills, on technical skills, on employability skills, on set up/i

clean up, and on absence?

Previously table 2 shows the length of each class in

minutes. The short classes (46 to 56 minutes) were Vocational
Agriculture (22143), Distributive Education (2-2233), and

Marketing and Distribution IV (46282). All of the short classes
were located at ,comprehensive high schools. The medium classes
.(111-126 minutes) -50.ere Agricultural Mechanics (11115), Fashion
Merchandising (34263), and Marketing and Distribution II (46273).
The first .two of these medium length classes were at area
vocational schools while the latter was at a comprehensive high

school. The long classes (146-176 minutes), located at area
vocational schools and all T & I courses were Autobody (47391),
Machine Trades (11323), Machine Shop (23324) and Machine Shop
(35353).

The results of F-tests, shown in tables 22 through 28
(Appendix B), indicated significant differences among the
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different length classes at well beyond the 0.01 level ir time on
technical skills and time on set up/clean up. The results also
indicated significant differences (0.05 level) in total time on
task and time on employability skills. But they did not indicate
significant differences for time on basic skills or absence among
classes of different lengths.

Further analyses were conduct d to discern which classes--
short, medium, or long--were most d'fferent from each other in
the variables that showed a signific nt difference. The resplts
of the Student-Newman-Keuls procedure are displayed.in tables
29 through 33 (Appendix B). These tables graphically indicate
that the greatest differences were to be found between short and
long classes, with medium classes either more similar to one or
the other depending on Which variable was considered. The long
classes had the highest means, or greatest\ proportion of time for
all of the on task'variables (time on taLok technical skills,
employability skills and.set up/clean up).

Therefore, it can readily be concluded o analyses that
students in long classes (146-176 minutes) had ignificantly
higher proportions-of time on task, especially in. technical
skills and set up/clean up than students in short lasses (46-56
minutes). In this study, all the T & I classes at a ea vocational
schools were long ones. The means of medium length lasses
(111-126 minutes) were closer to those of slrort classes for tech-
nical skills and closer to those of long classes for total time

on task. Apparently, class length made'a significant differ-
ence in the amount of time spent on task in vocational education
classes, with more clasd time resulting in higher proportions
of time on content-related activities.

Question Seven

What are the significant differences among the program areas (AG,
MDE and T. & a) in the proportion of total time on task, on basic
skills, on t!echnical skills, on employability skills, on set
up/clean up, and on absence?

. - The program ai-eas (AG, MDE or T & I) of each class are
listed in table 2. The prOportions of time spent in the two AG,

four MDE and four T & I classep were analyzed with F-tests
(tables 34 through 40, Appendix B), which indicated significant
differences (0.05 level) for time on task and for time on set

up/clean up. There were aiso significant differences (.05 level)

for time on absence with no significant differences for the other

variables tested.
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The Student-&ewman-Keuls procedure was used to discern homo-
geneous subsets for the variables that indicated significant
differences among the program areas. As the data in tables 41
through 43 (Appendix B) indicate, the MDE Classes had the lowest
proportion of time on task While the T & I and AG classes had the
highest- The MDE and T & I classes differed most from each other
in the amount of time spent for set up/clean up while the AG
classes were statistically between both of the other types of
classes. The AG classes showed a low mean for absence (10
percent), while the T & I and MDE classes showed significantly
different higher means (19 and 21 percents).

While the program areas are not represented with equal
numbers of classes or students in this study, it appears that!
there is a trend for higher proportions of time on task in t1ie
classes that have more opportunities for hands-on practice o
skills and where other than content specific activities suchras
set up or clean up add to the total amount of time on task. /

There seemed to be no readily discernable reason, however, fOr
the discrepancy in absence between the AG and the T & I/MDE pro-
grams from the evidence analyzed in this study.

Question Eight

What are the significant differences among the three machine
shops in the proportion of total time on task, on basic skills,
on technical skills, on employability skills, on set up/clean
up, off task, and on absence?

For the answer to the question, three classes in the Same
program area and with similar curricula were compared. As pre-
sented in tables 44 through 50 (Appendix B), F-tests were'again
used to analyze the variance among the three machine shope for
significant differences (0.05 level) among several variables.
No significant differences were found for,absence, time oh basic
skills, or time on employability skills. But a significant dif-
ference (well beyond the 0.01 level) did emerge for set up/
clean up, as well as significant differences for total time on
task and time on technical skills. .

The Student-Newman-Keuls Procedure analyses indicated
(tables 51 through 54, Appendix B) that the greatest difference
for time on task was between the urban machine shop (23324) and
the inner-city machine shop (35353), with the Lattpr having the
higher mean. Similarly, those two machihe shops had the largest
.liscrepancy (7 percent urban, 24 percent inner city) for set up/
clean up. The greates iiscrepancy for time off ta,7k.was found
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between the inner-city (35353) and the rural machine shop
(11323). The latter had the greatest proportion of time off task
among the three classes,. Although this statistical procedure did
-not,find significant (0.'05 level) discrimination among"the three
cl.ses in terms of homogeneous subsets for technical skills, the
means of the rural machine shop (11323) and urban machine shop
(23324) appeared much lower (44 and 47 percent) than the mean for

the inner city machine shop (62 percent).

One conclusion that can be drawn from the foregoing analysis
is that, despite the similariti,es in program (T & I), class name
(machine shop), curriculum, of stated purpose, these factors
appear to include the number of students in the class and the
length of the class, most importantly perhaps,: as classes prob-
ably differ (statistically) signifiCantly in time on various
activities because of many factors beyond similarity in program,
class name, curriculum, or stated purpose. As shown in the
results of a previous question, the time allocated by the teacher
determines the upper limit of time possible for students' time on

task/content.

Question Nine

What are the significant differences between classes taught'by
substitute teachers and those taught by the regular teacher in
terms of time on task?

Nine of the ninety-nine class periods observed in this study

were taught by substitute teachers. The proportions of time on
task for the five classes that had a substitute teacher during
the ten days of observation were analyzed with a t-test to com-
pare for significant differences in the means between days with
and without a substitute teacher. According to the data in table
55 (Appendix B) a significant difference at the 0.046 level,
emerged, indicating that classes with the regular teacher had a
higher proportion of time on task than those taught by the

substitutes.

Observers noted that, although the substitute teachers were
task oriented and tried to motivate the students to work on their
projects in the shop classes, the students appeared to sOcialize

more and avoided long periods of involvement with their work.
None of the substitutes appeared to "baby sit," and most seemed
to be familiar with the class routines because they had substitu-
ted in the school and in the class previously. In the agricul
tural mechanics class (11115), the substitute was a former school

farm manager who served as a permanent substitute in the system
since the school farm had been sold. In one MDE class, the'sdb-
stitute was a former teacher, now a restaurant owner who appeared

to capture the students' interest with his explanations of how
marketing and sales are conducted in the "realworld" of busi-

ness.
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Nonetheless, despite the efforts ot the substitutes, it must

be concluded that students.were on taskjilore often when their

regular teachers were preaent. Perhaps one of the primary moti-

vating factors for studentgi on task learning behaviors is

whether they are being evaluated for their efforts. If being

graded is a factor, then the substitute teacher surely would not

have the same influence as theregular teacher,. 0i) the other

hand, a case could also be"madethat the regular_t6acher manages
the students better through different instructional methods than

thoSe used by the substitute teachers. The question of the
instructional methods' effect on time on task remaihs to be

answered in further study in vocational education classes.

Question Ten

1...._

What are the significant differences between classes with fewer

or more students in the proportion 'of time on task?

This question sought to ascertain whether class size apPears

to.affect time on task in vocational education classes. It is

,important to obtain this information since a previous question

confirTed that vocational education teachers provide a great deal

of one-to-one instruction. Obviously, the larger the class, the

less time is available tor instructing individual students.

Since there was only one small class with seven students

(machine shop 35353), it was dropped from this analysis. A

t-test was conducted between the remaining five medium classes

(15 - 17 students) and the four large classes (24 - 26 students).

Table 56 (Appendix B), indicates that medium classes, with a 74

percent mean, had a significantly higher (well beyond the 0.01

level) proportion of time on task than did large classes, with a

59 percent mean. Thus, the conventional belief that small class

size is related to more opportunity tor school learning holds

true in this study. Incidentally, the smallest class, which was

not included in the analysis, had a mean of 86 percent time'on

task. es

It is also important to keep in mind, however, the previous

analyses revealing that T & I and AG classes and long classes ha.:

the most time on task. A review.of table 2 shows that T & I

classes were all long, While varying in size from small to medium

to large, and that AG classes were both short and medium in

length and medium in size. This combination of variables, and

others discussed earlier, indicates that no simple and clear set

oE tactors correlates preci.sely with time on task. Several

variables or ccmbinat.ons of variables appear to have implica-

tions for time on task, and they must be explored in further

studies.
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CHAPTER FOUR

'SUMMARY, IMPLSCATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of the Findin s

The 11,400 minutes reconled in ten differemLvoca,tional
education classes yield a wealth of data about holortime'was 'spent
by 186 students and ten teachers. Taken alone, the da.ta records
a .small slice of school life in four communitiessobserved during
two weeks in-March and, April of 1982. Ae, interpreted, the data
show the prwortions of time spent by teachers on Niocational
education content.and the propdrtion of time used by stUdeuts for
learning this codtent.(table 6).

'TABLE 6

SUMMARY Of.FINDINGS Of
STUDENTS! AND TEACHERS! TIME ON TASK

Basic skills
Technical skills
Employability skIII$

Students! Proportions of Time Spent

6.74%
41.17%
7.99%

Set up/clean up 7.18%
Related (tutoring, etc.) 607%

Off task (sociallizIng, etc.) 25.27%
Break 5.67%

Absence (Including minutes tardy) 18.40%

Basic skills
Technical skills
Employability skills

Other, management, etc.

55.9% time'
on taik/content

13.2% time
on task/noncontent

30.9% time
off task

Absence

Teachers! Proportions of Time Spent

4.10%
57.30%
5.20%

67.0% time,
on,content

32,70% 32.7% tlibe
on content

69.1% total
t1fte on task
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Statistical analyses indicate th several factors--class
type, class size, clasS length and,c asses taught by stibsti-
tutes--appear.to influence the prop rtion of time students spend
on task.(figure 6). There was no a tempt, made, however, to
assess thk quality of the time used in the classes, nor was 'there
any provision for relating theproportionis of time to desired
outeOme goals or achieveMent,

Factor Finding
Day of the week

Week of observAion

Unit of Measure
(1 Minute) used in study

Teacher's time On
content

Teachers' instructional
methods and activiti'es

Length of class:
long = 146-176,-minuteS;
medium =11111.26 minutes;
short = 46-56 miniites;

Program area

Substitute teacher

Size of class:
small = 7 studentd;
medium = 15-17 students;
large = 24-26 students

Somewhat higher proportion of time on
\ task at beginning and end of week (not
\ statistically significant)

Proportion of time on technical skills
higher 1st week

No difference in time on task when every
3rd or 5th minute compared with every ,

minute '1r

Teachers had.67 percent time on content;
Student time on cOntent 56 percent
(not. compared statistically)

The single largest percent (29%) of.
,teachers' time spent on one-to-one

' instruction; 8 percent on_lesture;
8 percent on leading discGSsions

Long classes paa the most t.ime on task
(0.05) espeially technical skills and
set up/clean up; medium classes had,
the next highest; short classes had'
the least time-cm task

T & I and AG classes had the highest
while MDE had the lowest time on task

A grea:ter proportion of time on task was
found with the regular teacher

Medium classes had significantly higher
proportion of time on task than large
classes. The small class which vise.
dropped from analysis had a higher
prdPortion of time on task than the
medium classes.

FIGURE 6

OVERVIEW OF FACTORS RELATED TO
TIMErONLTASK,IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CLASSES



It iMportant to hear in mind that this was an exploratory
study which limits generalizanility of the findings. Neverthe-,

less, the findings provide a beginning data base about time ori
task in vocational education classes.. In addition, methodologies
were developed for future time-related research in vocational
education classes. Several analyses of variance were conducted
to ascertain the differences if other,methods or procedures had
been used to ccillect data in the study.

The average prOportions of time on task revealed by this
investigation corroborate studies conducted in academic subject

classes. Of course, the methodologies, terminologies,.and
proportions of time on task vary widely.. There were wide varia-
tions of time, on task found even among the ten classes in the
study, especially on content, Which indicate that there are num-
erous factors contributing to time spent on relevant curricular
activities in vocational education classes.

Implications of the Study

The study's exploratory research findings provide a foun-

- (1,1tion of data rich with implications for educators, policy-
makers, and other constituents of vocational education. The
first 'implication is that students' time on content appears to be

priSportionate with the time.allocated by teachers. The students'

time )n content is consistently less than the teachers'. On

avera , the teachers alloca-ted 67 percent of total class time
for c ntent--basic skills, technical skills, and employability
Skillswhile the students spent .56 percent of their time on

.content. The fact that these proportions are commensurate with

proportions in academic classes suggests that stUdents, regaru-
ress of curricula fail to take full advantage of the opportunity
to learn or to practice skills. 'A further implication regarding
the teachers' influence of students' time on content is evident
from the difference .When there were substitutes in the classes.
Students had consistently less time on content When sdbstitute
teacherS4 were in charge.

A second implication is that While. teachers may control the
time available for content in their classes, other factors also
appeared to contribute to.the proportion of time students spent
on task in the classes observed. Longer classes promoted more
time on tas thanrdid shorter Clases, and classes with lower
enrollment nad a greater proportion of time on task than did
classes with higher enrollments. These findings suggest that.the
duration and the enrollment of classes are factors to consider
when attempting to increase time on task. These findings can
aiso shed some light on the currently debated issue of whether
area vocational schools or comprehensive high schools arebetter
suited to offer secondary vocational education. If.time on task

is a criterion for resolving Vine issue, then it appears that
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area vocational schools in the study may have an edge because
they housed all the longer classes.

A third implication is that some program areas fostered time
on task more readily than did other program areas. In this study
agricultural education (AG), marketing and distributive education
(MDE), and trade and industrial education (T&I) represented three ,

distinctive types of vocational education classes.. MDE is gener-
ally taught in academic-style classes, frequently with a labora-
tory component Where students manage a school store or do other
types of hands-on work. These classes offer less opportunity for
lengthy and intensive periods of individual practice than do
classes of the other two types. Although subject matter can vary
extensively in particular AG.classes--from urban-based horticul-
tural design to.rutal-based agricultural mechanics--AG classes
can provide many hands-on task experiences during class hours.
And T&I classes generally allocate even more of their time for
hands-on work in the.shop. Task7oriented and seemingly eager to
assign individual projects in the shop area, teachers in T&I
classes generally limited their lecture time. Thus, because
opportunity for long periods of individual hands-on work was
found to be conducive to more time on task, classes in the T&I
and AG program areas had a significantly higher proportion of
time on task than did those in MDE. Of course, this implication
must be considered in the light of other factors, such as the
teachers' instructional and managerial styles, duration of the
class, and enrollment in the class.

A final implication is that the teachers' instrucl.ional and
managerial methods may be critical to the proportions of time
that students spend on content in vocational education classes.
This study of vocational education classes.shows that over a
fourth (29 percent) of the teadhers' time was spent walking
around.the room providing instruction and assistance to indi-
vidual Students or small groups. This pattern differs froh the
pattern in academic classes,, where the teaching modes that
correlated highly with time on task were lecture, discussion, and

demonstration. 'Since it was not an 'objective of this study,
however, there were insufficient data collected for useful
correlations between teaching modes and'students' time on task:

This study provides a foundation of infOrmation about the"

specifid ways students and teachers spenttime in ten vocational
education classes. Statistical analyses imply that there are
relationships among a number of factors that appear to influenge
the proportion of time students spend on task. There are numei-
ous questions that remain to be answered and implications that
need to be pursued with additional studies to provide a compre-
hensive understanding.of how time,on task can be maximized in

different types of vocational edUcation classes.
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Recommendations foi. Further Aesearch

This study was designed to be exploratory, a fact to keep in
mind .when evaluating the findings. More research is needed to
determine the, combination of factors--such as size of class, .

length of class, type of school, and pedagogical Methpds--that
promotes the best proportions of time on and off task'in vocal-
tional education:classes.

No attempt was made to relate achievement of-specified out-
comes, such as attainment of certain levels of occupational com-
petencies, to the proportion of time spent on technical skills.
It is strongly.recommended that the time spent on various skills
or other activities be correlated with the desired'outoomes.
Prior to that, of course, it would be helpful to agree upob the
desired outcomes or gOals for secondary vocational educationt
The current lack of consensus inhibits anT.attempts to recommend
changes in the surriculum or the instructional techniques. With-
out a national consensus on desired outcomes or goals, time-on-
task research lacks the basis for making recommendations that
will increase the effectiveness of secondary vocational educa-
tion.

Another recommendation' for further researCh is the exami-
nation of teachers' managerial activiti,es and.instructional meth-
ods as they may relate to time on relevant tasks in vocational .

education classes. There is undoubtedly a relationship, explored
only superficially at this.time, betWeen the teacherb' complex
behaviors and the students '.. varied uses of time. Research into
teacher behaviors that increase time on relevant,tasks in
lecture-oriented, academic classes must be supplemented by
further research on those claSses, based upon activities for
individuals and sffiall groups, that characterize 'Programs in
vocational education.

Further research is also needed to determine -hOw well com-
petency based instruction serves the individual students, and
whether the numerouS programs called "competency based" are
indeed that. Observers in this study noted that several teachers
felt they had a competency based program of instruction when, in
fact, it was merely 'individually paced and lacked any specific
measures of competency. In these classes, students completed
projects at their own'pace but did not appear to be using any
competency guidelines.

1

It must be reiterated that further research is necessary to
determine whichetype of.school--the comprehensive high school.or.
the area vocational school--is More effective in prdviding vo-
-cational education to.secondary students. This issue is diffi-
cult to resolve because of the divergity in students' motivation
for taking classes in secondary vocational education and because
of the diversity of the outcomes expected from-vocational educa-
tion.

C.
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Finally,. it is important.'to remember that time on task is,
one of several critic&i., variables in the complex question of
educationar effectiveness. It is impossible to .predict Whether
time on task will retain its current importance as research
accumulates. Long-range research should be initated to develop a
data base about.time on task in vocational education classes in
order to determine whether, over the long run, time spent on task
improves the effectiveness and the occupational success of former
vocational education students.
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TABLE 7

ONE-WAY ANAL ISIS CF VARIANCE FOR DAY CF ME WEEK AND TIME ON TASK

Source

Degree of Sum of Mean

Freedom Squares Squares (Probability)

.Be4veen groups 2 2085.011

WIthIn groups 96 32336.129

Total 98 34421.14 0

521.253

344.001

1.5/4 (0.2040)

TABLE

ONE-WA Y ANAL TSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FOR TIME ON TASK

Week

Number of Standard F . Degree of 2 Tall

Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probability
,

1

2

49 ' 70.1953 21.228 1.74 0.62 97 0.538

50 67.8574 16.0172 (0.055)

TABLE 9

ONE-WAY ANAL ISIS OF VARIANCE BETVEEN YEEKS.FCR TECHNICAL SKILLS

Week

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Ta 11

Cl5sses Mean Dev 1 at ion ( Ft-obab 1 I ty) T Freedari R-obabillty

1 49 46.0690 26.002 1.79 2.13 97 c 0.036

2 50 36.2698 19.451. (0.045)
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TABLE 10

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FOR BASIC SKILLS

Week

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tail

Classes Mean Deviation (ProbabIlIty) T Freedom Probability

1

2

49 4.8586 9.311 2.16 -1.56 97 0.122

50 8.5320 13.672 (0.009)

TABLE 11

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS CF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FUR EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Week

Number of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom Probabllity

1

2

49 10.1143 24.053 2.58 1.01 97 0.314

50 6.0490 14.983 (0.001)

TABLE 12

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FOR SET UP/CLEAN UP

Number of Standart F Degree of - ? Tall

Week Classes Mean Deviation (Probability) T Freedom ProbablkIty

0 4

1 49 6.2722 7.656 1.82 -1.81 97 0.421

2 50 7.7514 10.331 (0.040)

4
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TABLE 13

ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN WEEKS FCR ABSENCE

Week

Numbr of Standard F Degree of 2 Tall

Classes Mean Deviation (Probabliity) T Freedom Probablilty

1 49 . 20.7227 14.813 2.77 1.61 97 0.111

2' 50 16.7842 8.897 (0.001)
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